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2.1 SAFETY LIMITS 

BASES 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

The fuel cladding, re~6tor pressure vessel and· primary Bystem piping are 
the principal barriers to the release of radioactive materials to the 
environs. Safety Limits are established to protect the integrity of these 
barriers during normal plant operations and anticipated transients. The fuel 
cladding integrity Safety Limit is set such that no fuel damage is calculated 
to occur if the limit is not violated. Because fuel damage is not directly 
observable, a step-back approach is used to establish a Safety Limit such that 
the MCPR is ~ 1.08 for two recirculation loop operation and~ 1.11 for single ·I 
recirculation loop operation. These MCPR values represent a conservative 
margin relative to the conditions required to maintain fuel cladding 
integrity. The fuel cla~ding is one of the physical barriers which separate 
the radioactive materials from the environs. The integrity of this cladding 
barrier is related to its relative >E:if:'~edom from perforations or cracking. 
Although some corrosion or use rela·t~~d cracking may occur during the life of 
the cladding, fission product migration from this source is incrementally 
cumulative and .. c.op,tinu.o.u::; . .:Ly 1 IQ.~a~µ;t:'.ab}e .. c E.u.e+ ,cla,ddingt,pe_:s:forations, however, 
can result f.r~m· ;tB~r!ri?oY.~siri:S?e·~:~~~f:cl;l.~,,9c~u~. ir6m~:re~f,t:<?r;operation 
significantly: ;a,~o~~~~ d~1'.~~ii~:.::C8~ct~;t~,or:ls''. '~~9.~'.tue,.'~~wi'.t;,J'.i}9'::;$aJ~t,Y System Settings. 
While fissibri t>'roctudt ·migriitTo~.:XfqJj)".~cHS!:~~n,9'~i?.~¥~C?:f~:t;:i'.9~".~§ just as 
measurable as that from use re·I'ated ·"crclck±:'hg, · t:he 'tnerma'lty-' caused cladding 
perforations signal a threshold beyond which still greater thermal stresses 
may cause gross rather than incremental cl~dding deterioration. Therefore, 
the fuel cladding Sa.fety Limit is defined with a margin to the conditions 
which would prodi,ice onset of'transition boiling, MCPR of 1.0. These 
conditions repre'sent a significant departure from the condition intended by 
design for planned operation. 

2.1.1 THERMAL POWER, Low Pressure or Low Flow 

The use of the applicable NRC-approved critical power correlations are 
not valid for all critical power calculations performed at reduced pressures 
below 785 psig or core flows.less than 10% of rated flow. Therefore, the fuel 
cladding integrity Safety Limit is established by other means. This is done 
by establishing a limiting condition on core THERMAL POWER with the following 
basis. Since the pressure drop in the bypass region is essentially all 
elevation head, the .core pressure drop at low power and flows will always be 
greater than 4.5 psi. Analyses show that with a bundle flow of 28 x 103 

lbs/hr, bundle pressure drop is nearly independent of( bundle power and has a 
value of 3. 5 psi. Thus, the bundle flow with a 4. 5 psi d;r:i ving head will be 
greater than 28 x 103 lbs/hr. Full scale ATLAS test data taken at pressures 
from 14. 7 psi a to 800 psia indicat.e that the fuel assembly critical power at 
this flow is approximately 3.35 MWt. With the design peaking factors, this 
corresponds to a THERMAL POWER of more than 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER. Thus, 
a THERMAL POWER limit of 24% of RATED THERMAL POWER for reactor pressure below 
785 psig is conservative. 
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SAFETY LIMITS 

BASES 

2.1.2 THER.1\1.Zl.L POWER, High Pressure and Hiqh Flow 

The fuel cladding integrity Safety Limit is set such that no fuel 
damage is calculated to occur if the limit is not violated. Since the 
parameters which result in fuel damage are not directly observable during 
reactor operation, the thermal and hydraulic conditions resulting in a 
departure from nucleate boiling have been used to mark the beginning of the 
region where fuel damage could occur. Although it is recognized that a 
departure from nucleate boiling would not necess'arily result in damage to BWR 
fuel rods, the critical power at which boiling transition is calculated to 
occur has been adopted as a convenient limit. However, the uncertainties in 
monitoring the core operating state and in the procedures used to calculate 
the critical power result in an uncertainty in the value of the critical 
power. Therefore, the fuel cladding integrity Safety Limit is defined as the 
CPR in the limiting fuel assembly for which more than 99.9% of the fuel rods 
in the core are expected to avoid boiling transition considering the power 
distribution within the core and all uncertainties. 

The Safety Limit MCPR is determined using a s~atistical model that 
combines all of the uncertainties in operating parameters and in the 
procedures used to calculate critical power. Calculation of the Safety Limit 
MCPR is defined in Reference 1. 

Re!erence: 

1. General Electric Standard Application for Reactor Fuel, NEDE-24011-P-A 
(The approved revision at the time the reload analyses are performed. 
The.approved revision.number shall be identified in the CORE OPEBATING 
LIMITS REPORT.) 
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SAFETY LIMITS 

BASES 

2.1.3 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSURE 

The Safety Limit for the reactor coolant system pressure has been selected 
such that it is at a pressure below which it can be shown that the integrity 
of the system is not endangered. The reactor pressure vessel is designed to 
Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code 1968 Edition, including 
Addenda through Winter 1969, which permits a maximum pressure transient of 
110%, 1375 psig, of design pressure 1250 psig. The Safety Limit of 1325 psig, 
as measured by the reactor vessel steam dome pressure indicator, is equivalent 
to 1375 paig at the lowest elevation of the reactor coolant system. The reactor 
coolant system is designed to the USAS Nuclear Power Piping Code, Section B31.7 
1969 Edition, including Addenda through July 1, 1970 for the reactor recirculation 
piping, which permits a maximum pressure transient of 110%, 1375 psig, of 
design pressure, 1250 psig for suction piping and 1500 psig for discharge pioing. 
The pressure Safety Limit is selected to be the lowest transient overpressur~ 
allowed by the applicable codes. 

2.1.4 REACTOR VESSEL WATER LEVEL 

With fuel in the reactor vessel during periods when the reactor is 
shutdown, consideration must be given to water level requirements due to the 
effect of decay heat. If the water level should drop below the top of the 
active irradiated fuel during this period, the ability to remove decay heat is 
reduced. This reduction in cooling capability could lead to elevated cladding 
temperatures and clad perforation in the event that the water level became less 
than two-thirds of the core height. The Safety Limit has been established at 
the top of the active irradiated fuel to provide a point which can be monitored 
and also provide adequate margin for effective action. 
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2.2 LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS 

BASES 

2.2.1 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS 

The Reactor Protection System instrumentation setpoints specified in 
Table 2.2.1-l are the values at which the reactor trips are set for each 
parameter. The Trip Setpo.:l,.nts qave been se.lected to ensure that the reactor 
core and reactor coolant system are prevented from exceeding their Safety 
Limits during normal operation and design basis anticipated operational 
occurrences and to assist in mitigating the consequences of accidents. 
Operation with a trip set less conservative than its Trip Setpoint but within 
its specified Allowable Value is acceptable on the basis that the difference 
between each Trip Setpoint and the Allowable Value is an allowance for 
instrument drift specifically allocated for each trip in the safety analyses. 

1. Intermediate Range Monitor, Neutron Flux - High 

The IRM system consists of 8 chambers, 4 in each of the reactor trip 
systems. The IRM is a 5 decade 10 range instrU.ment. The trip setpoint of 
120 divisions of scale is active in each of the 10 ranges. Thus as the !RM 
is ranged up to accommodate the increase in power level, the trip setpoint is 
also ranged up. The IRM instruments provide for overlap with both the APRM 
and SRM systems. 

The most significant source of reactivity changes during the power 
increase is due to control rod withdrawal. In order to ensure that the IRM 
provides the required protection, a range of rod withdrawal accidents have 
been analyzed. The results of these analyses are in Section 15.4 of the 
FSAR. The most severe case involves an initial condition in which THERMAL 
POWER is at approximately 1% of RATED THERMAL POWER. Additional conservatism 
was taken in this analysis by assuming the IRM channel closest to the control 
rod being withdrawn- is bypassed. The results of this analysis show that the 
reactor is shutdown and pe~k power is limited to 21% of RATED THERMAL POWER 
with the peak fuel enthalpy well below the fuel failure threshold of 170 
cal/gm. Based on this analysis, the IRM provides protection against local 
control rod errors and continuous withdrawal of control rods in sequence and 
provides backup protection for the APRM. 

2. Average Power Range Monitor 

For operation at lo~ pressure and low flow during STARTUP, the APRM 
scram setting of 14% of. RATED THERMAL POWER provides adequate thermal margin 
between the setpoint and the Safety Limits. The ~argin accommodates the 
anticipated maneuvers associated with power plant startup. Effects of 
increasing pressure at zero or low void content are minor and cold water from 
sources available during startup- is not much colder than that aiready in the 
system. Temperature coefficients are small and control rod patterns are 
constrained by the RWM. Of all the possible sources of.reactivity input, 
uniform control rod withdrawal is the most probable cause of significant 
power increase. 
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LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS 

BASES 

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS (Continued} 

Average Power Range Monitor (Continued) 

Because the flux distribution associated with uniform rod withdrawals does 
not involve high local peaks and because several rods must be moved to change 
power by a significant amount, the rate of power rise is very slow. 
Generally the heat flux is in near equilibrium with the fission rate. In an 
assumed uniform rod withdrawal approach to the trip level, the rate of power 
rise is not more than 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER per minute and the APRM 
system would be more than adequate to assure shutdown before the power could 
exceed the Safety Limit. The 14% neutron flux trip remains active until the 
mode switch is placed in the Run position. 

The APRM trip system is calibrated using heat balance data taken during 
steady state conditions. Fission chambers provide the basic input to the 
system and therefore the monitors respond directly and quickly to changes due 
to transient operation for the case of the Fixed Neutron Flux-Upscale 
setpoint; i.e., for a power increase, the THERMAL POWER of the fuel will be 
less than that indicated by the neutron flux due to the time constants of the 
heat transfer associated with the fuel. For the Flow Biased Simulated 
Thermal Power-Upscale setpoint, a time constant of 6 ~ 0,6 seconds is 
introduced into the flow biased APRM in order to simulate the fuel thermal 
transient characteristics. A more conservative maximum value is used for the 
flow biased setpoint as shown in Table 2.2.1-1. Although it is part of the 
Hope Creek design configuration and Technical Specifications, the APRM flow
biased simulated thermal power scram is not credited in any Hope Creek safety 
licensing analyses. 

The APRM setpoints were selected to provide adequate margin for the 
Safety Limits and yet allow operating margin that reduces the possibility of 
unnecessary shutdown. 

3. Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure-High 

High pressure in the nuclear system could cause a rupture to the 
nuclear system process barrier resulting in the release of fission products. 
A pressure increase while operating will also tend to increase the power of 
the reactor by compressing voids thus adding reactivity. The trip will 
quickly reduce the neutron flux, counteracting the pressure increase. The 
trip setting is slightly higher than the operating pressure to permit normal 
operation without spurious trips. The setting provides for a wide margin to 
the maximum allowable design pressure and takes into account the location of 
the pressure measurement compared to the highest pressure that occurs in the 
system during a transient. This trip setpoint is effective at low power/flow 
conditions when the turbine control valve fast closure and turbine stop valve 
closure trip are bypassed. For a load rejection or turbine trip under these 
conditions, the transient analysis indicated an adequate margin to the 
thermal hydraulic limit. 
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LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS 

BASES 

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM IN~fRUMENTATION SETPOINTS (Continued) 

4. Reactor Vessel Water L:=vel-Low 

The reactor veseel water level trip setpoint has been ueed in transient 
analyses dealing with coolant inventory decrease. The scram setting was chosen 
far enough below the normal operating level to avoid spurious trips but high 
enough above the ~uel to assure that there is adequate protection for the fuel 
and pressure limits. 

s~ Main Steam Line Isolation Valve-Closure 

The main steam line isolation valve closure trip was provided to limit 
the amount of fission product release for certain postulated events. The 
MSIV's are closed automatically from measured parameters such as high steam 
flow, low reactor water level, high steam tunnel temperature, and the low steam 
line pressure .. The MSIV's closure scram anticipates the pressure and flux 
transients which could follow MSIV closure and thereby protects reactor vessel 
pressure and fuel thermal/hydraulic Safety Limits. 

6. This item intentionally blank 

7. Drywell Pressure-High 

High p~essure in the drywell could indicate a b~eak in the primary pressure 
boundary systems or a loss of drywell cooling. ~he reactor is tripped in order 
to minimize the possibility o.f fuel damage and reduce the amdunt of energy 
being added to the coolant and the primary containment. The trip setting was 
selected as low'as possible without causing spurious trips. 

8. scram Discharge Volume Water Level-High 

The scram discharge volume receives the water displaced by the motion of 
the control rod drive pistons during a reactor scram. Should this volume fill 
up to a point where there is i11suff icient volume to accept the displaced. water 
at pressures below 65 psig, control rod insertion would be hindered. The reac
tor is therefore tripped when the water level has reached a point high enough 

·to indicate that it is indeed fiiling up, but the vofome is still great enough 
to accommodate the water from the movement of the rods at pressures below 
65 psig when they are tripped. The trip setpoint for each scram discharge 
volume is equivalent to a contained volume of approximately 35 gallons of water. 
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LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING 
., .• ,.~_, • .., .~ . ' • . I . _. 

BASES ·. ·· . 

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS (C6nt1nued) 
~ ·~· :.~: fT~ " ' . ·•"· ~- ·: v '.;.rfr~· ~. • ·.;"~ \~'V•' ;"'.. . f;: ~· /:. '---·;:· r:· :" --''"'.'""'' . · ... f r-. ':··:· '- · . , . •'l;. ' ; ' . ;- _.::- ~-' 

·· 9'.'': · Tur'bi'ne stoi;vvalve-ciosµre·<· · ··· 

. -'t~~ ;':?ir~,~~;c;~&µ_';vii ~~- ·_ ~ 1 ~s .. ~~~~= ~~JP .. ~5.·~:1f1 ~~1~;~:' ;~~ · R"t~ :t9 t~: '~'.~a,~:to _n 
flux, and tie~t flux iiltre(is·es .th~'!: wouldJ'esu1t .. from tl.os~re of-t.ne ·stop~ 
valves. With a trip- s~~~ih9e:~.fi, .. ~~]¢,.f.~<~''.~JY~::,'¢J.2~~1:'!~ Jt2m J.9J J:.op.~p.; the , 
r.esultaht increase in tieat fl'ux"-;5-··slicfi""'tfiat' ade'qua't'e'tf'ie'rma1 ... iirarg1ns are 

. ~~~~n~1:~;f ~i:t?J~~i~f tli~iii~4~~~~l~f ~r~:;.;t~~~t~ti2i~;-~~t .. 
"·. neutrOn"'._f,lll~t:;'aoCii~hea'i:tflruK:i'r:ic"tea's'e!'thatfcoul<f;:res·o:nr'cftom\d:ast:'cT6stlr~ of 

12.,·l· ManuaLSc.~am" ,_, .... ,._ .,,,-. . . - . _ . .. · "'"";"~::."" : :::'·, .. ,~ :·:_:/':··]~,; :_ :-: · ~; · ,, 

The" M~m·!.~l Scram pust:if:Jutton swjtches provide a qiverse means for initiat
ing a ·rea~-~9r shUtd,9wn (Scram) to the aitt()m~tic pr~tective instrumentation 
channel$ and·provides manual reactor trip capability . 
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3/4.0 APPLICABILITY 

BASES 

Specifications 3.0.1 through 3.0.8 establish the general requirements 
applicable to Limiting Conditions for Operation. These requirements are 
based on the requirements for Limiting Conditions for Operation stated in the 
Code. of Federal Regulations, 10 CFR 50.36(c) (2): 

"Limiting conditions for operation are the lowest function~l capability 
or performance levels of equipment required for safe operation of the 
facility. When a limiting conditi6n for operation of a nuclear reactor is not 
met, the licensee shall shut down the reactor or follow any remedial action 
permitted by the technical specification until the condition can be met." 

Specification 3.0.1 establishes the Applicability statement within each 
individual specification as the requirement for when (i.e., in which 
OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other specified conditions) conformance to the 
Limiting Conditions for Operation is required for safe operation of the 
facility. The ACTION requirements establish those remedial measures that 
must be taken within specified time limits when the requirements of a 
Limiting Condition for Operation are not met. It is not intended that the 
shutdown ACTION requirements be used as an operational convenience which 
permits (routine) voluntary removal of a system(s) or component(s) from 
service in lieu of other alternatives that would not result in redundant 
systems or components being. inoperable. 

There are two basic types of ACTION requirements. The first specifies the 
remedial measures that permit continued operation of the facility which is 
not further restricted by the time limits of the ACTION requirements~ In 
this case, conformance to the ·ACTION requirements provides an acceptable 
level of safety for unlimited continued operation as long as the ACTION 
requirements continue to be met. The second type of ACTION requirement 
specifies a time limit in which conformance to the conditions of the Limiting 
Condition for Operation must be met. This time limit is the allowable outage 
time to restore an inoperable system or component to OPERABLE status or for 
restoring parameters within specified limits. If these actions are not 
completed within the allowable outage time limits, a shutdown is required to 
place the facility in an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition 
in which the specification no longer applies. 

The specified time limits of the ACTION requirements are applicable from the 
point in time it is identified that a Limiting Condition for Ope~ation is not 
met. The time limits of the ACTION requirements are also applicable when a 
system or component is removed from service for surveillance testing or 
investigation of operational problems. Individual specifications may include 
a specified time limit for the completion of a Surveillance. Requirement when 
equipment is removed from service. In this case, the allowable outage time 
limits of the ACTION requirements are applicable when this limit expires if 
the surveillance has not been completed. When a shutdown is required to 
comply with ACTION requirements, the plant may have entered an OPERATIONAL 
CONDITION in which a new specification becomes applicable. In this case, the 
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3/4.0 APPLICABILITY 

BASES (Con'tl 

time limits of the ACTION requirements would apply from the point in time 
that the new specification becomes applicable if the requirements of the 
Limiting Condition for Operation are not met. 

Specification 3.0.2 establishes that noncompliance with a specification 
exists when the requirements of the Limiting Condition for Operation are not 
met and the associated ACTION requirements have not been implemented within 
~he specified time interval. The purpose of this specification is to clarify 
that (1) implementation of the ACTION requirements within the specified time 
interval constitutes compliance with a specification and (2) completion of 
the remedial measures of the ACTION requirements is not required when 
compliance with a Limiting Condition of Operation is restored within the time 
interval specified in the associated ACTION requirements. 

Specification 3.0.3 establishes the shutdown ACTION requirements that must be 
implemented when-a Limiting Condition for Operation is not met and the 
condition is not specifically addressed, by the associated ACTION 
requirements. The purpose of this specification is to delineate the time 
limits for placing the unit i:n a safe shutdown CONDITION when plant operation 
cannot be maintained within the limits for safe operation defined by the 
Limiting Conditions for Operation and' its ACTION requirements. It is not 
intended to be used as an operational convenience which permits (routine) 
voluntary removal of redundant systems or components from service in lieu of 
other alternatives.that wotild·not result in'redundant systems o:t components 
beirig inoperable. One hoilr is allowed to prepare 'for·ari orderly shutdown 
before initiating a change iri plant operation; This time permits the 
operator to coordinate the reduction in electrical generation'with the load 
dispatcher to ensure the stability ahd availability of the electrical grid. 
The time limits specified to reach lo~er CONDITIONS of operation permit the 
shutdown to proceed in a controlled and' orderly manner that is well within 
the specified maximum cooldown rate and within the cooldown capabilities of 
the facility assuming only the minimum required equipment is OPERABLE. This 
reduces thermal stresses on components of the primary coolant system and the 
potential for a plant upset that could challenge safety systems under 
conditions for which this specification applies. 

If remedial measures permitting limited continued operation of the facility 
under the provisions of the ACTION requirements are completed, the shutdown 
may be terminated. The time limits of the ACTION requirements are applicable 
from the point in time there was a failure to meet a Limiting Condition for 
Operation. Therefore, the shutdowri may be terminated if the ACTION 
requirements have been met or the time limits of the ACTION requirements have 
not expired, thus providing an allowance for the completion of the required 
actions. 

The time limits of Specification 3.0.3 allow 37 hours for the plant to be in 
COLD SHUTDOWN when a shutdown is required during POWER operation. If the 
plant is in a lower CONDITION of operation when a shutdown is required, the 
time limit for reaching the next lower CONDITION of operation applies. 
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3/4.0 APPLICABILITY 

BASES (Con't) 

However, if a lower CONDITION of operation is reached in less time than 
allowed, the total allowable time to reach COLD SHUTDOWN, or other_ OPERATIONAL 
CONDITION, is not reduced. For example, if STARTUP is reached in 2 hours, the 
time allowed to reach HOT SHUTDOWN is the next 11 hours because the total time 
to reach HOT SHUTDOWN is not reduced from the allowable limit of 13 hours. 
Therefore, if remedial measures are completed that would permit a return to 
POWER operation, a penalty is not incurred by having to reach a lower 
CONDITION of operation in less than the total time allowed. 

The same principle applies with regard to the allowable outage time limits of 
the ACTION requirements, if compliance with the ACTION requirements for one 
specification results in entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or condition of 
operation for another specification in which the requirements of the Limiting 
Condition for Operation are not met. If the new specification becomes 
applicable in less time than specified, the difference may be added to the 
allowable outage time limits of the second specification. However, the 
allowable outage time limits of ACTION requirements for a higher CONDITION of 
operation may not be used to extend the allowable outage time that is 
applicable when a Limiting Condition for Operation is not met in a lower 
CONDITION of operation. 

The shutdown requirements of Specification 3.0.3 do not apply in CONDITIONS 4 
and 5, because the ACTION requirements of individual specifications defi.ne the 
remedial measures to be taken. 

Specification 3.0.4 LCO 3.0.4 establishes limitations on changes in 
OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other specified conditions in the Applicability when 
an LCO is not met. It allows placing the unit in an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or 
other specified condition stated in that Applicability (e.g., the 
Applicability desired to be entered) when unit conditions are such that the 
requirements of the LCO would not be met, in accordance with LCO 3.0.4.a, LCO 
3 . o . 4 . b, or LCO 3 .. o . 4 . c . 

LCO 3.0.4.a allows entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified 
condition in the Applicability with the LCO not met when the associated 
ACTIONS to be entered permit continued operation in the OPERATIONAL CONDITION 
or other specified condition in the Applicability for an unlimited period of 
time. Compliance with Required Actions that permit continued operation of the 
unit for an unlimited period of time in an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other 
specified condition provides'an acceptable level of safety for continued 
operation. This is without regard to the status of the unit before or after 
the OPERATIONAL CONDITION change. Therefore, in such cases, entry into an 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in the Applicability may be 
made in accordance with the provisions of the Required Actions. 

LCO 3.0.4.b allows entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified 
condition in the Applicability with the LCO not met after performance of a 
risk assessment addressing inoperable systems and components, consideration of 
the results, determination of the acceptability of entering the OPERATIONAL 
CONDITION or other specified condition in the Applicability, and establishment 
of risk management actions, if appropriate. 
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3/4.0 APPLICABILITY 

BASES (Con't) 

The risk assessment may use quantitative, qualitative, or blended approaches, 
and the·. risk assessment will be conducted using the plant program, procedures, 
and criteria in place· to implement 10 CFR 50.65(a) (4), which requires that 
risk impacts of maintenance activities to be assessed and managed. The risk 
assessment, for the purposes of LCO 3.0.4.b, must take into account all 
inoperable Technical Specification equipment regardless of whether the 
equipment is included in the normal 10 .CFR 50. 65 {a) (4) risk assessment scope. 

The risk assessments will be conducted using the procedures·andguidance 
endorsed by Regulatory Guide 1.182, "Assessing and· Managing Risk Before 
Maintenance Activities at Nuclear Power ·Plants."'Regulatory Guide 1.182 
endorses the guidance irt Section 11 .of· NUMARC 93;..01, "Industry.Guideline for 
Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants:." These 
do'cuments ·address· ·gene:ia•l guidance for conduct of the' risk assessment, 
quantitative and qualitative· guidelines for establishing risk management 
actions;·· and example risk management actions.- These include actions to plan 
and conduct other activities iri a manner that' contr'ols overall· risk, increased 
risk awareness' by shift and management personnel', •actions to reduce the 
duration of the condition,· actions to minimize the magnitude of risk 1increases 
(establishment of backup SUCCe'SS paths or compensatory measures) I and' 
determination that the proposed OPERATIONAL CONDITION change.is acceptable. 
Consideration should also be given to the probability of completing 
restoration such't-hat the reqtiirements of the'LCo·would' be met-prior to the 
e:Xpiration of-:AE!TIONS Ccimple'tion Times that,·would -require"·exit·ing the. · 
Applicability. · 

LCO 3.9.~.b may be·used·with single1 ·or-~multiple systems arid'1GQIDPQP~i+t:.s ... 
unavaila.Dle. Nd.MARC .Si3-01:provid:es guid~rtce.;±::elative to c6nsi'deiati'oil of 
simii:Itaneous unavaiia:bility of multi.Pie systems and eomponents'. 

• I • •' • • ' ~ :;,, • • ' ; • • ' ' i 1 • ' ' < '; .• 

The results of the risk assessment shall be considered in det.erminitlg the 
acceptability of entering·, the OPERATIONAL CONDITI0N or~bther specified 
condition in the Applicability, and any corresponding risk management actions. 

The Technical Specifi·cations allow· continu'ed operation with' equipment . 
unava:i.lable in· OPERATIONAL CONDITION-· 1 ·for. the duration· of the· Completion' 
Time. Sinbi::i'ti:iis is allowable,·ahd since in general the·:tisk impact.ih·that 
part.icular OPERATIONAL C0NDITION bounds >·the. risk of transitioniiig· int0· ·and 
through the''applic'abie· OPERATIONAL" CONDITIONS or othe'r specified conditions in 
the Applicability· of the LCO,. file U:se of the' LCO 3. 0 ~·4 .b allowance should be 
generally acceptable, as long as the· ·risk: is ass'essed· and managed as stated 
above. However, there 'is a small subset of systems-and components that·have 
been determiried to be more important to risk and· use' ·of. the LC0'··3. 0 .4 .b 
aHowance i\3 ·prohibited. The- Leos governing·.these system and ·components 
contain Notes profribiting the use of LCO 3.0".4.b by stati:ng that·LCO 3.0.4.b 
is not applicable. 

LCO 3. o. 4. c all'ows entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified 
condition-in the Applicability with the LCO not met based on an ACTION in the 
Spec~f:icatic:in which states LCO 3. o. 4. c is applicable. These. specif ii:: 
allowances permit entry into OPERATIONAii CONDITIONS or other, specified 
conditions in the Applicability when the associated ACTIONS to be entered do 
not provide for continued operation for an unlimited period of time and a risk 
assessment has not been performed. This allowance may apply to all the 
ACTIONS or to a specific Required Action of a Specification. 
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The risk assessments performed to justify the use of LCO 3.0.4.b usually only 
consider systems and components. ~or this reason·, LCO 3.0.4.c is typically 
applied to Specifications that describe values and parameters (e.g., 
Containment Air Temperature, Containment Pressure, Moderator Temperature 
Coefficient) , and may be applied to other Specifications based on NRC plant
specific approval. 

The provisions of this Specification should not be interpreted as endorsing 
the failure to exercise the good practice of restoring systems or components 
to OPERABLE status before entering an associated OPERATIONAL CONDITION or 
other specified condition in the Applicability. 

The provisions of LCO 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in OPERATIONAL 
CONDITIONS or other specified conditions in the Applicability that are 
required to comply with ACTIONS. In addition, the provisions of LCO 3.0.4 
shall not prevent changes in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other specified 
conditions in the Applicability that result from any unit shutdown. In this 
context, a unit shutdown is defined as a change in OPERATIONAL CONDITION or 
other specified condition in the Applicability associated with transitioning 
from OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 to OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2, OPERATIONAL CONDITION 
2 to OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3, OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3 to OPERATIONAL CONDITION 
4, and OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4 to OPERATIONAL CONDITION 5. 

Upon entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in.the 
Applicability with the LCO not met, LCO 3.0.l and LCO 3.0.2 require entry into 
the applicable Conditions and Required Actions until the Condition is 
resolved, until the LCO is met, or until the unit is not within the 
Applicability of the Technical Specification. 

Surveillances do not have to be performed on the associated inoperable 
equipment {or on variables outside the specified limits) , as permitted by SR 
4.0.1. Therefore, utilizing LCD 3.0.4 is not a violation of SR 4.0.l or SR 
4.0.4 for any surveillances that have not been performed on inoperable 
equipment. However, SRs must be met to ensure OPERABILITY prior to declaring 
the associated equipment OPERABLE {or variable within limits) and restoring 
compliance with the affected LCO. 
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Specification 3.0.5 establishes the allowances for restoring equipment to 
service under.administrative controls whe~ it.has.been removed from service . ,... ·' . . . " . -.•. - - . ,, ....... ;'· . •. .. . . 

or declared inoperal:;>le to comply with ACTIONS. TJ:ie sole purpose of this 
Specification is to.provide an exception·to LGO 3,0.2· (e.g., to notcomply 
with .the applicable Required Actions (s.)) to allow. the performance of ·testing 
required to restore and demonstrate: 

·a. The .6P~BABILITY of th_e eq1.f.J;pment befog _retµrned to servi:ce; or 
. .... ~.' -··:-:~ . . . :-. - ' . . ... . . -~ ~- ... . . ~~- (. 

The administ.ratiY,e. contro,l~ ensure, the time. the equipment i.s r_eturned to 
service in ·q~n~i~-~t '. w~t?~ t;h~_ :r::,1gu1;r;e~-~~.t.s _of, ~h~ -~~!F~ti$. is: Jim~te_d, to 't~'e 
time a.b~olu;tely ne.ce.s?.?J;"Y t;\) •. pei;"f()r!!I th,e .test1r,i9 r.~guirec::! t,C? . .,F~s~_pre. aricl ·· 
demori~trate: th~ ,bP¢RA:8"rtr'.rY,, 9£ :the. eqµlpmen.t. ;.,:Tfiis,.~9P..e.~ifiC'ai::i,,_on does riot 
P:t:OY::j,de,~tiqu:i~, tg ~ i?e;fof"rri_ any otfr~:i:--_-pI,ey~~nt.~.fi ~:- o,r •. c;:~rf"e~st) V~: ~a-i'.nten'ance .. 

~~-·.:i ·.' ·~· \\ .. o:.··t::"(::' .: ... :{~_'-·,.l-;.~.-.:.~: ::;. r .... - ,,.·.~::..r:r .. :-·,.r -· :~\-~;,·:·r':·-··· _;_;...; ,-··-~·.'.~ ... : .. 
An· e~~mple· ot. demonstra•ting,:,t::he;;:.OfEMBll;:f:~Y o:C the .e,guiprr)'ent peir:ig ',:r;etun:i,ed 
fo ·service· .. itsY 'reopening. a) ·cohttaii:nrient: risol'.at;iori val·v.e .tJ:fat. hasi .be:en-e:Closed. to 

-~~~~f~~·~i ~~,:~::~~~·:'1a~Ei~~~!~h;:~~~;~1~6;~i~~;~~;~~~t;::? :. f;~~t0-~~i_.·t£_h~:::·~e~tt~g.:' 

,~~~~~~~Utit~li~i'~~~!i~'Jli!i~~i~~I~~~f }~~~i@~~iiS ~i~i;;ir:;h . 
restore OPERABIL'ITY -15f- anotJ'i"~r ·¢fiai)ti;~Ji,~il}'-Ltl:J€C9t:P§r. t'r'~J?:-;SY,s_t~ern~ , A~.~imilq_r 
example of demopstrating the OPERABii:J:'ify'.c)f 1oth'er'e~Jlpirf~ht ·'is '1ui:kihi{'a:k""-!" 
inopera!?,.J:.~z:cp§j\~J~l:;·.:S'_rc.i~.~~Pir,sJ'.~:tei;n,_:o\!:17,,i;<],t;· ~1:1':. E.lj:i,ppe!.si.,.,C<:fHi9.+;t+9r .,,'S,.<?,,-tze:p;i~!;:, tJ:ie 
logic .to ,£uncfi9n, and inc;:!icat$, :the. appr:ppriate-.resp,9nse .,dtirii:;lg ,,the.,,. ,,, .. 
p~r.form.an9e~:·p·f· ;ie'~ti~g~,.·:r;~~quJ;;;~¢ -tq, ~~si,to:r;e- §n~'.,cte,m.9.11~~tia\e' the ;oPE~B'ititY: on 
another·~ channel« in .the s·am_e ,,t·rip .system. - ·-: . . >'n .. < · . , 

··r•. - . r ~\~ ... . .. ··:::.:.: .':l .: . .' ..... ~. · .... 

LCO" 3; 0 :.S is:' appl:Lcable 'to'~ a:ll "Terchnica'l· Speci-fi'cations ;:r however I 
of LCO 3.0.5 is not to supersede more specif'±c'cfuidarice contained 
individual specification. 

the, intent 
within•:. any 

LCO 3.0.8 establishes conditions under which systems are considered to remain 
capable of performing their intended safety function when associated snubbers 
are not capable of providing their associated support function(s). This LCO 
states that the supported system is not considered to be inoperable solely 
due to one or more snubbers not capable of performing their associated 
support function(s). This is appropriate because a limited length of time is 
allowed for maintenance, testing, or repair of one or more snubbers not 
capable of performing their associated support function(s) and .appropriate 
compensatory measures are specified in the snubber requirements, which are 
located outside of the Technical Specifications (TS) under licensee control. 
The snubber requirements do not meet the· criteria in 10 CFR 50.36(d) (2) (ii), 
and, as such, are appropriate. for cont_rol by the licensee. 
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If the allowed time expires and the snubber(s) are unable to perform their 
associated support function(s), the af£ected supported system•s LCO(s) must 
be declared not met and the Conditions and.Required Actions entered in 
accordance with LCO 3.0.2. 

LCO 3.0.8 only applies to snubber support functions that are seismic related. 
In OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 4 and 5, snubbers only perform seismic support 
functions. In OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3, some snubbers also perform· 
non-seismic support functions (e.g., hydrodynamic loads, turbine trip loads, 
etc.). When LCO 3.0.8 is used, confirm that at least one train (or 
subsystem) of systems supported by the inoperable snubbers would remain 
capable of performing their required safety or support functions for 
postulated design loads other than seismic loads. 

For snubbers that are being addressed in accordance with this LCO, a record 
of. the design function of the inoperabl~ snubber (i.e., seismic vs. non
seismic), the implementation of any applicable restrictions, and the 
associated plant configuration must all be available on a recoverable basis 
for NRC· inspection. 

LCO 3.0.8.a applies when one or more snubbers are riot capable of providing 
their associated support function(s) to a single train or subsystem of a 
multiple train or subsystem supported. system or to a single train or 
subsystem supported system. LCO 3.0.8.a allows 72 hours to restore the 
snubber(s) before declaring the supported system inoperable. The 72 hour 
Completion.Time is reasonable based on the low probability of a seismic event 
concurrent with an event that would require operation of the supported system 
occurring while the snubber(s) are not capable of performing their associated 
support function and due to the availability of the redundant train of the 
supported system. 

When LCO 3.0.8.a is used, one of the following two means of heat removal must 
be available: 

• At least one high pressure makeup path (e.g., using high pressure 
coolant injection (HPCI) or reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) or 
equivalent) and heat removal capability (e.g., suppression pool 
cooling), including a minimum set of supporting equipment required 
for success, not associated with the inoperable snubber(s), or 

• At least one low pressure makeup path (e.g., low pressure coolant 
injection (LPCI) or core spray (CS)) and heat removal capability 
(e.g., suppression pool cooling or shutdown coolin"g), including a 

minimum set of supporting equipment required for success, not 
associated with the inoperable snubber(s). 

LCO 3.0.B.b applies when one or more snubbers are not capable of providing 
their associated support function(s) to more than one train or subsystem of a 
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multiple train or subsystem supported system. LCO 3.0.8.b allows 12 hours to 
restore the snubber(s) before declaring the supported syste~ ~noperable. The 
12 hour Completion Time is reasonable based on the low probability,of a 
seismic event concurrent with an event that would require operation of the 
supported system occurring while the snubber(s) are not capable of performing 
their associated support function. 

When LCO 3.0.8.b is used, it must be verified that at least one success path 
exists, using equipment not associated with the inoperable snubber(s), to 
provide makeup and core cooling needed to mitigate LOOP accident sequences. 

LCO 3.0.8 requires that risk be assessed and managed. Industry and NRC 
guidance on· the implementation of 10 CFR 50. 65 (a) ( 4) (the Maintenance Rule) 
does not address seismic risk. However, use of LCO 3.0.8 should be 
considered with respect to other plant maintenance activities, and integrated 
into the existing Maintenance Rule process to the extent possible so that 
maintenance on any unaffected train or subsystem is properly controlled, and 
emergent issues are properly addressed. The risk assessment need not be 
quantified, but may be a qualitative awareness of the vulnerability of 
systems and components when one or more snubbers are not able to perform 
their associated support function. 

Specifications 4.0.1 through 4.0.5 establish the general requirements 
applicable to Surveillance Requirements. These requirements are based on the 
Surveillance Requirements stated in the Code.of Federal Regulations, 10 CFR 
50.36(c) (3): 

"Surveillance requirements are requirements relating to test, 
calibration, or inspection to ensure that the necessary quality of systems 
and components is maintained, that facility operation will be within safety 
limits, and that the limiting conditions of operation will be met." 

Specification 4.0.1 establishes the requirement that Surveillance 
Requirements must be met during the OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other specified 
conditions in the Applicability for which the requirements of the Limiting 
Conditions for Operation apply unless otherwise specified in an individual 
Surveillance Requirement. This specification .is to ensure that surveillances 
are performed to verify the OPERABILITY of systems and components and that 
variables are within specified limits. Failure to meet a Surveillance within 
the specified Frequency, in accordance with Specification 4.0.2, constitutes 
a failure to meet an LCO. 

Systems and components are assumed to be OPERABLE when the associated 
Surveillance Requirements have been met. Nothing in this Specification, 
however, is to be construed as implying that system? or components are 
OPERABLE when either: 

a. The systems or components are known to be inoperable, although. still 
meeting the Surveillance Requirements, or 
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b. The requirements of the Surveillance(s) are known to be not met between 
require~ Surveillance performances. 

Surveillances do no,t have to be performed when the facility is in an 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition for which the requirements 
of the associated Limiting Condition for Operation do not apply, unless 
otherwise specified. The Surveillance Requirements associated with a Special 
Test Exception are only applicable when the Special Test Exception is used as 
an allowable exception to the requirements of a specification. 

Unplanned events may satisfy the requirements (including applicable 
acceptance criteria) for a given Surveillance. In this case, the unplanned 
event may be credited as fulfilling the performance of the Surveillance 
Requirement. This allowance includes those Surveillances whose performance is 
normally precluded in a given OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified 
condition. 

Surveillances, including Surveillances invoked by ACTIONS, do not have to be 
performed on inoperable equipment because the ACTIONS define the remedial 
measures that apply. Surveillances have to be met and performed in accordance 
with Specification 4.0.2 prior to returning equipment to OPERABLE status. 

Upon completion of maintenance, appropriate post maintenance testing is 
required to declare equipment OPERABLE. This includes ensuring applicable 
Surveillances are not failed and their most recent performance is in 
accordance with Specification 4.0.2. Post maintenance testing may not be· 
possible in the current OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified conditions 
in the Applicability due to the necessary unit parameters not having been 
established. In these situations, the equipment may be considered OPERABLE 
provided testing has been satisfactorily completed to the extent possible and 
the equipment is not otherwise believed to be incapable of performing its 
function. This will allow operation to proceed to an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or 
other specified condition where other necessary post maintenance tests can be 
completed. 

Some examples of this process are: 

a. Control Rod Drive maintenance during refueling that requires scram 
testing at > 950 psig. However, if other appropriate testing is 
satisfactorily completed and the scram time testing of TS 4.1.3.2 is 
satisfied, the control rod can be considered OPERABLE. This allows 
startup to proceed to reach 950 psig to perform other necessary 
testing. 

b. High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) maintenance during shutdown that 
requires system functional tests at a specified pressure. Provided 
other appropriate testing is satisfactorily completed, startup can 
proceed with HPCI considered OPERABLE. This allows operation to reach 
the specified pressure to complete the necessary post maintenance 
testing . 
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Specification 4.0.2 establishes the limit for which the specified time 
interval for Surveillance Requirements may be extended. It permits an 
allowable extens·ion of the normal surveillance interval to facilitate 
surveillance scheduling and consideration of plant operating conditions 
that may not be suitable for conducting the surveillance; e.g., transient 
conditions or other ongoing surveillance or maintenance activities. It also 
provides flexibility to accommodate the length of a fuel cycle for 
surveillances that are performed at each refueling outage and are specified 
with an 18-month surveillance interval. It is not intended that this 
provision be used repeatedly as a convenience. to extend surveillance 
intervals beyond that specified for surveillances that are not performed 
during refueling outages. The limitation of Specification 4.0.2 is based on 
engineering judgment and the recognition that the most probable result of any 
particular surveillance being performed is the verification of conformance 
with the Surveillance Requirements.· This provision is sufficient to ensure 
that the reliability ensured through surveillance activities is not 
significantly degraded beyond that obtained from the specified surveillance 
interval. 

Specification 4.0.3 establishes the flexibility to defer declaring affected 
equipment ·inoperable, or·an affected variable outside the specified limits, 
when a Surveillance has not been completed within the specified frequency. A 
delay period of up to 24 ·hours or up to ·the ·limit ·of the specified frequency, 
whichever is greater, applies from the.point in·time'that it is discovered 
that the Surveillance bas ~ot been performed in addordance with TS 4.0.2~ and 
not at the time that the s~ecified frequency was not met. 

Thi's delay period provides· adequate time to complete Surveillances. that have 
been missed. This delay period permits the completion of a Surveillance 
before complying with Required Actions or other remedial measures that might 
preclude completion of the Surveillance. 

The basis for this delay period includes consideration of unit conditions, 
adequate planning, availability of personnel, the time required to perform 
the Surveillance, the safety significance of the delay in completing the 
required Surveillance, and the recognition that the most probable result of 
any particular Surveillance being performed is the verification of 
conformance with the requirements. 

When a Surveillance with a frequency based not ~n time inter~als, but upon 
specified unit conditions, operating situations, or requirements of 
regulations (e.g., prior to entering Mode 1 ~fter each fuel loading, or in 
accordance with 10CFR50 Appendix J, as modified by approved exemptions, etc.) 
is discovered not to have been performed when specified, SR 4.0.3 allows the 
full delay period of up to the specified Frequency to perform the 
Surveillance. However, since there is not a time interval specified, the 
missed Surveillance should ·be performed at the first reasonable opportunity. 
SR 4.0.3 also provides a time limit for, and allowances for the performance 
of, Surveillances that become applicable as a consequence of MODE changes 
imposed by Required Actions. 

• 

.• _,. 
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Failure to comply with specified frequencies for Surveillances is expected to 
be an infrequent occurrence,. Use of the delay period established by SR 4.0.3 
is a flexibility which is not intended to be used as an operational 
convenience to extend Surveillance intervals. While up to 24 hours or the 
limit of the specified Frequency is provided to perform the missed 
Surveillance, it is expected that the missed Surveillance will be performed at 
the first reasonable opportunity. The determination of the first reasonable 
opportunity should include consideration of the impact on plant risk (from 
delaying the Surveillance as well as any plant configuration changes required 
or shutting the plant down to perform the Surveillance) and impact on any 
analysis assumptions, in addition to unit conditions, planning, availability 
of personnel, and the time required to.perform the Surveillance. 

This risk impact should be managed through the program in place to implement 
10 CFRSO. 65 (a) (4) and its implementation guidance, NRC Regulatory Guide 1. i-82, 
'Assessing and Managing Risk Before Maintenance Activities at Nuclear Power 
Plants.' This Regulatory Guide addresses consideration of temporary and 
aggregate risk impacts, determination of risk management action thresholds, 
and risk management action up to and including plant shutdown. The missed 
surveillance should be treated as an emergent condition as discussed in the 
Regulatory Guide. The risk evaluation may use quantitative, qualitative, or 
blended methods. The degree of depth and rigor of the evaluation should be 
commensurate with the importance of the component. Missed Surveillances for 
important components should be analyzed quantitatively. If the results of the 
risk evaluation.determine the risk increase is significant, this evaluation 
should be used to determine the safest course of action. All missed 
Surveillances will be placed in the licensee's Corrective Action Program. 

If a Surveillance is not completed within the allowed delay period, then the 
equipment is considered inoperable, or the variable is considered outside the 
specified limits, and the Completion Times of the Required Actions for the 
applicable LCO begin immediately upon expiration of the delay period. If a 
Surveillance is failed within the delay period, then the equipment is . 
inoperable, or the variable is outside the specified limits, and the 
Completions Times of the Required Actions for the applicable LCO begins 
immediately upon the failure of the Surveillance. 

Completion of the Surveillance within the delay period allowed by this 
Specification, or within the Completion Time of the Actions, restores 
compliance with SR 4.0.1. 

Specification 4. 0. 4 SR 4. O .• 4 establishes the requirement that all applicable 
SRs must be met before entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified 
condition in the Applicability. 

This Specification ensures that system and component OPERABILITY requirements 
and variable limits are met before entry into OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other 
specified conditions in the Applicability for which these systems and 
components ensure safe operation of the unit. The provisions of this 
Specification should not be interpreted as endorsing the failure to exercise 
the good practice of restoring systems or components to OPERABLE status before 
entering an associated OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in 
the Applicability. 
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A provision is included to allow entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other 
specified condition in the Applicability when an-LCO is not met due to 
Surveillance not being met in accorda1fce with: LCO 3. O. 4. 

However, in two certain circumstances, failing to meet an SR will not result 
in SR 4.0.4 restricting an OPERATIONAL CONDITION change or other specified 
condition change: 

{l)When a system, subsystem, division, component, device or variable is 
inoperable or outside its specified limits, the associated SR(s) are not 
required to be performed, per SR 4.0.1, which states that surveillances 
do not have to be performed on inoperable equipment. When equipment is 
inoperable, SR 4.0.4 does not apply to the associated SR{s) since the 
requirement for the SR(s) to be performed is removed. Therefore, 
failing to perform the Surveillance(s) within the specified Frequency 
does not result in an SR 4.0.4 restriction to changing OPERATIONAL 
CONDITIONS or other specified conditions of the Applicability. However, 
since the LCO is not met in this instance, LCO 3.0.4 will govern any 
restrictions that may (or may not) apply to OPERATIONAL CONDITION or 
other specified condition changes. 

(2)SR 4.0.4 does not restrict changing OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other 
specified conditions of the Applicability when a Surveillance has not 
been performed within the specified Frequency, provided the requirement 
to declare the LCO not met has been delayed in accordance with SR 4.0.3. 

The provisions of SR 4.0.4 shall not prevent entry into OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 
or other specified conditions in the Applicability that are required to comply 
with ACTIONS. In addition, the provisions of SR 4.0.4 shall not prevent 
changes in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other specified conditions in the 
Applicability that result from any unit shutdown. In this context, a unit 
shutdown is defin·ed as a change in OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified 
condition in the Applicability associated with transitioning from-OPERATIONAL 
CONDITION 1 to OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2, OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 to OPERATIONAL 
CONDITION 3, OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3 to OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4, and 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4 to OPERATIONAL CONDITION 5. 

The precise requirements for performance of SRs are specified. The specific 
time frames and conditions necessary for meeting the SRs are specified in the 
Frequency, in the Surveillance, or both. This allows performance of 
Surveillances when the prerequisite condition(s) specified in a Surveillance 
procedure require entry into the OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified 
condition in the Applicability of the associated LCO prior to the performance 
or completion of a Surveillance. A Surveillance that could not be performed 
until after entering the LCO's Applicability would have its Frequency 
specified such that it is not 11 due 11 until the specific conditions needed are 
met. Alternately, the Surveillance may be stated in the form of a Note, as 
not required (to be met or performed) until a particular event, condition, or 
time has been reached. 
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3 / 4 . 1 . 1 s:-IUTDOWN MARG IN 

SHUTDOWN 11.11.RGIN (SDM) requirements are specified to ensure: 

a. The reactor can be made subcritical from all operating conditions, 
transients, and Design Bases Events; 

b. The reactivity transients £ssociated with postulated accident 
conditions are controllable within acceptable limits; and 

c. The reactor will be maintained sufficiently subcritical to preclude 
inadvertent criticality in the shutdown condition. 

SDM can be demonstrated by using solely analytical methods or by performing a 
test. SDM can be measured only by performing a test. A test involves 
collecting data with.the reactor at a specified condition or series of 
conditions. The primary purpose of a SDM Demonstration is to ensure that SDM 
is equal to or greater than the SDM Limit for a specific core exposure. The 
primary purpose of a SDM Measurement is to provide SDM in % delta k/k that 
can be used for: 1) ensuring that SDM is equal to or greater than the SDM 
Limit for a range of core exposures, 2} determining the need for additional 
SDM Measurements during the cycle, 3) providing a benchmark for the core 
design (design vs. actual SDM), and 4) providing a benchmark for potential 
future analysis of SDM for such events as control rods incapable of full 
insertion. This higher level of application requires that a SDM Measurement 
is determined from testing and not through solely analytical methods. Since 
a SDM Measurement satisfies the primary purpose of a SDM Demonstration, it 
can be considered a special type of SDM Demonstration. 

All SDM Demonstrations involve some usage of analytical methods. The 
performance of tests lessens the usage of analytical methods, reduces the 
uncertainty in the results, and thus requires a smaller SDM Limit needed to 
show adequate SDM. At one end of the spectrum is a series of local criticals 
where both SDM and the highest worth control rod are determined by test. 
Although this technique has the minimum uncertainty and thus has the smallest 
SDM Limit, it still uses analytical methods to determine the worth of all the 
other control rods. At the other end of the spectrum is usage of solely 
analytical methods prior to care verification .. This technique has the 
maximum uncertainty and thus has the largest SDM Limit. 

The SDM Limit must be increased if the highest worth control rod is 
determined solely analytically versus a test using the reactor (requires a 
series of local criticals). This higher limit accounts for uncertainties in 
the calculation of the highest worth control rod. 

SDM is demonstrated to satisfy a variety of OPCON 5 surveillances at the 
beginning of each cycle and, if necessary, at any future entry to OPCON 5 
during the cycle if the assumptions of the previous SDM Demonstration are no 
longer valid. In most situations, the SDM Demonstration will be based solely 
on analytical methods and a test will not be performed. If SDM is 
demonstrated by using solely analytical methods, then SDM must be adjusted to 
account for 
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3/4.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

BASES 

account for the associated uncertainties in the analytical methods. Prior to 
core verification, the SDM Limit must be increased due to the possibility of 
misloaded· fuel assemblies. For fuel movement, spiral offload/reload sequences 
are inherently acceptable, provided the fuel assemblies are reloaded in-the 
design configuration analyzed for the new cycle. The one-rod-out interlock is 
used to witharaw control rods one-at-a-time for post-maintenance testing, 
exercising; or other t:_>urposes. B'.f demonstrating SDM, the shorting links do 
not have to be removed during these individual control rod withdrawals. 

3(4.1.2 REACTIVITY ANOMALIES 

since the SHUTDOWN ~GIN recr..i1rement for the reactor is small, a careful 
check on actual conditions to the predicted conditions is necessary, and the 
changes in reactivity can be inferred from these comparisons of roa patterns. 
since the comparisons are easily done, frequent checks are not an imposition 
on normal operations. A 1% delta k/k change is larger than is expected for 
normal operation so a change of this magnitude should be thoroughly evaluated. 
A change as large as 1% delta k/k would not exceed the design conditions of 
the reactor and is on the safe side of the postulated transients. 
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

BASES 

3/4.1.3 CONTROL RODS 

The specifications of this section ensure that (1) the minimum SHUTDOWN MARGIN is maintained, 
(2) the control rod insertion times are consistent with those used in the accident analysis, and (3) limit the 
potential effects of the rod drop accident. The ACTION statements permit variations from the basic 
requirements but at the same time impose more restrictive criteria for continued operation. A limitation on 
inoperable rods is set such that the resultant effect on total rod worth and scram shape will be kept to a 
minimum. The requirements for the various scram time measurements ensure that any indication of 
systematic problems with rod drives will be investigated on a timely basis. 

The operability of an individual control rod is based on a combination of factors, primarily, the scram 
insertion times, the control rod coupling integrity, and the ability to determine the control rod position. 
Accumulator operability is addressed by LCO 3.1.3.5. The associated scram accumulator status for a control 
rod only affects the scram insertion times; therefore, an inoperable accumulator does not immediateiy require 
declaring a control rod inoperable. Although not all control rods are required to be operable to satisfy the 
intended reactivity control requirements, control over the number of inoperable control rods is required. 

A control rod is considered stuck if it will not insert by either CRD drive water or scram pressure. 
With a fully inserted control rod stuck, no actions are required as long as the control rod remains fully 
inserted. With one withdrawn control rod stuck, the local scram reactivity rate assumptions may not be met if 
the stuck control rod separation criteria are not met. Therefore, verification that the separation criteria are 
met must be performed immediately. Consistent with STS, HCGS will consider "immediately" to mean "the 
Required Action should be pursued without delay and in a controlled manner. The separation criteria are not 
met if: a) the stuck control rod occupies a location adjacent to two "slow" control rods, b) the stuck control rod 
occupies a location adjacent to one "slow" control rod, and the one "slow" control rod is also adjacent to 
another "slow" control rod, or c) if the stuck control rod occupies a location adjacent to one "slow" control rod 
when there is another pair of "slow" control rods adjacent to one another. The description of "slow" control 
rods is provided in LCO 3.1.3.3, "Control Rod Scram Times." In addition, the associated control rod drive 
must be disarmed in 2 hours. The allowed Completion Time of 2 hours is acceptable, considering the reactor 
can still be shut down, assuming no additional control rods fail to insert, and provides a reasonable time to 
perform the Required Action in an orderly manner. Isolating the control rod from scram prevents damage to 
the CROM. The control rod can be isolated from normal insert and withdraw pressure, yet still maintain 
cooling water to the CRD. 

With two or more withdrawn control rods stuck, the plant must be brought to MODE 3 within 12 
hours. The occurrence of more than one control rod stuck at a withdrawn position increases the probability 
that the reactor cannot be shut down if required. Insertion of all. insertable control rods eliminates the 
possibility of an additional failure of a control rod to insert. The allowed Completion Time of 12 hours is 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power conditions in an orderly 
manner and without challenging plant systems. 

With one or more control rods inoperable for reasons other than being stuck in the withdrawn 
position, operation may continue, provided the control rods are fully inserted within 3 hours and disarmed 
(electrically or hydraulically) within 4 hours. Inserting a control rod ensures the shutdown and scram 
capabilities are not adversely affected. The control rod is disarmed to prevent inadvertent withdrawal during 
subsequent operations. The control rods can be hydraulically disarmed by closing the drive water and 
exhaust water isolation valves. The control rods can be electrically disarmed by disconnecting all four 
directional control valve solenoids. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, considering the small 
number of allowed inoperable control rods, and provide time to insert and disarm the control rods in an 
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. 
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

BASES 

CONTROL RODS (Continued) 

Out of sequence control rods may increase the potential reactivity worth of a dropped 
control rod during a CRDA. At::;; 8.6% RTP, the generic banked position withdrawal sequence 
(BPWS) analysis requires inserted control rods not in compliance with BPWS to be separated 
by at least two OPERABLE control rods in all directions, including the diagonal. Therefore, if two · ..... 
or more inoperable control rods are not in compliance With BPWS and not separated by at least 
two OPERABLE control rods, action must be taken to restore compliance with BPWS or restore 
the control rods to OPERABLE status. LCO 3.1.3.1.c is modified by a Note. indicating that the 
Condition is not applicable when> 8.6% RTP, since the BPWS is not required to be followed 
under these conditions, as described in the Bases for LCO 3.1.4. The allowed Completion Time 
of 4 hours is acceptable, considering the low probability of a CRDAoccurring. In lieu of 
restoring compliance with BPWS or restoring the control rods to OPERABLE status, an· 
evaluation of the postulated CRDA may be performed to verify that the maximum incremental 
rod worth of an assumed dropped control rod would not result in exceeding the CRDA design 
limit of 280 cal/gm fuel enthalpy and would not result in unacceptable dose consequences due 
to the number of fuel rods exceeding 170 cal/gm fuel enthalpy as described in the UFSAR. The 
allowed Completion Time of 8 hours is acceptable, considering the low probability of a CRDA 
occurring. 

In addition to the separation requirements for inoperable control rods, an assumption in 
the CRDA analysis is that no more than three inoperable control rods are allowed in any one 
BPWS group. Therefore, with one or more BPWS groups having four or more inoperable control 
rods, the control rods must be restored to OPERABLE status. LCO 3.1.3.1.d is modified by a 
Note indicating that the Condition is not applicable when THERMAL POWER is> 8.6% RTP 
since the BPWS is not required to be followed under these conditions, as described in the 
Bases for LCO 3.1.4. The allowed Completion Time of 4 hours is acceptable, considering the 
low probability of a CRDA occurring. 

Control rod insertion capability is demonstrated by surveillance 4.1.3.1.2 inserting each 
partially or fully withdrawn control rod at least one notch and observing that the control rod 
moves. The control rod may then be returned to its original position. This ensures the control 
rod is not stuck and is free to insert oh a scram signal. At any time, a control rod is immovable 
for reasons not associated with the control rod drive mechanism, a determination of that control 
rod's trippability (Operability) must be made and appropriate actions taken. As an example, if 
the control rod can be scrammed, b~t can riot be moved due to aRMCSfailure, the rod(s) may 
continue to be considered OPERABLE provided all other related surveillances are current. 

Damage within the control rod drive mechanism could be a generic problem, therefore 
with a withdrawn control rod immovable because of excessive friction or mechanical 
interference, operation of the reactor is limited to a time period which is reasonable to determine 
the cause of the inoperability and at the same time prevent operation with a large number of 
inoperable control rods. 

Control rods that are inoperable for other reasons are permitted to be taken out of 
service provided that those in the nonfuliy-inserted position are consistent with the SHUTDOWN 
MARGIN requirements. 
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

BASES 

CONT~OL f<Ops (Continued) 

The number of control rods permitted to be inoperable could be more than the eight allowed by the 
specification, but the occurrence of eight inoperable rods could be indicative of a generic problem and the 
reactor must be shutdown for investigation and resolution of the problem. 

Verifying that the scram time for each control rod to notch position 05 is s 7 seconds (SR 4: 1. 3.2) 
provides reasonable assurance that the control rod will insert when required during a OBA or transient, 
thereby completing its shutdown function. This SR is performed in conjunction with the control rod scram 
time testing of SR 4.1.3.3. 

The scram times specified in Table 3.1.3.3-1 (in the accompanying LCO) are required to ensure that 
the scram reactivity assumed in the Design Basis Accident (OBA) and transient analysis is met (Ref. 2). To 
account.for single failures and "slow" scramming control rods, the scram times specified in Table 3.1.3.3-1 
are faster than those assumed in the design basis analysis. The scram times have a margin that allows up to 
approximately 7% of the control rods (e.g., 185 x 7% = 13) to have scram times exceeding the specified limits 
(i.e., "slow" control rods) assuming a single stuck control rod (as allowed by LCO 3.1.3.1, "Control Rod 
OPERABILITY") and an additional control rod failing to scram per the single failure criterion. The scram 
times are specified as a function of reactor steam dome pressure to account for the pressure dependence of 
the scram times. The scram times are specified relative to measurements based on reed switch positions, 
which provide the control rod position indication. The reed switch closes ("pickup") when the index tube 
passes a specific location and then opens ("dropout") as the index tube travels upward. Verification of the 
specified scram times in Table 3.1.3.3-1 is accomplished through measurement of the "dropout" times. To 
ensure that local scram reactivity rates are maintained within acceptable limits, no more than two of the 
allowed "slow" control rods may occupy adjacent locations. 

Table 3.1.3.3-1 is modified by two Notes which state that control rods with scram times not within the 
limits of the Table are considered "slow" and that control rods with scram times> 7 seconds are considered 
inoperable as required by SR 4.1.3.2. 

This LCO (3.1.3.3) applies only to OPERABLE control rods since inoperable control rods will be 
inserted and disarmed (LCO 3.1.3.1 ). Slow scramming control rods may be conservatively declared 
inoperable and not accounted for as "slow" control rods. 

Maximum scram insertion times occur at a reactor steam dome pressure of approximately 800 psig 
because of the competing effects of reactor steam dome pressure and stored accumulator energy. 
Therefore, demonstration of adequate scram times at reactor steam dome pressure 2: 800 psig ensures that 
the measured scram times will be within the specified limits at higher pressures. Limits are specified as a 
function of reactor pressure to account for the sensitivity of the scram insertion times with pressure and to 
allow a range of pressures over which scram time testing can be performed. To ensure that scram time 
testing is performed within a reasonable time following a shutdown;;:: 120 days or longer, control rods are 
required to be tested before exceeding 40% RTP following the shutdown. This Frequency is acceptable 
considering the additional surveillances performed for control rod OPERABILITY, the frequent verification of 
adequate accumulator pressure, and the required testing of control rods affected by fuel movement within the 
associated core cell and by work on control rods or the CRD System. 

Additional testing of a sample of control rods is required to v~rify the continued performance of the 
scram function during the cycle. A representative sample contains at least 10% of the control rods. The 
sample remains representative if no more than 7.5% of the control rods in the sample tested are determined 
to be "slow." With more than 7.5% of the sample declared to be "slow" per the criteria in Table 3.1.3.3-1, 
additional control rods are tested until this 7.5% criterion (e.g., 7.5% of the entire sample size) is satisfied, or 
until the total number of "slow" control rods (throughout the core, from all surveillances) exceeds the LCO 
limit. For planned testing, the control rods selected for the sample should be different for each test. 
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

BASES 

CONTROL RODS (Continued) 

Data from inadvertent scrams should be used whenever possible to avoid unnecessary testing at power, 
even if the control rods with data may have been previously tested in a sample. 

When work that could affect the scram insertion time is performed on a control rod or the CRD 
System, testing must be done to demonstrate that each affected control rod retains adequate scram 
performance over the range of applicable reactor pressures from zero to the maximum permissible 
pressure. The scram testing must be performed once before declaring the control rod OPERABLE. The 
required scram time testing must demonstrate the affected control rod is still within acceptable limits. The 
limits for reador pressures < 800 psig are established based on a high probability of meeting the 
acceptance criteria at reactor pressures<::: 800 psig. Limits for<::: 800 psig are found in Table 3.1.3.3-1. If 
testing demonstrates the affected control rod does not meet these limits, but is within the 7-second limit of 
Table 3.1.3.3-1, Note 2, the control rod can be declared OPERABLE and "slow." 

Specific examples of work that could affect the scram times are (but are not limited to) the 
following: removal of any CRD for maintenance or modification; replacement of a control rod; and 
maintenance or modification of a scram solenoid pilot valve, scram valve, accumulator, isolation valve or 
check valve in the piping required for scram. · 

The Frequency of once prior to declaring the affected control rod OPERABLE is acceptable 
because of the capability to test the control rod over a range of operating conditions and the more 
frequent surveillances on other aspects of control rod OPERABILITY. 

When work that could affect the scram insertion time is performed on a control rod or CRD 
System, or when fuel movement within the reactor pressure vessel occurs, testing must be done to 
demonstrate each affected control rod is still within the limits of Table 3.1.3.3-1 with the reactor steam 
dome pressure<::: 800 psig. Where work has been performed at high reactor pressure, the requirements 
of SR 4.1.3.3.c and SR 4.1.3.3.d can be satisfied with one test. For a control rod affected by work 
performed while shut down, however, a zero pressure and high pressure test may be required. This 
testing ensures that, prior to withdrawing the control rod for continued operation, the control rod scram 
performance is acceptable for operating reactor pressure conditions. Alternatively, a control rod scram 
test during hydrostatic pressure testing could also satisfy both criteria. When fuel movement within the 
reactor pressure vessel occurs, only those control rods associated with the core cells affected by the fuel 
movement are required to be scram time tested. During a routine refueling outage, it is expected that all 
control rods will be affected. 

The Frequency of once prior to exceeding 40% RTP is acceptable because of the capability to 
test the control rod over a range of operating conditions and the more frequent surveillances on other 
aspects of control rod OPERABILITY. 

The scram discharge volume is required to be OPERABLE so that it will be available when 
needed to accept discharge water from the control rods during a reactor scram and will isolate the reactor 
coolant system from the containment when required. 

Control rods with inoperable accumulators are declared inoperable and Specification 3.1.3.1 then 
applies .. This prevents a pattern of inoperable accumulators that would result in less reactivity insertion 
on a scram than has been analyzed. The OPERABILITY of the control rod scram accumulators is 
required to ensure that adequate scram insertion capability exists when needed over the entire r,ange of 
reactor pressures. The OPERABILITY of the scram· accumulators is based on maintaining adequate 
accumulator pressure. 
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

BASES 

CONTROL RODS (Continued) 

In OPCON 1 and 2, the scram function is required for mitigation of DBAs and transients, and therefore 
the scram accumulators must be OPERABLE to support the scram function. In OPCON 3 and 4, control 
rods are only allowed to be withdrawn under limits imposed by the reactor mode switch being in shutdown 
and by the control rod block being applied. This provides adequate requirements for control rod scram 
accumulator OPERABILITY during these conditions. In OPCON 5, withdrawn control rods are required to 
have OPERABLE accumulators. 

The actions of Specification 3.1.3.5 are modified by a note indicating that a separate Condition entry is 
allowed for each control rod scram accumulator. This is acceptable since the required Actions for each 
Condition provide appropriate compensatory actions for each affected accumulator. Complying with the 
Required Actions may allow for continued operation and subsequent affected accumulators governed by 
subsequent Condition entry and application of associated Required Actions. 

With one control rod scram accumulator inoperable and the reactor steam dome pressure::: 900 psig, 
the control rod may be declared "slow," since the control rod will still scram at the reactor operating pressure 
but may not satisfy the required scram times in Table 3.1.3.3-1. Required Action 3.1.3.5.b is modified by a 
Note indicating that declaring the control rod-"slow" only applies if the associated control scram time was 
within the limits of Table 3.1.3.3-1 during the last scram time test. Othervvise, the control rod would already 
be considered "slow" and the further degradation of scram performance with an inoperable accumulator 
could result in excessive scram times. In this event, the associated control rod is fully inserted and declared 
inoperable (Required Action 3.1.3.5.a.1.c). The allowed Completion Time of 8 hours is reasonable, based on 
the large number of control rods available to provide the scram function and the ability of the affected control 
rod to scram only with reactor pressure at high reactor pressures. 

With two or more control rod scram accumulators inoperable and reactor pressure.::: 900 psig, 
adequate pressure must be supplied to the charging water header. With inadequate charging water 
pressure, the accumulators could become inoperable, resulting in a potential degradation of the scram 
performance. Therefore, within 20 minutes from discovery of charging water header pressure< 940 psig 
concurrent with conditions in Action 3.1.3.5.a.2, adequate charging water header pressure must be restored. 
The allowed Completion Time of 20 minutes is reasonable, to place a CRD pump into service to restore the 
charging header pressure, if required. This Completion Time is based on the ability of the reactor pressure 
alone to fully insert all control rods. 

The control rod may be declared "slow," since the control rod will still scram using only reactor 
pressure, but may not satisfy the times in Table 3. 1.3.3-1. Required Action 3.1.3.5.a.2.b is modified by a 
Note indicating that declaring the control rod "slow" only applies if the associated control scram time is within 
the limits of Table 3.1.3.3-1 during the last scram time test. Otherwise, the control rod would already be 
considered "slow" and the further degradation of scram performance with an inoperable accumulator could 
result in excessive scram times. In this event, the associated control rod is fully inserted and declared 
inoperable (Required Action 3.1.3.5.a.2.c). The allowed Completion Time of 1 hour is reasonable, based on 
the ability of only the reactor pressure to scram the control rods and the low probability of a OBA or transient 
occurring while the affected accumulators are inoperable. 

With one or more control rod scram accumulators inoperable and the reactor pressure< 900 psig, the 
pressure supplied to the charging water header must be adequate to ensure that accumulators remain 
charged. With the reactor pressure < 900 psig, the function of the accumul.ators in providing the scram force 
becomes much more important since the scram function could become degraded during a depressurization 
event or at low reactor pressures. Therefore, immediately upon discovery of charging water header pressure 
< 940 psig, concurrent with conditions in Action 3.1.3.5.a.3, all control rods associated with inoperable 
accumulators must be verified to be fully inserted. 
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

BASES 

CONTROL RODS (Continued) 

Withdrawn control rods with inoperable accumulators may fail to scram under these low pressure 
conditions. The associated control rods must also be inserted, declared inoperable, and 
disarmed within 1 hour. The allowed Completion Time of 1 hour is reasonable considering the 
low probability of OBA or transient occurring during the time that the accumulator is inoperable. 

The reactor mode switch must be immediately placed in the shutdown position if either 
Required Action and associated Completion Time associated with loss of the CRD charging 
pump (Required Actions 3.1.3.5.a.2.a or 3.1.3.5.a.3.a) cannot be met. This ensures that all 
insertable control rods are inserted and that the reactor is in condition that does not require the 
active function (i.e., scram) of the control rods. This Required Action is modifietj by a note 
stating that the action is not applicable if all control rods associated with the inoperable scram 
accumulators are fully inserted, since the function of the control rods has been performed. 

Surveillance Requirement 4.1.3.5 requires that the .accumulator pressure be checked in 
accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program to ensure adequate accumulator 
pressure exists to provide sufficient scram force. The primary indicator of accumulator 
OPERABILITY is the accumulator pressure. A minimum accumulator pressure is specified, 
below which the capability of the accumulator to perform its intended function becomes 
degraded and the accumulator is considered inoperable. Declaring the accumulator inoperable 
when the minimum pressure is not maintained ensures that significant degradation in scram 
times does not occur. · 

Control rod coupling integrity is required to ensure compliance with the analysis of the 
rod drop accident in the FSAR. The overtravel position feature provides the only positive means 
of determining that a rod is properly coupled and therefore this check must be performed prior to 
achieving criticality after completing CORE AL TERA TIONS that could have affected the control 
rod coupling integrity. The subsequent check is performed as a backup to the initial 
demonstration. 

In order to ensure that the control rod patterns can be followed and therefore that other 
parameters are within their limits, the control rod position indication system must be 
OPERABLE. 

The control rod housing support restricts the outward movement of a control rod to less 
than 6 inches in the event of a housing failure. The amount of rod Teactivity which could be 
added by this small amount of rod withdrawal is less than a normal withdrawal increment and 
will not contribute to any damage to the primary coolant system. The support is not required 
when there is no pressure to act as a driving force to rapidly eject a drive housing. 

The Surveillance Frequency is based on operating experience, equipment reliability, and 
plant risk and is controlled under the Surveillance Frequency Control Program. 
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

BASES 

3/4.1.5 STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM 

The standby liquid control system provides a backup capability for bringing the reactor 
from full power to a cold, Xenon-free shutdown, assuming that the withdrawn control rods 
remain fixed in the rated power pattern. To meet this objective it is necessary to inject a 
quantity of boron which produces a concen- tration of 660 ppm in the reactor core and other 
piping systems connected to the reactor vessel. To allow for potential leakage and imperfect 

·mixing, this con- centration is increased by 25%. The generic design basis of the standby liquid 
control system provides a specified cold shutdown boron concentration in the reactor core. The 
standby liquid control system was typically designed to in-ject the cold shutdown boron 
concentration in 90 to 120 minutes. The time requirement was selected to override the 
reactivity insertion rate due to cool down following the xenon poison peak. The pumping rate of 
41.2 gpm meets the requirement. 

The minimum storage volume of the solution is established to include the generic 
shutdown requirement and to allow for the portion below the pump suction nozzle that cannot 
be inserted. An additional allowance in the standby liquid control storage volume is provided to 
account for storage tank instrument inac-curacy and drift. Even with the maximum specified 
instrument inaccuracy and drift, the required quantity of sodium pentaborate solution is always 
available for injection. 

A normal quantity of 4640 gallons of sodium pentaborate solution having a 14.0 percent 
concentration is required to meet the shutdown requirements. The temperature requirement for 
sodium pentaborate solution and the pump suc-tion piping is necessary to ensure the sodium 
pentaborate remains in solution. 

With redundant pumps and explosive injection valves and with a highly reliable control 
rod scram system, operation of the reactor is permitted to continue for short periods of time with 
the system inoperable or for longer periods of time with one of the redundant components 
inoperable. 

Surveillance requirements.are established on a frequency that assures a high reliability 
of the system. Once the solution is established, boron concentration will not vary unless more 
boron or water is added, thus a check on the temperature and volume assures that the solution 

· · is available for use. 

Replacement of the explosive charges in the valves will assure that these valves will not 
fail because of deterioration of the charges. The Surveillance Frequency is based on operating 
experience, equipment reliability, and plant risk and is controlled under the Surveillance 
Frequency Control Program. 

The ATWS Rule (10 CFR 50.62) requires the addition of a new design require-ment to 
the generic standby liquid control system design basis. Changes to flow 
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

BASES 

rate, .solution concentration or boron equivalent to meet the ATWS Rule must not 
invalidate the original system design basis. Paragraph (c) (4) Of 
10 CFR 50.62 states that: 

"Each boiling water reactor must have a Standby Liquid Control System 
(SLCS) with a minimum flow capacity and boron control equivalent in 
control capacity to 86 gallons per minute of 13 weight 
percent sodium pentaborate solution (natural boron enrichment).". 

The described minimum system parameters (82.4 gprn, 13.6 percent concentration 
and natural boron equivalent) will ensure an equivalent injection capability 
that exceeds the ATWS Rule requirement. The stated minimum allowable pumping 
rate of 82.4 gallons per minute is met through the simultaneous operation of 
both pumps. 

The standby liquid control system will also provide the capability to raise 
and maintain the long-term post-accident coolant inventory pH levels to 7 or 
above. This will prevent significant fractions of the dissolved iodine from 
being converted to elemental iodine and then re-evolving to the containment 
atmosphere. 

1. NEDE-24011-P-A, "General Electric Standard Application for Reactor Fuel," 
(latest approved version) . 

2. Letter from R.F. Janecek (BWROG) to R.W. Starostecki (NRC), "BWR 
Owners Group Revised Reactivity Control System Technical 
Specifications," BWROG-8754, September 17, 1987. 
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3/4.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

BASES. 

·The specifications in this section help assure that the fuel-can be 
operated safely and reliably during normal operation. In addition, the 
limits specified in these specifications help ensure that the fuel does not 
exceed specified safety and regulatory limits during anticipated operational 
occurrences and design basis accidents. Specifically, these limits; 

1. Ensure that the limits specified in 10CFR50.46 are not exceeded 
following the postulated design basis loss of coolant accident. 

2. Ensure reactor operations remains within licensed, analyzed power/flow 
limits. 

3. Ensure that the MCPR Safety Limit is not violated following any 
anticipated operational occurrence. 

4. Ensure fuel centerline temperatures remain below the melting temperature 
and peak cladding strain remains below 1% during steady state operation. 

3/4.2.1 AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE 

The AVERA.GE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION R.~TE (APLHGR} is a measure of 
the average Linear Heat Generation Rate (LHGR) of all the fuel rods in a fuel 
assembly at any axial location. The Technical Specification APLHGR is the 
LHGR of the highest-powered fuel rod assumed in the LOCA analyses divided by 
an assumed conservatively small local peaking factor. Limits on the APLHGR 
are specified to ensure that the fuel design limits are not exceeded. The 
limiting value for the APLHGR limit is specified in the CORE OPERA.TING LIMITS 
REPORT. The calculation procedure used to establish the APLHGR is based on a 
loss-of-coolant accident analysis. The post LOCA peak cladding temperature 
{PCT) is primarily a function of the APLHGR and is dependent only secondarily 
on the rod to rod power distribution within an assembly. The analytical 
models used in evaluating the postulated loss-of-coolant accidents are 
described in Reference 1. These models are consistent with the requirements 
of Appendix K to 10CRF50. · 

~or plant operation with single recirculation loop, a lower value for 
the APLHGR limit is specified in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT. This 
lower value accounts for an earlier transition from nucleate boiling which 
occurs following a loss-of-coolant accident in the single loop operation 
compared to two loop operation. 

3/4.2.2 DELETED 
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?OWER DISTR:BU':'ION LIMI':'S 

BASES 

3/ 4, 2. 3 1-'.INIMUM CRITICAL POWER R..li.TIO 

The required operating limit MCPRs at steady state operating conditions 
as specified in Specification 3.2.3 are derived from the established !uel 
cladding integrity Safety Limit MCP~, and an analysis of abnormal operational 
transients. For any ab~ormal operating transient analysis evaluation with 
the initial condition of the reactor being at the steady state operating 
limit, it is required that the resulting MCPR does not decrease below the 
Safety Limit MCPR aL any time during the transient assuming instrument trip 
setting given in Specification 2.2. 

To assure that the fuel cladding integrity Safety Limit is not exceeded 
during any anticipated abnormal operational transient, the most limiting 
transients have been analyzed to determine which result in the largest 
redl.:ction in CRITICAL POWER RATIO (CPR) . The type of t::ansients evaluated 
were loss of flow, increase in pressure and power, positive reactivity 
insertion, and coolant temperature decrease. The limi~ing transient yields 
the largest del~a MCPR. When added to ~he Safety Limi~ MCPR, the required 
minimum operating limit MCPR of Specification 3.2.3 is obtained. 

The MCPR operating linits derived from the transient analysis are 
dependent on the operating core flow and power state (MCPR(f) and MCPR{p), 
respectively) to ensure adherence to fuel design limits during the worst 
transient with reoderate frequency that is postulated in Chapter 15. 

Flow dependent MCPR limi~s. (MCPR(f)) are determined by s=eady state 
methods using a core thermal hydraulic code (Reference l). MCPR(f) curves 
are provided based en the maximum credible flow run out transient (i.e., 
runout of Doth loops). 

The methods described in Reference 1 are used to dete::mine the power 
dependen~ MCPR limits (MCPR(p)). Due to the sensitivity of the transient 
response to initial core flow levels at power levels below those at which the 
turbine stop valve closure and turbine control valve fast closure scram 
limits are bypassed, high and low MCPR(p) operating limits are provided for 
operatio:-i be::ween 24% of ?.A.TED THER."1A:.. POWER and -:he bypass power levels. 
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

BASES 

·3/4.2.4 LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE 

The LHGR is a measure of the heat generation rate of a fuel rod in a 
fuel assembly at any axial location. This specification assures that the 
Linear Heat Generation Rate (LHGR) in any fuel rod is less than the design 
linear heat generation even if fuel pellet densification is postulated. 
Limits on LHGR are specified to ensure that fuel design limits are not 
exceeded anywhere in the core during normal operation, including anticipated 
operational occurren~es (AOOs), and to ensure that the peak clad temperature 
(PCT) during postulated design basis loss of coolant accident (LOCA) does not 
exceed the limits specified in 10 CFR 50.46. Exceeding the LHGR limit could 
potentially result in fuel damage and subsequent release of radioactive 
materials. Fuel design limits are specified to ensure that fuel system 
damage, fuel rod failure, or inability to cool the fuel does not occur during 
normal operation or the anticipated operational occurrences identified in 
Reference 1. 

. ' 

The· analytical methods and assumptions used in evaluating the fuel 
system design limits are presented in Reference 1. The analytical methods 
and assumptions used in evaluating AOOs and normal operation that determine 
the LHGR limits are presented in Reference 1 . 

LHGR limits are developed as a function of exposure to ensure adherence 
to fuel design limits during the limiting AOOs. The exposure dependent LHGR 
limits are reduced by an LHGR multiplier (LHGRFAC) at various operating 
conditions to ensure that all fuel design criteria are met for normal 
operation and AOOs. A complete discussion of the analysis code is provided 
in Reference 2. 

Flow-dependent LHGR limits were developed to assure adherence to all 
fuel thermal-mechanical design bases for the slow recirculation flow runout 
event. From the bounding overpowers, the limits were derived such that, 
during these events, the peak power would not exceed fuel thermal-mechanical 
limits. The flow-dependent LHGR. limits are generic and cycle-independent, 
and are specified in terms of a multiplier, LHGRFAC(f)1 to be applied to the 
rated LHGR values • 
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POWER DISTRIBU'.r:LON :::.,rnns 

BASES 

LINEAR HEAT GENEFATION RATE (Continued) 

Power-deper:dent ~HGR limits, are substituted t:o assure adherence to the 
fuel thermal-mechanical design bases at red·Jced ·power cor:dit:ions. Both 
incipient centerline melting of the fuel and plast~c strain of the cladding 
are considered in determining the power-dependent LHGR limit although the 
limiting criter~on is generally incipient centerline melting. Appropriate 
LHGR limits are selected based on generic and plant specific transient 
analyses. These limits are derived to assure that the peak transient power 
for any tzansient is not increased above the fuel design basis values. The 
power-dependent LHGR limits aze specified in terms of a multiplier, 
LHGRFAC(p), to be applied to the rated LHGR values. 

Although t:he LOCA analyses do not credit any reductions in LHGR or 
MAPLHGR during two-loop operation, the application of the ARTS based fuel 
thermal-mechanical design ar.alysis limits (LHGRFAC(p) and LHGRFAC(f)) are 
required to ensure that off-rated co:iditions not specifically analyzed will 
not be limiting. (Reference 3) 

For single recirculatiCJn loop operation, the LHGRFAC multiplier is 
limited to a maximum value as given i:i the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT. 
This maximum limit is due to the conservative analys.:..s assumption of an 
earlier departure from nucleate bo.:..ling with one recirculation loop 
available, resulting in a more severe cladding heatup during a LOCA. 

References: 

1. NEDE-24011-P-A, "General Electric Standard Application for Reactor 
Fuel," (latest apprC>ved version). 

2. NED0-24154-A, "Qualification of t:he One-Dimensional Core Transient 
Model (ODYl'l) for Boiling Water Reactors," August 1986, and NEDE-24154-
?-A, Supplement :, Vo:ume 4, Revision 1, February 2000. 

3. NEDC-33153?, "SAFER/GESTa-LOCA Loss of Coolant Accide:-it Analysis for 
Hope Creek Generating Station," Revision 1, Se;:>tember 2004. 
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES 

3/4.3.1 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION 

The reactor protection system automatically initiates a reactor scram to: 

a. Preserve the integrity of the fuel cladding: 

b. Preserve the integrity of the reactor coolant system. 

c. Minimize the energy which must be adsorb.ed following a loss-of-coolant accident, and 

d. Prevent inadvertent criticality. 

This specification provides the limiting conditions for operation necessary to preserve the ability 
of the system to perform its intended function even during periods when instrument channels may be out 
of service because of maintenance. When necessary, one channel may be made inoperable for brief 
intervals to conduct required surveillance. 

The reactor protection system is made up of two independent trip systems. There are usually four 
channels to monitor each parameter with two channels in each trip system. The outputs of the channels 
in a trip system are combined in a logic so that either channel will trip that trip system. The tripping of 
both trip systems will produce a reactor scram. The system meets the intent of IEEE-279 for nuclear 
power plant protection systems. The Surveillance Frequency is based on operating experi~nce, 
equipment reliability, and plant risk and is controlled under the Surveillance Frequency Control Program. 
Surveillance and maintenance outage times have been determined in accordance with NEDC-30851 P, 
"Technical Specification Improvement Analyses for BWR Reactor Protection System," as approved by the 
NRC and documented in the SER (letter to T. A. Pickens from A. Thadani dated July 15, 1987). The 
bases for the trip settings of the RPS are discussed in the bases for Specification 2.2.1. 

The measurement of response time in accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control 
Program provides assurance that the protective functions associated with each channel are completed 
within the time limit assumed in the safety analyses. No credit was taken for those channels with 
response times indicated as not applicable. Response time may be demonstrated by any series of 
sequential, overlapping or total channel test measurement, provided such tests demonstrate the total 
channel response time as defined. Sensor response time verification may be demonstrated by either (1) 
inplace, onsite or offsite test measwements, or (2) utilizing replacement sensors with certified response 
times. Selected sensor response time testing requirements were eliminated based upon NEDO- 32291, 
"System Analyses for Elimination of Selected Response Time Testing Requirements," as approved by the 
NRC and documented in the SER (letter to R.A. Pinelli from Bruce A. Boger, dated December 28, 1994). 
The Reactor Protection System Response Times are located in UFSAR Table 7.2~3. 

As noted, the SR for the APRM Neutron Flux - Upscale, Setdown channel functional test is not 
required to be performed when entering OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 from OPERATIONAL 
CONDITION 1, since testing of the OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 required APRM Function cannot be 
performed in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 without utilizing jumpers, lifted leads, or movable links. This 
allows entry into OPERATIONAL C.ONDITION 2 ifthe frequency is not met per SR 4.0.2. In this event, 
the SR must be performed within 12 hours after entering OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 from 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1. Twelve hours is based on operating experience and in consideration of 
providing a reasonable time in which to complete the SR. 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES 
========================================-------------

3/4.3:2 ISOLATION ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION. 

BACKGROUND 

The primary containment isolation instrur:neintationautomatic131ly ir:iitiates'closurerof appropriate 
primary containment is;ol_ation valves (PC IVs). Tbe funetion of the PCIVs, in corrybir:i~Hon with other 
<:!C<;:i_g_ept mi!ig~tiq_n sy~_terris. is t9 !iiTiitJ1$si_~o-Rt()"dJJ(;;tT~l~Gls~_dy-tihg ei19Jtillowing_,pq$h:ilc3t~d Design 
Basis Accidents_ (DBAs). Prim,ary containment is_olation within th13 time .limits specified for those isolation 
val_vE3s-~cle~!ghed?ttrplp$e-$9tpm.~tip~lly-,¢hsi.]t¢s:th~_tthe:release'.otr$g)oactivematE3rial t6;the environment 
will be 'consistent with the assi.ihiptions used in the analyses fora QBA . 

- )fi~~ti.~:~i:'.~~~~J, :~~-i~;~.>1.:.7.)l-~:L:;.;·1~i ~ ;1.ef..t-:·~4 '··~ 

The s~condary containment isolation. iristtu~entation::aut6mafici3iiY,inltlate~:-~1osure of 
app~RPt!.~1~2,§.~~~tl;~~o/is8rf~lilm~6t~i,$,21~t!§fr~~i~~~~(~§J};?~)i~@;:[Wct~l~~-:;~l!ff§.it~f:i1ff{~cfr~µl~~i9rj_ t:in.d 
Vent[l?tio_n System (fRVS) .. "I:heJu11_ctJ9r:i ofJhes~-~ys~E:lHl:S,jn c99:1QJQ,Gjti9n_wit,h,()t!J.erac,~ident,n;iitig~t_i9n 
systefiisTi~;tq'.ilfuJ.~;n~si_~ht~[g~qf,tf~!~~~~tqurrin~-~~04~f,q!i,~~ing-_J5£i,#ikt~~?tj:-~'.~,~~i9-~;J3,~~!~11:~~@~nf~.'.EB$As) 
(Ref. 1 ). Secondaryf cont~1nment<Jsol;:it1on and.e~tabhshm~n~ of vaG.1Jl:im:w1mtf.le;Fti=~V.S;;w1thi1m the::.' :0; 1: •:; ·: 

assurn_ed tim~ l@lts, ~.nsUfe tnat fi~~iO,n"prodDGts' {fi~t l~ak frorti .prirn~fY.c'g~tfaiflfheht 'f8ll6win9 a ·[jBA, or 

~~~ir t~r~¥r~i~~~if~J;~gi~t~~?l.f~t!!~!J:~~l!~~V~~~~;;::; ~ ,'. 
._.·r;~;;J:li_~~i$6Iat_ion:,f __ rrientatiotHnc_IUdesith·e~seb§6fai:fela)i(.~<?-na:switc.t:\e~qth'at}areii'iecessa· .··:;t911,:, 

;:~:·~. :.~:;·.-.: .. ~I~:~tbfii ':'.: .. -,~;1 ·~~~-:~~·~·':~, :·.:.·~:; '. 
r ... 't.!'~l ~ ,.. {:-w;.:: :~~::l ·~~,,.r,, 

·:. .'',"::":,:, nr·Ji'.~· ·t9§gm0·ce>o1~~n1reetio~'-<11rc11 ·and ·reador:core 'isolation cool in· '{Rcrq1.ste~m nrr~"'. . · 

·~~~~~7'~: 
~Cl~·?ln,a IJRCI tUrbih& e)(haUst 'di$phragm pressure, 

,, '<;~.,''.t:ltli~iif i~I;;~;;::f ''.::~H~;,,;;);;: '~, •. , ,,";,·~\,·~ : :if~'. 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES 

3/4.3.2 ISOLATlON ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION 

BACKGROUND (continued) 

initiation of isolation. In addition, manual isolation of the logics is provided. 

The isolation actuation instrumentation has inputs to the trip logic of the isolation functions listed 
below. 

1. Primary Containment Isolation 

Most Primary Containment Isolation Functions receive inputs from eight sensors in four channels. 
These inputs are arra·nged into four two-out-of-two logic PCIS channels. Each one of the two valves on , 
each penetration is closed by one of the four PCIS logics, arranged so that operation of any three logics .• 
isolates all of the associated penetrations. 

The exception to this arrangement is the Reactor Building Exhaust Radiation - High Function. 
For this trip function, three radiation monitoring channels input to four two-out-of-three PCIS initiation 
logics. 

The valve groups actuatE;ld by the Primary Containment Isolation Trip Function are listed in the 
Technical Requirements Manual. 

2. Secondary Containment Isolation 

The outputs of the logic channels in a trip system are arranged· into four two-out-of-two trip 
system logics for Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low, Level 2 and for Drywell Pressure - High. The 
Reactor Building and Refueling Floor Exhaust Radiation - High trip functions each have three radiation 
monitoring channels that input to four two-out-of-three initiation logics. Each one. of the two valves on 
each penetration and each FRVS unit is actuated by one of the four trip logics, so that operation of any 
three logics isolates the secondary containment and provides for the necessary filtration of fission 
products. 

The valve groups actuated by the Secondary Containment Isolation Trip Function are listed in the 
Technical Requirements Manual. 

3. Main Steam Line Isolation 

Most MSL Isolation Functions .receive inputs from four channels. The outputs from these 
channels are combined in a one-out-of-two taken twice logic to initiate isolation of all main steam isolation 
valves (MS IVs). The outputs from the same channels are arranged into two two-out-of-two logic trip 
systems. to isolate all MSL drain valves. The MSL drain line .has two isolation valves with one two-out-of
two logic system associated with each valve. 

The exceptions to this arrangement are the Main Steam Line Flow - High Function and Main 
Steam Line Tunnel Temperature - High Function. The Main Steam Line Flow - High Function uses 16 
flow channels, four for each steam line. One channel from each steam line inputs to one of the four trip · 
strings. Two trip strings make up each trip system and both trip systems 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES 

3/4.3.2 ISOLATION ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION. 

BACKGROUND (continued) . fr 

must trip to cause an MSL isolation, Each trip string has four inputs (one .per. MSL), any one·ofwhich will 
trip the trip string. The trip strings.are arrangE?d in a one-out~qf-two tc:iken twi.ce logic. This is effectively a 
one•out-of~eight taken twice· logic· arrangement to initiate~ isolation of the. MS IVs~' Similarly,· ·the 16 flow 
channels are connected into two two-out-of-two logic trip systems (effectively, two one-out-of-four twice · 
logic), with each trip system isolating one of the two MSL drain valves. 

The Main Stea,m Tunne.1 Temperature - High Funct_ion receives input from 16 channels. The logic 
is arran9~.Cf'simiiandthe;Maih~$te~fm· LlhE? F.low ..t!High·F;u-ndiom' .. ::.,. •· :•·1 :: "' ... ,,_ .. '· : . '' .-r··· 

. . . . 

~ · .: -,: Tne'valve ~ltoUps•·actuated by th~ .. Msl:i. .. lsol~ticirfTi'ip i=unctiO'ns are ·nsteC:!-in ttie Technical 
Requirements Manual. · · ·· · · ·.· ~ · .,. · ::· · 

4. .:Reaetclt.Water.·C1eanup;System:1solation: ' · - · ./.". 

··.i:J;i-;~h~I ,; .-~;~;t:~~f.:.;··:'::.;.!£~"!Jii ·~r'.·.·~J:.'.~v~·1Y-1{i~ .. ;~_ ..... :~ ;/·'.· J . .... ~·: · -~.;·-=-\; : !S: _,i ;_1j., .-~ ... :Ji1~.;: .. i"1\.;\~Jf;;>,:·· ... · .· ~d .. · t~'>:1,){ . ., ;,n: ., ·f'. 

Tbe Rea_cfor yes~~I Water Level - Low Low, Level 2 Isolation Fundio.n receives input from four.·" 
reactor ves~elwater levei channels. The outputs from the reactor vessel water level channels are 
conn§btetd~td twb.'@a:afuf::of ltwo·friR''sy~tgms:r)fh~'.Differehtlal ;Rf 6wJ !Hig ht~nct<Sl.!C:s§~ternH riitiation 
Fundiqn~ t~~¢iyE?·H'lpilrMP, two'.'cr'ab~~ls, with e~ch. cti'knn~l 0irl on~' trip:'~Y.~~~~·1u~irlgr?{~i:;~:,6tt~of-16tle 
logic. The Ar~aTeftij:leiratLlre ;'.Higf:\. Ful1dibn receives inpuHroh:dwi?,lve,:telnp'~~afi.Jre monitors';.l~ix to 

5, 6. High Pressure Coolant Injection System Isolation and Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System .. 
1soiation ·· · 

·.''\j :;; ~y:_4~~j~-J;>~v:: ~-~:~.,·~::.1n: ... ··f cd:._·r. :i-c=·j1~i=.:':::..\ ::n,~1nc.:;-,~~;· .. :· ~-. '(1i~-::·;'·:e:~1·?~"- ~-t'.; '-(i [··~~·:;~ii .. : . .?:.~,; ... ·:::.::~1· .. ~·::l-~ -~: 1.i:"~:.~~ ?:~-i· 

Most Functions that isolate RCIC and HPCI receive i_nput from two'Chahhelsf~itn!e.ai;:fi thanhel· 
in one trip system using a one-out-of.:one logic. Each of the tWb trip systeiTI,s in each lsola°fion group is 
connected to one of th~ tWo valves on each associated penetration. nr:ii-f.:!Q_,:_'. ''..:. ) . ..!':"::'2.1;.~ n:t::;i; 

· "J'.he· ~~.c_eptions,ar§! _th~i RGJe1a11.~;HPC1;Jt1rbine'm~h·aq~t,Qi$phragrnPressur~ -J8igh ,·p:rid steam 

~~8iJflif~i~\W;!i~l!l~~l~li~ltli.ili~~=~:::_' .. 
twci~out-of-tWo trip systems, Eacli trip· system isol~tes orie valve~pef','.'8ssdei;:itefdij5en-ettation;;?.i·~· ·· 

_, 

· · r."f.tJ.e ·valve'gr'od~s' aduated:-by ·the'RCIC· afid'HPCl>Syst$m·lsolation<Trip Functions.·are· listed in 
the fecliriicaH~:·equiremf:lnts·.Manua1. . " .. . · "-'' :,,._,,: · .:s .,,~--· · ' 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES 

3/4.3.2 ISOLATION ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION 

BACKGROUND (continued) 

7. Shutdown Cooling System Isolation 

The Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 3 Function receives input from four reactor vessel 
water level channels. The outputs from the reactor vessel water level channels are connected to two two
out-of-two trip systems. The Reactor Vessel Pressure - High Function receives input from four channels, 
with each channel in one trip system using a one-out-of-two trip logic. Each of the two trip systems is 
connected to one of the two valves on each shutdown cooling penetration. 

The valve groups actuated by the Shutdown Cooling System Isolation Trip Functions are listed in 
the Technical Requirements Manual. · 

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES. LCO. and APPLICABILITY 

The isolation signals generated by the isolation instrumentation are implicitly assumed in the 
safety analyses of References 1 and 2 to initiate closure of valves to limit offsite doses. Refer to Bases 
Sections 3/4.6.3, "Primary Containment Isolation Valves," and 3/4.6.5, "Secondary Containment," for 
more detail of the safety analyses. 

Isolation actuation instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii). Certain 
instrumentation Functions are retained for other reasons and are described below in the individual 
Functions discussion. 

The OPERABILITY of the isolation actuation instrumentation is dependent on the OPERABILITY 
of the individual instrumentation channel Functions specified in Table 3.3.2-1. Each Function must have 
a required number of OPERABLE channels, with their setpoints within the specified Allowable Values, 
where appropriate. A channel is inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not within its required Allowable 
Value. The actual setpoint is calibrated consistent with applicable setpoint methodology assumptions. 

Table 3.3.2-1 is modified by Note (a) to indicate that a channel may be placed in an inoperable 
status for up to 6 hours for required surveillance without placing the trip system in the tripped condition 
provided at least one OPERABLE channel in the same trip system is monitoring that parameter. Upon 
completion of the Surveillance, or expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the channel must be returned to 
OPERABLE status or the applicable Action must be taken. This Note is based on the reliability analysis 
(Refs. 5 and 6) assumption of the average time required to perform channel surveillance. That analysis 
demonstrated that the 6 hour testing allowance does not significantly reduce the probability that the 
isolation valves will isolate the penetration flow path(s) when necessary.· 

Allowable Values are specified for each isolation actuation Function specified in the Table. 
Operation with a trip setpoint less conservative than its Trip Setpoint, but within its Allowable Value, is 
acceptable on the basis that the difference between each Trip Setpoint and the Allowable Value is an 
allowance for instrument drift specifically allocated for each trip in the safety analyses. 
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!3ASES -------------=========================================------------ ----------

3/4.3.2 ISOLATION ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION 

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES. LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued) 

In general, the individual Functions are required to be OPERABLE in o"PERATIQNAL 
CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3 consistent with the Applicability for T$'?,!3 .. ~l!J, O:f:'.rirfl_c;iiy:_C_o[i~9iru::i:ierit Integrity." 
Functions that _have diff~rent Applic_abiljties are disc(.Jsse~. b~l.ow in the iri_diviqua1 Functic)ns discussion. 

, ~·~ . f."-'.1:·: .-· ~!.···,; ;'-,•,,: 'l.~· i, :' • (_:.,',,1 I -- i• ., . ;~:.~ ,',:·,' •I ' ,;; '< ;•, .: ,' ,·,·: ••• - ,." ·• 

·'":. · · ThEfspeCific·:'4,pplicableSafety~Ah~lyses; LCQ,.arid Applicabilitye:discussioiis are listed below ona 
Fuiit;:ti_()h tJY,i='ti'n:9,ti6h1b8:sis:!:"•\1;'.'"'.·· · .. _,, .,Jr ·: - ~,,,. ::·~·-::>.; !:,,. ""'.,_ ,. · ': ,_,, ,,. .. - · r· 

~- _::!rr;_~1)~.':{i:-__3.~~r}:t ;:: ~ h1~i-.1~!,_:·1·i·:~ :n/.~_-:'~-..... 1:.,·.::1~..:~ -~~ {~-;;: ____ :_Tf,:~;}-.~Vr-.. -~·,..:. -_.~i._ .·1 ·~- .. ;~··.:.. .._. _, 

Primary'c6ritain~entisolatlon .·.: r .... r · · . ,n:_·r,:.: , ,~- :< ~-::. ·'·· -. . ! .• , .• 1 .,. • , • • _ 

· 1.a: Reactor Vessel Watetlevel 

LOV1f RPV water level ind,icates that th~ Cf~pability, t<:Y sool the_ fuel rr,iay ~e thr~atenE:ld> Th~ valves 
whose penetrations. communicate. With the,_ RfJD]_c§l\Y: c9.iit~[i\I:iJ.~tiJ§"r.~J~.9J§t~JJJ~t!J,m~:1tJ~;f~!~§.~.t?:9.f&$.§!9iJ!'.' 
products: TbE3 isoi~tion of tlie prih1'ary cont~lriIT,ii!ihfof'i . .t~vef~ (Trip' ~Unchon 1 :·a:1) a fief Level 11-(Trip . 
F LI net I oh' '1-~ aiz)~s\!ippbrt's;aci:idns1td. ensu re;ffi af:offslte~:a ose :l im its·;(if;iO GFR,50,6it.· are-riot exceea ed. 

!f:~~i~f:l1~a¥~tl,~,~~~f j~$f~!Jg~~~~~fM~~Yi~1:1~~1~~~~~:~~t;~~~;!~~t~~~~~f~1k~~~cJ~~i;~i~>:\ ','-~_·;··· 
assumed to be 1solC!ted post LOCA .:~J<'\'i•';r.,(; "{~"~11.-:c '":1h.,: i<t;)si.-~ ,. :, 

I'. , ~-' • • ' • , • T • : / ' • 

OPERABLE for .ea·ch,PCIS channel to ensure ~hat no s111gle 1risttumentfa1l_ure ca,r:i preclud~ the·1solat1on 

fu nc~~n~')i~i.~;1·+,~i~~-n_;~J;!;ii;_• :·;,:;;ii;·.:.~,; ~~1{ ~·~ 1 ':''.~;-~:;f.';:;'~, .·;;·~~t? ~,·;:;~': ,.··~':_'.;'~~~-~;· ::.;::.~ -~" ::·f 61 (~:i.· :_ ,';.~:''.,1.'.'.~·.;[i;'.:'''.,~; :-)~~'.~,;,1 !/• . _ ,, .· 

• -- ·Th-e~valve ·g'foups\acfoated'1oy;this'.·J:iu~Etion'are'listed"iii':ttie Tet:hnical Requitemehts· rvian·ual..- · 
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3/4.3.2 ISOLATION ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION 

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES. LCO. and APPLICABILITY (continued) 

1 c. Reactor Building Exhaust Radiation - High 

High Reactor Building exhaust radiation is an indication of possible gross failure of the fuel 
cladding. The release may have originated from the primary containment due to a break in the RCPB. 
When Exhaust Radiation - High is detected, valves whose penetrations communicate with the primary 
containment atmosphere are isolated to limit the release of fission products. 

The Exhaust Radiation - High signals are initiated from radiation detectors that are located on the 
ventilation exhaust piping coming from the reactor building. The system consists of three channels. Four 
high radiation alarms, one from each channel through Class 1 E to Class 1 E isolation, are supplied to 
each channel of the Primary Containment Isolation System (PCIS}, where two out of three logic is used to 
initiate closure of primary containment isolation valves and dampers. Three channels of Reactor Building 
Exhaust - High Function are available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single 
instrument failure can preclude the isolation function. 

The valve groups actuated by this Function are listed in the Technical Requirements Manual. 

1.d. Manual Initiation 

The Manual Initiation push button channels introduce signals into the isolation actuation logic that 
are redundant to the automatic protective instrumentation and provide manual isolation capability. There 
is no specific UFSAR safety analysis that takes credit for this Function. It is retained for overall 
redundancy and diversity of the isolation function as required by the NRG in the plant licensing basis. 

There are four push buttons for the logic, one manual initiation push button per PCIS channel. 

Four channels of the Manual Initiation Function are available and are required to be OPERABLE 
in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3, since these are the OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS in which 
the Isolation Actuation automatic Trip Functions are required to be OPERABLE. 

Secondary Containment Isolation 

2.a Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low. Level 2 

Low reactor pressure vessel (RPV) water level indicates that the capability to cool the fuel may 
be threatened. Should RPV water level decrease too far, fuel damage could result. An isolation of the 
secondary containment and actuation of the FRVS are initiated in order to minimize the potential of an 
offsite dose release. The Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low, Level2 Function is one of the 
Functions assumed to be OPERABLE and capable of providing isolation and initiation signals. The 
isolation and initiation systems on Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low, Level 2 support 
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, .LCO,. and APPE.ICABILl"Rt' '(coritililfea) 

actions to ensure that any offsite releases are within the limits~gaJGulat~~.iri'Jh~ §afety ,c,m~Jy~is_ ... 

· :Reag~or Vessel Water tevel ~ Low·Low;t:.evel.2 signals'are·injtiated:fr<;)mJeveitransmitters that 
senseft!je'd iff~ rer;i<::e lje~een;the'.p[~$~ur~: d uy fo'~:90!1sJ9r,it.so1.u IT,ll")tot~~t.~r: (~ef~re~ce: 1e~),~nd ;!heo<·· ;, 
pressure•duefo tt:i'~'adu~l'water:~ley.el::(vi;iri~_ble:_leg) 1Jri>tt:J.~'.ves~el!·:.5fW6;~1j-~iitj§I~ gf: Rea,cto~Nesse.I Water 
Level -.Low L¢w,.Level 2. Funqti<f?p/We ay~il~qJS',ia_nd::~f'.~,f~tfillj'~~a.'tdlp~7QgE~E:l~~?fdrceachJ?.GISr~- c :;• :-: , 
chanhel to ensure.that no single instrument faiiure'can preciude..the is61atior1''flJnctlon. 
~),A: ; ic:.:. b::·:'~b ~· ,~! C-\~: ·H~ ~~?, ~;)?: d~.: :}~~~b Ttod~-X: t)~·"!; .. ;: rfi :)11-<h8 tr~:~ih·;: S:~}:1·-';:; ~-=7~:·;l_r.,i;:;.: .~-f··~~~-i - 1~.(~;~h~,( L·[.- :;; j~L.~~.,-; .~ ~~ :;~:I~ 

Tp~ ~~a~~grYe:s~~fVVa!er L~yel ~ Low ~ow, \:,e~el .~:fun9tior:iJs. r~quire_~~.fo,~e. O,PER'A,BLE in 
o P ERAWI p:>t-J/~:& Q9NJDrn10 N s~1', -?~;. ~!ld:3. \o/her:&:~an·$ide~~.b1~r~h.e'tgy,;~~ist~til;f th'$B~a~tot-©qoiaht ... ·, _. 
sys~~i!i~ (~C'$)i' th,usf !h~fe'!§·'.~'pro$~-6i!lH? O..f'R.li:>:~_Br~aks :r~sq1tff19• lhisi[riific~ht ~rei~_~s'~$:'.o(r~Cllo?ittive . · 
ste~rniaf.Mgas3.fln·~dPERAifl 8NAiJcbNb.1'.t1 bNs~4~anch5;i:th'e~probaoliifytanci·co~s:~qiliencei.6f, these. ·1 

~~N~1~~~~-~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~8·~~~:!%~f!~~~~~!~~tl~~~tN;~5J~~f~~~~:~~:~~b1j~~~l;·t~ 1 ·:·'.'.:·;!·;· .. ~· .. ,·-· 
OPERA1;3L,~ c:li,iring operntions with a potential for draihing.therE3aC::tQr v~$sel 1(0P[)RYi>);.Whei:i:b~1Jdling 

.• ,.,.. "'~-,·.''•·'.->·· 1 "'';1.,>·-··'··· .•. ·,.,.._.;.···,.· .. -,.If--··:_;.,.,,._ f'·"-rt'-·i .. ,.. .. _ · ,., ., .. · .. ··:c , . ., ... ,,i .. ··- .... Jr·1'"•:>'•··~·- 1-·'•-"-·-.\-.. ,·~---.,.•1·>·1','··.\·~---:,;··,.•.•·,·.'~-~~i'' "· .,~ 

irradiate,d'fi:Je!fin~tH·eh;~E:)Gtitidary,;coht~inmeht arid?di1Jrir;ig1GORE:AlllTE.RAITU,ON$;;.bE:lca.Ll~e;tfiiei'c'apability of 
isolating~P,otentiai'soufoesof leakagemust be 'provided to ~nsure that bttsite dose·lfmlts are not exce'eded 
if core' damage occurs. 0';.-;,):;L~1J \r~:'Jfi!,~f.~'.!: ,:,. 

")•'' r" 

channel to ensdre that no siiigle'lnstr'l.ihiehHaflure'cail ·preclU8e ·peff9rm~lnce;~b0h&.lsol?,tl.oh function. 
· ·. . . • : •. ,, .: .• ~~.12~+;t~;:~"f t~~·~J+~it:~i?.ci9i~- .:~~~ :=~ ~: r.J~: .. -~ ·. 

The Drywell Pressure - High Function is required to be OPERABLE.Jn OPERATIONAL 

c.o~ol!;IO~s 1,_f· .'2~d ·~ w,~ere co.r~.~p~fab1e 'en~r~y~~h~f~~~~9~tt~~;R~,~TtRR~j¥W~.r.~~1*~~2~~q~~!?-U~ty2~9r '~·.· 
PIPE:? brt?a.ks re.s.uJtmg:11J s1grnfjcant rel.~ases of rc;ig10(2ct1v~ steam; e111<;1.gas'.,: Th1sfunct1qn is not.required m 
OP6,~1(l~~~-~1~0~.'~~~1,9·~~::'~:-~~~~.~t~~ec~~g~f~i~h~?P~qp~~f1lfX,,'.~r.a1p_9h;Ms~eiiA~.$\pf~b~.~~'i:~'{~nts are 
low•due·fothEfHCS\pf.e.sspre ana;temp~rafure· limitatidns1ofJhe.s'e OP,t;RAtflQ.NAW ~O>N@ITl0J\JS:£r · · '; ._ . 
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO. and APPLICABILITY (continued) 

2.c, 2.d. Refueling Floor and Reactor Building Exhaust Radiation - High 

High Refueling Floor or Reactor Building exhaust radiation is an indication of possible gross 
failure of the fuel cladding. The release may have originated from the primary containment due to a 
break in the RCPB or the refueling floor due to a fuel handling accident. When Exhaust Radiation - High 
is detected, secondary containment isolation and actuation of the FRVS are initiated to limit the release of 
fission products as assumed in the UFSAR safety analyses (Ref. 4). 

The Exhaust Radiation - High signals are initiated from radiation detectors that are located on the 
ventilation exhaust ducts coming from the reactor building andJhe refueling floor zones, respectively. 
Three channels of Reactor Building Exhaust Radiation - High Function and three channels of Refueling 
Floor Exhaust Radiation - High Function are available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that· 
no single instrument failure can preclude the isolation function. 

The Refueling Floor and Reactor Building Exhaust Radiation - High Functions are required to be 
OPERABLE in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3 where considerable energy exists; thus, there 
is a probability of pipe breaks resulting in significant releases of radioactive steam and gas. In 
OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of these events are low due to 
the RCS pressure and temperature limitations of these OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS; thus, these 
Functions are not required. In addition, the Functions are also required to be OPERABLE during 
OPDRVs, when handling recently irradiated fuel in the secondary containment, because the capability of 
detecting radiation releases due to fuel failures (due to fuel uncovery or dropped fuel assemblies) must 
be provided to ensure that offsite dose limits are not exceeded. 

The valve groups actuated by this Function are listed in the Technical Requirements Manual. 

2.e. Manual Initiation 

The Manual Initiation for secondary containment isolation can be performed by manually initiating 
a primary containment isolation. There is no specific UFSAR safety analysis that takes credit for this 
Function. It is retained for the overall redundancy and diversity of the secondary containment isolation 
instrumentation as required by the NRC approved licensing basis . 

.. 

There are four push buttons for the logic, one manual initiation push button per PCIS channel. 
There is no Allowable Value for this Function, since the channels are mechanically actuated based solely 
on the position of the push buttons. 

Four channels of Manual Initiation Function are available and are required to be OPERABLE in 
OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3 and during OPDRVs, when handling recently irradiated fuel in 
the secondary containment. These are the OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS and other specified conditions 
in which 
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3/4.3.2 ISOLATION ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION.! 

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSESi}LGO. and-ARPLICABILFTY (continued) 

the Secondary Containment Isolation automatic Functions are_-reqlih-ed.to be OPERABLE: 

Main Steam Lihe: Isolation· ·, ·· 

3.-~c,·Reattcirves§e1A.N~ter [;e\/M.1- l1.owtow.l:ow;cLe~e1 1·" .. ,·. .,.·,.. . ·. · · · .. : 
- •·1 ·:··'.:~-'.,:- ·~·-: .. ~:-~i '{; ... r~~~ __ Jt}ll,, ··.:~,._;_J)~?-~!;;:.iz; 1 ,-: ~f ~:w. :_:..~.\/_~_; :Ld_·,-~:i _~: ~..,t __ ~-!;; 1L:. ~ A2~~!_l-: ~ -, ~:.# _ ~ :~ .. ~~ ._i_~ ~f· .. ·~-·.. ~- 1 ~:, ,..:_:· , :s:~1;.;: .i: _, ~ .. ~ii· __ ·~ _ . .:,..._. ~;., ___ Jt~ L .. {.:,; G· ·.;. .... 

Low reactor pressure v~ssel .(RPV) :watef.. level?iridic~tes1tffat:th~ dapl1lhliity t~·6061::th'e:ft:Jel.:may~ ·. 
be thr~~t~n-ed. Shoµ]q RPVw!=#ir_l$yei1_aecrease ~66.t~fr.'fuel'dartiage coi.iiCl(~~-u1t:_ t11er~f6r~. i~ofation 
of the rvfSl\is ~no. 6ttier intertcic~$ ~jth_ .. the re~ctor ve~ssel OCGUrs.to pr~\/en,t pffsffe' tjps~Ifrri.it5_lrc)m being 

~illii~!l~Si~~1!f~!~ltimi;;~Jiif[i~!l~t~i~~~~~~, 
recirculation line break (Ref. 1). The iso1ation".';oftl'fe"MSl1:S:1on·,rev·eir1~:5tpports''actiohs1toensuriflliat· • · ,, · 
offsite dose limits.are not exceeded-for a OBA. 

3.b. Maih~st~artrlinerR~diati&n:HighrHioh . . 
··~1_~HP.~rt:;'.~::;·~q1,:.1:~~·r.~:~~~-:~W@~tV~~!~?;$f!!!Nf~~i~~~n-·;:ra~ct.r.:~·~f ·.t?f~~ ~!.J);~JG ! ~ ... ;;)~';f1U ~,:l ·~·iHn '{~. -r~.'.~:; ~~ d~~(~. ,9~~.U( '.·1:~: .~ ":;f~:\r_.~fiT 

Th~''Mi'1ln steam. L:JneRadlatioh 1i High[ High FUhctibn is provid~d:icfdet~ctgfqss release of 
fission prod.Lets .frdffithetJ\31 ?nci -t6'ini~i~te. _cio~:~r~'of the re~ctor"redrcui~tiah·~~ter ~,~Jffi?i~rl1Qz;e)J~~NiPn 
valyes. ·.Four g~t~ct9:(s, 9f1¢ f()f.¢~ph;n'iain s.~~§r:r!. Hhe, moriitOr the gro§is gamma' radij:itior\. Each 'deteetor 

:~~!r~!r?!:!~ilf ~:=P;}~{t!:!~!~'.!:,:';~:~,:·;f ::::~~r:::;·,:~·:;'::·£;:,;:;~~ ;,, ~,~~.·· ·· 
..... LoyvJv'l~h pre~slJre indi~c,ite~Jh.atthere rmiy be·.a pr9blefhwith th~ turbin_e pr~ssure r~gulation, 

wh ic'll 'ccfula'.r§~Uft ln'la:low rf~a'cfdr~\'ess~liVJr!fterf e\iel"cenCJ itlo"if'lindilfie:iRPVi:caolin ·· 1&$W-rfrrrk>~Hfian 
1q~?,~~hefif.4B~~~P~§'~ur~ii9~~fJ~11~11bwe1l[tt>~~~~!i,t1W~s,'ftW~··t1.i1~rrE$=~~~fir~;~~:rRt~$'.g~i~1-~6~;J~4'9~~tip~~,,is=~·· 
dir~ctl{_~~sunied ih,,the ~naly&)s. ofthe pressure reg.ulato( failure·(Ret2')f:1rp~~~tnX~<·ev$iiit;1the clBstire· of:,· 
the rvfSl\!s ~h~~ur,es _th kit tlie' RPVteniperat,~rei chatJge limit (1 qb0f (hr) ,is not tea¢Hed. . ' 

rH. ~~ .. f~3.t~-~.8.~:~~r ~~7j:_ 1 J?Lr~~'".l\·Lf~:~'.}::tf}9)',~!;~./::::iC~~H;v.~ .. -~3;,~? _p;o, l~~.ntl'i f'.i·:~.r;;·~·;~ :rv~11~lf.~·u.rrt~r1-\J1 ':'2'~:, ! ,;;._Jf~p_:.> · __ ,:~:- .. , . 
11 1~,: ,~ · ·t~g;Ms·G i5\IJ1'iek§ap~~~r~~~li'gt~~iHmfil~@i rom·.10\11r~tiinstii1tiei-5'tA~r·fir~. ;68fiT1·~ctea\·f o'rne'rvfsil.i. · 

t1Efa'.lfEfr1·';·~B~·rieJ1~;nMi~tgf'·tv1~fnsTg~fti 1r.'iA'e-·Pr~"$~~f~T:"c6w1Fuficti6~%f~~vaiM5r~I~iJa~~fe re~tlir§a~t&--be!!· 
OPERABLE to ensure that no ·'~' ., 1 

·, 
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single instrument failure can preclude the isolation function. 

The Main Steam Line Pressure - Low Function is only required to be OPERABLE in 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 since this is when the assumed transient can occur (Ref. 2). 

The valve groups actuated by this Function are listed in the Technical Requirements Manual. 

3.d. Main Steam Line Flow - High 

Main Steam Line Flow - High is provided to detect a break of the MSL and to initiate closure of 
the MS IVs. If the steam were allowed to continue flowing out of the break, the reactor would 
depressurize and the core could uncover. If the RPV water level decreases too far, fuel damage could 
occur. Therefore, the isolation is initiated on high flow to prevent or minimize core damage. The Main 
Steam Line Flow - High Function is directly assumed in the analysis of the main steam line break (MSLB) 
(Ref. 1 ). The isolation action, along with the scram function of the Reactor Protection System (RPS), 
ensures that the fuel peak cladding temperature remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46 and offsite 
doses do not exceed the 10 CFR 50.67 limits. 

The MSL flow signals are initiated from 16 transmitters that are connected to the four MSLs. 
Four channels of Main Steam Line Flow - High Function for each MSL (two channels per trip system) are 
available and are required to be OPERABLE so that no single instrument failure will preclude detecting a 
break in any individual MSL. 

The valve groups actuated by this Function are listed in the Technical Requirements Manual. 

3.e. Condenser Vacuum - Low 

The Condenser Vacuum - Low Function is provided to prevent overpressurization of the main 
condenser in the event of a loss of the main condenser vacuum. Since the integrity of the condenser is 
an assumption in offsite dose calculations, the Condenser Vacuum - Low Function is assumed to be 
OPERABLE and capable of initiating closure of the MS IVs. The closure of the MSIVs is initiated to 
prevent the addition of steam that would lead to additional condenser pressurization and possible rupture 
of the diaphragm installed to protect the turbine exhaust hood, thereby preventing a potential radiation 
leakage path following an accident. 

Condenser vacuum pressure signals are derived from four pressure transmitters that sense the 
pressure in the condenser. Four channels of Condenser Vacuum - Low Function are available and are 
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the isolation function. 

As noted in the footnote Table 3.3.2-1, the channels are not required to be OPERABLE in 
OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 2 and 3 when all turbine stop valves (TSVs) are less than 90% open, 
since the potential for condenser 
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overpressurization is minimized. Switches are, provided fo"riia-riiially bypass the channels when allTSVs 
are closed. 

·.:' 

The valvegroups,actuated:bythis Function are listed in thffTechnical ReqOirem·ents,Manual.- • 

3.f. Main Ste-arir Lihe Tunriel<TemjJefature :~:High; '· -~ : ::;: J __ · :- .; ;; "; ;•:._ :.'·~:,: "·w--~•;__ ·, :i.c - -

The J)llajn Steam Lihe Tµnnel Ten;iperature - High i!) provided to .. 9.~l&:~t ~;iJ@.~:JnA~_g:;,13.PP)~jiQQb _1 

provides diversity to th,e high flovv instrum~n,tation. The isolation occµrs wh'eri a very smalf leak has 
occurred/s!lf.tlie1smail:'leak,-is>all6we8f t6)c6ntiii tie-witl'lout ·is8l~ti6n,·;offslte!idose. limits1may,'be 'reached. 

; i! '\1-~"''0! •. ~·)'°;'.,,;~-;•"' ,','"'1·=·~· .. ,"·(\!i"j·•"'-"-"• • -~· •'•'••-,;•'·_,·•"~• ,•" • ·''~--,!-(\'')'~~I"·~• •,"o;·,;'""i ·, .,_ · '',• .• •' " -~ .;i;,. •' •', •. , ' 

However, credit .forithese·instri:Jments is1n6Maken: in any'fransier:itbl:' accideribanalysis: in the iLJFSAR, · 
since'_o6~·ria!n9iar~ly~~s~r~'.P,eif~rm'etuor-Jaf9'e'.breal<s~§u611:'as' f0~.E8s.i-:" _;:i ••· ·, : ·. '.!· :.~ ... " .... 

r, \ ~-~~:A:~2;~~r:· 2ii;:r::r;.;·~t: .. ?~~1c:r~., ·:-~ .. ~.k.r~/(irt~. ·'.;,--;. ... f' ;£~.V_'.:'.1 11~; · ~·~:. :·v:·-~:~ /f:.~::: ri _ .'~~\, ·:='.); ;-@~b~ ;~ · (~: ! i-:5::1~~~ v-::.·~ -~ ~r. ,. ~·. ·J~~-,·v. ~-; i - .. ·· 

· : .~·-~f,,_;.At~a·temP._~rafore~signa!s··are,i6ltiat~'iffr/:>m:$ei:is9rs:located iraJh~\.rnain.stel=.imtunrieh iSixteen:· . .-· 

~:~~~~~~~iit~f~~~ttr~~~i~f!;w~~~~!8~!&~f ;~r~~~~~!!!f~!1~~~",; · . 
The valv~ groups a.ctuatE;ld by this. Function are listed in the TeclinicalR~quirements Manual. 

~1~[!1illill,liilif if li\lif:;~!~~,,;~~\ih~~ 
redupai:@Sy'.§in : . . ersjty ·qfth~'i~olatj~n.MH,,ction ·as:;·fe(fuii'e(:i' p}i'fh~ ~RC;ih . , P .. ~nfli~eh~ii;l{[l?~~is. 

. - . . . . ,. • : I . " j ' -~ ~ . ..:. . - ~ . . • . • ,. -- .... ~~~k~;~> )f?;~~.t~tj~~-V .~.~~~l~~~~;~:ti.~. ~~-- ~· r 
There are four push buttons for the logic, two mant,Jal initiation push buttons. perttip system . 

. ,, :·~;~'. 1~.~:ci~(~~~~~:~l~~~;"~:4~:M~l~f~1i\~i!8~;~:~*~~~~·~~f~~~~,~@~,~t~~~-l~P.~~:t~~U~~~'.~~;.1&~~~~b,bE\ \n<:·. · 
OPEAATldNPiltEi@NDl3rt©NS~W2;.'andi3','.'Siiid~ithese·:ai7e'itlie\OPERJX!filONAtbe0NE>'ITIONSjn,wbich:·.;:? 

t~~; ~~~~~~i~l~f}~f-;1~!~~~;~~:'~n~~~J}~;1rJ~~~~f~~Hif;~;a'.~~~;~~j~;-~~~~~~1~.~~,·:1·;:;::.-:,-·::···.,~. . .':di.'~~ ". :·':1"·~·':'.·;~~'.L :-; ~-'.'~:, . 
Rei3tt6riW~t~fi:t1£il~nl:1))·:,s&'.Metri:JsbiaHoni:· _,-.,,_, , -.,_ "r<.-:, '" .. c ·"~: !;1·' :,::;~,.-... "' c0.:,i 0'.·l·i"·""'' ,i;i ,, , ,_, 

.;; 

4.a. 4.b .. Rweu:t)ifferential Flow:- High 

dfil~;\i~f ~liii~if~~~~1r&i~i~~~i~i~~~~tt~~ifi~'.~i~~~lXi;~;' 
a cold 1~9·.b@~.k).i.$fl'i;>µl<:f'tn¥~·r~~¢tof:J;qolantbo;Jtiht:fef'.t()tt()w:O:utofJh~J?r!3ak;'off~it~ c;lose lirnits·m~ be 
exceeg~cl:~-pfi~~t$~~f ti~o1~tl6~i1(if!tl~;,-RV\(qt): · $1.~!E:fm;,l§;!Hitl?f~~~ilffe~'\f!ii~ ~tH.i~~f.eiifl'al·~~w/is(serise8 to · 
prevenrexteeaihg~offsitE!''dose·s~':,-A tim"e'delay?is0'providea"t":Fprevehespurious·lfiphllirin'9 : :;,,-_, ' ,, _ .. : ' " 
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most RWCU operational transients. This Function is not assumed in any UFSAR transient or accident 
analysis, since bounding analyses are performed for large breaks such as MSLBs. 

The high differential flow signals are initiated from transmitters that are connected to the inlet 
(from the reactor vessel) and outlets (to condenser and feedwater) of the RWCU System. Two channels 
of RWCU Differential Flow - High Function are available and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure 
that no single instrument failure .can preclude the isolation function. 

The valve groups actuated by this Function are listed in the Technical Requirements Manual. 

4.c, 4.d. RWCU Area Temperature and Area Ventilation Differential Temperature - High 

RWCU area temperatures and area ventilation differential temperatures are provided to detect a 
leak from the RWCU System. The isolation occurs even when very small leaks have occurred and is 
diverse to the high differential flow instrumentation for the hot portions of the RWCU System. If the small 
leak continues without isolation, offsite dose limits may be reached. Credit for these instruments is not 
taken in any transient or accident analysis in the UFSAR, since bounding analyses are performed for 
large breaks such as recirculation or MSL breaks. 

Area temperature and area ventilation differential temperature signals are initiated from 
temperature elements that are located in the room that is being monitored. Twelve ambient temperature 

· sensor/monitors provide input to the RWCU Area Temperature - High Function. Twelve channels are 
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the isolation function. 

Twelve differential temperature sensor/monitors provide input to the RWCU Area Ventilation 
Differential Temperature - High Function. Twelve channels are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that 
no single instrument failure can preclude the isolation function. 

The valve groups actuated by this Function are listed in the Technical Requirements Manual. 

4.e. SLC System Initiation 

The isolation of the RWCU System is required when the SLC System has been initiated to 
prevent dilution and removal of the boron solution by the RWCU System. SLC System initiation signals 
are initiated from the two SLC pump start signals. 

Two channels (one from each pump) of the SLC System Initiation Function are available and are 
required to be OPERABLE only in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1 and 2 (when the SLC system is 
required to be OPERABLE), since these OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS are consistent with the 
Applicability for the SLC 
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System (TS 3.1.5). 
';\. '. .::: i~ ·' -

4.f. Reactor Vessel Wate6Leve1::.: LbW tow;: Level 2 < 

!;): L(jvi.LfW\t.'.~y,;~t~Wli3vi;!liins:(ic~t~s'tli\3t: tli'ei c,ap~bJlifyJcYcool.,the"fl!$1 may be threatened:., Sn6uld 
RR\lwatel'He@Ldee"rease't0'0}f~r~:;fllel;dl3ffi·a' e'..c'6il1drresult.;;,Tfiefrefore\Us6lation-6f.some1interfci~es".with 

~~ ~~~~ :!:~f:~~~~~~0!~t~~1~~tt~s~r~~~~~~rftf ~~~~J~~i~:t:~~~~~~~~. 
10 CFR 50.46. The Reactor Vessel Water Level - l.,ow Low, Level 2 Function associated with RWCU 
isotation:1is~hot<dir~ctiyt~~s'umed::in~ti1e:iiJ~sAR~s·af~fyo.ancilys~sTbE{cause;tiiie.RVv¢uisystern· lihe'break is 
bounded by breaks of larger systems (reCirculcition and MSL bteaks are m9re limiting). 

· --~L}:~.Jl.:·;~~~~q.~0~.l-.,JE .. ~.it~~ -~i'tl!;J . .I~r:: ~~+1~~'.~.;:::-:~::~:: .. ~~~~J/.1 1·.cs·L ~~r1~~_:jL~.~::1.:~·~~;_·f.J_ :~--~i'_·v;~_ , _ . 
Reactorve,ssel Water ~eve! - r:.ow Low, level 2sjgnals.areiriitiated frdit) four level trah~mitters 

~tiJ~1~tiJ~~f ~l.i~~j~~it:ir~~!~~i'!~~~~~~1~~3:~~~ 
The valve grqups actuat~d by this Furictio~ a~e lisf~8·i!\tKe\,TecM{t~l.:Re:qiiiif~.rfi~nt§'M~QLial;,.;;.":· 

' . . . -·., . . . ' ~ 

.. r.)n--.:r: J:t ·'l(_.::nfi02i .r:5r::.~~b~Ji~):!r:._.,~, ;~·r .. ; t: .. 11 • .• ::':·· ·!· (!! __ :·~3-~1L .,.:,~:·:,;: .. · 
. '. ' ~ ... 

There are two p!Jsh buttons for the logic; one m~nu~i ihitiati.on pi.J\!)h button per trip system. 
:2.~.!·~.rj!'/yc:-~:·~~{.'' 1 •:-;;'~h.:~/.:.,_·."; d3~":'.HJFi:.··~·tr ~·r:j:(!i °i">i\:~i: 01-0 ~~1:;!J:Hti,.::~1 :-~t:~( .:{d ~~:-~:~~--:-/J:,-1.:~· .::'\> .. :.·~;~1 :-;~·.,'!E·V ~~;--·;· 

Two channels of the.Manual Initiation Function are available and are required to be OPERABLE 
in OPERATIONAL CONDfrlbNS 1, 2, and 3 since.these are thk OPERA tlON.AILi:e.ONIDl'TILON§ rrtwhich' 
the .R\NCU System isolation alitomatic Functions are required !o be OPERABLE. . , 

1::.t~.;::t;.;?~rii.r'"i~_;.,~iG ~;,:.r.1 rn~:,:t:;·v2 ~;,,_.:.t:: .. f:o.~~i ;·~s.,:~j·:.~1.L.)1~~xn,.:,,:1.~~ 'fr(~j,~~Y'(.l._:;: ... \/\/Ff .-)rr it: .. Jii, ; .... 1 ~.~~!'" 

Reactor:cor~1\'i~'8tati&#;e6b1lhcf!~ii·a,,J4iofi~Pres~iilre\66oi~flti•lf.l\~6H()11i'svsteiTis;1soiatlon:.,,, '. r,, ~-ic 0 • .:. • •• 
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continue.flowing qut of the break, the reactor will depressurize and the core can uncover. Therefore, _the 
isolations are initiated on high flow to prevent or minimize core damage. The isolation action; along with 
the scram function of the RPS, ensures that the fuel pea!< cladding temperature remains below the limits 
of 10 CFR 50.46. Specific credit for these Functions is not assumed in any UFSAR accident analyses 
since the bounding analysis is performed for large breaks such as recirculation and MSL breaks. 
However, these instruments prevent the RCIC or HPCI steam line breaks from becoming bounding. 

The RCIC and HPCI Steam Line·L'.l Pressure (Flow) - High signals are initiated from transmitters 
(two for HPCI and two for RCIC) that are connected to the system steam lines. Two channels of both 
RCIC and HPCI Steam Line L'.l Pressure (Flow) - High Functions are available and are required to be 
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the isolation function. 

To eliminate the possibility of spurious system isolations, the RCIC and HPCI systems 
incorporate a time delay, which will prevent short term flow peaks from initiating a system isolation but will 
not interfere with the leak detection and isolation function. 

The valve groups actuated by this Function are listed in the Technical Requirements Manual. 

5.c. 6.c. RCIC and HPCI Steam Supply Pressure - Low 

Low steam supply pressure indicates that the pressure of the steam in the HPCI or RCIC turbine 
may be too low to continue operation of the associated system's turbine. These isolations are for 
equipment protection and are not assumed in any transient or accident analysis in the UFSAR. However, 
they also provide a diverse signal to indicate a possible system break. These instruments are included in 
Technical Specifications (TS) because of the potential for risk due to possible failure of the instruments 
preventing RCIC and HPCI initiations (Ref. 3). 

The RCIC and HPCI Steam Supply Pressure - Low signals are initiated from transmitters (four for 
HPCI and four for RCIC) that are connected to the system steam line. Four channels of both RCIC and 
HPCI Steam Supply Line Pressure - Low Functions are available and are required to be OPERABLE to 
ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the isolation function. 

The valve groups actuated by this Function are listed in the Technical Requirements Manual. 

5.d. 6.d. RCIC and HPCI Turbine Exhaust Diaphragm Pressure - High 

High turbine exhaust diaphragm pressure indicates that the pressure may be too high to continue 
operation of the associated system's turbine. That is, one of two exhaust diaphragms has ruptured and 
pressure is reaching turbine casing pressure limits. These isolations are for equipment protection and 
are not assumed in any transient or accident analysis in the 
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·.UFSAR,.: These instrument!:rare' inclµd~d·incthe1T-$:bec:::al.i.~e pf. the·potentiaLfor risk due to possible. failure 
ofthe instruriterits·preventingJ~CIG:~r:id~HPCi initiations (Ref. 3)i:v : · ,. ·· .. " 

.:~'~1:· · '"··.-1 ... ·:,:~·~::-'.~~: -l'::!};:j:.·~!:\ .. ~:s:.' .. ;:i·:·.1·~ ~.·· .• ~·::~:- -::~i::~i .. :_,:·i .... ·.~~~:'.=:-"~'~_i _·'.·; ~~"t:u.:~r::i:L~ ·. :.< '.:., ··;·. -__ " .. _ ... ~: __ . ~·-.,.· . ;' : 
-·,,::-,"f<he-RGIC .§l):dJ1~91 Tµrbirie Ex.haast Diaphragm: Rresl:)ure.:.. High'signals:are:initiated.frbm. 

transmitters: ~fodt-:f6KHRG-I· andfo'ur«for: RGIC).that are.'.connectedito ,the ar.ea~·betweem._the :rupture· . · 
diaphra9rhs··:c,n::0ach0;sY-i5tern;s.iL.rbi~~-exh~µ§f1il1~:i;fduf;9i1~n-h~.ls::gf;~oVH~c10 ~h~'B{J?.p1~·:rurbine ..... 
Exh_ay~P?,taph~!:=lgriJ_,Pr~~~y~e~- Hig~. Furi~t,[on~-§2'r~ .. CIY§!il~b!e;M9 a~e f~q~iredJo be OPE~BLE to 
ensureith8t<ndisi6gle~iristrci'tnent:failufe c~n prec1Uae,the;i50,latiqh~fl.iricti6n.:;;: : : ,~: ;-: ~:"" _,,; ~ ;: ~ ' . 

~;'~.~,t·i1·. ~5i~?f;u:if.~ri:,;,, cr~./"f :G;;;:-1!·i_·.·~-.hi;~~;~:. ~:r .. {;:t~:·; .:~, :,-y~ 1).0;~~-~·.s~~<rh~~d ·~)1(,··.·1~~tf~·/~}·i .. ;.~F·; ~1rJ}QV,<1-j :·.-.r;~~' ;: ·-j~-, .<·, 
The valve groups cictt.ii;ited by_this_Fu~ction a're.listed Jn t,he,Jecbnicaf_R~quire_m~rits MC!nual. 

_.r;•:';i·~.J·~~·~.i..'f· :·1~Ji·~ ·t .. ;;~;. · .: .. r-p .t.1:".\ ·. ~.<_-:-_,~·.J-: ;~.c. ··, ;7·1;·~·~; :::~. ·1;.~;;.;.,.\:.;L.-0(. r:t.} .:.:.h~h;,_? , t,i 1 ·:..;-;--.~ ;.';.:>·:, .:·, ·, .. f· . . _:_ !:-. ' 

5.e. 5.t. 5.g. 5.h·. 6.e. s1 6.g. 6.h: Rc1c· ~~ci· H'Pc1.P.r~~ ~hcf6ifi:~~~~-fi~(r~in~6~~~t~~e ~ 'i'.-iioh,, · 
?.(;T':'f.~l? >:

1:3 : ~.;-',.:;:"'{ q.1 .. ·t}.? .;:::i~.:·;:·~t ~::.-1;: :;; :·1·Ci:jJt~if).~\ :n ~-J;::·\·i ... ::. ·.i!,:.}:1.;:J.(~ t-. · 1~ c;~.,~\'')1\i": ... i.~-,_. ~:.::·q ~:;· ·:;". ~:<r-:~.~-. :.~~1 .:it:·.· \. · .. 
1':v. 1,_,,-; rAtea·,ambieilf::anci!dlfferenti'al·tem· eraft.ires.aret··rovidechtcN:let~ctaI1e~kfrom;t!ietassociated-.- ... 
system .stea_m · pipihg: "·t1ie)&o1~ucrn:occur~ ~f1'(;n~~:i~.~~~di_t21i:t~~.Is\;B~~;Wp,9GF~~~~fl~ :1~;-~i~~r~~-{9 ·fr1e,.·high 
flow instrtmientatiori •.. lfthe small leakis allowed to'Continue'without isolation;offsitedose limitsrnay be 
reacR,ed:.1~h~~~d~i/ncfti8n~1a(e:,n9t;?s~.J$·~.g~ff;a,M;:Ql1$Ai3:2tf:<tn,~t~D.hoilia~c.ict~r;it~~R~1~~l.si:§in9e bounding 
analyses are peiiormea fdi"large Breaks such as recir'culation or-MSt.' breaks. · ·· . 

••• • ], T • ' •• • • • - ·: •';;: ... I •.•. : '· ... , .,.. . . 

. ' .. ;·v·1iJ:)h ;.f: .! ;:'").! ,;~; .. ~-,::. :)f~ }' !·1i':.~JJ" .. (,i 1'.'[ GE;.:~; ':,.:.\ i1i1f~:~ !(! .. '.. · tU.f\f.~~ if ~{~_;(\ 1.;j ::.:~·1 ••••• ·: ._: r 

The valve groups actuated bythis Function ar~ listed. in the Technical Requiremeiits'.Manual. 
r~_,,.i n~;·t'i~ :1:·:12.'· 1;t~~·r1_!.t;;·~:.·:~i/~):::~;;.: ! .. ,··~~)~'.'-"'f ;:.::r ~:1 .j·~; ·:.,l~·~J.~~!~ :·:·: ,~:., noiL;1·1;: ;·-~ (_.,;ti J \;:·FL.~~ fl, .. 1 . .iS:>.:J' h .. {1~\t·; ~~ :~•-..r1F:"' ~.'.:. -rr 

5.i. 6.i. Drywell Pressure-- High 
l~.~!i~.)- "·-~:-~l~}: ·~ -.~~L'.:; ..... ~--~~.~~.;..,~~~~1.:~lJ.?J1.:4d~~- {2~tt~.~· -' ~·: ~l~jJJ .. j2~~iL .. : ... ··.·~·~~~:._.:7.~ .. : 

Hig_h ,drywell pre$sure can: indicate a break. in the RCPB. Tn.~ F{CIC and HPCI isolation of the 

:~tl~!~~l~tl!~rli~~~~~~~il~il~i~liilt\~,l~iiJi!~TJ~:~:~:~· 
turbine exhaust by Drywell Pr~ssure - Hrgh rs·rnd1re~tly'<assumed~m~ttie:..U5$~R~acc;;1C;f,ent 'analysis~ "x · · 
because the turbine exhaust leakage path is riot assumkd ·fo coritHbut~ td bft'site dbges. . . 
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High drywellpressµre signals are initiated from pressure transmitters that sense the pressure in 
the drywell. Four channels of both RCIC and HPCI Drywell Pressure - High Functions are available and 
are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the isolation 
function. 

The valve groups actuated by this Function are listed in the Te.chnical Requirements Manual. 

5.L 6.L Manual Initiation 

The Manual Initiation push button channels introduce signals into the RCIC and HPCI systems' 
isolation logics that are redundant to the automatic protective instrumentation and provide manual · 
isolation capability. There is no specific UFSAR safety analysis that takes credit for these Functions. 
They are retained for overall redundancy and diversity of the isolation function as required by the NRC in 
the plant licensing basis. 

There is one manual initiation push button for each of the HPCI and RCIC systems. 

One channel of both RCIC and HPCI Manual Initiation Functions is available and is required to 
be OPERABLE in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3 since these are the OPERATIONAL 
CONDITIONS in which the RCIC and HPCI systems' Isolation automatic Functions are required to be 
OPERABLE. 

Shutdown Cooling System Isolation 

7.a. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low. Level 3 

Low RPV water level indicates that the capability to cool the fuel may be threatened. Should 
RPV water level decrease too far, fuel damage could result. Therefore, isolation of some reactor vessel 
interfaces occurs to begin isolating the potential sources of a break. The Reactor Vessel Water Level -
Low, Level 3 Function associated with RHR Shutdown Cooling System isolation is not directly assumed 
in safety analyses because a break of the RHR Shutdown Cooling System is bounded by breaks of the 
recirculation and MSL. The RHR Shutdown Cooling System isolation on Level 3 supports actions to 
ensure that the RPV water level does not drop below the top of the active fuel during a vessel draindown 
event caused by a leak (e.g., pipe break or inadvertent valve opening) in the RHR Shutdown Cooling 
System. 

Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 3 signals are initiated from four level transmitters that • 
sense the difference between the pressure due to a constant column of water (reference leg) and the 
pressure due to the actual water level (variable leg) in the vessel. Four channels (two channels per trip 
system) of the Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 3 Function are available and are required to be 
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude the isolation function. 

The Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 3 Function is required to be OPERABLE in 
OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3 to prevent this potential 
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES. LCO. and APPLICABILITY (continued) 
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3/4.3.2 ISOLATION ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION 

ACTIONS (continued) 

inoperable channel in trip would conservatively compensate for the inoperability, restore capability to 
accommodate a single failure, and allow operation to continue with no further restrictions. Alternately, if it 
is not desired to place the channel in trip (e.g., as in the case where placing the inoperable channel in trip 
would result in an isolation), the Action required by Table 3.3.2-1 must be taken. 

If there are no OPERABLE channels for a trip function in one trip system, and the inoperable 
channels cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within one hour, the inoperable channels must be 
placed in the tripped condition per Action 3.3.2.b.1.a. Alternately, if it is not desired to place the channels 
in trip, the Action required by Table 3.3.2-1 must be taken. 

Footnote (e) to Table 3.3.2-1 modifies the minimum OPERABLE channels per trip function 
requirement to state that sensors are arranged per valve group, not per trip system. Where the trip 
function actuates a single valve group, Action 3.3.2.b applies for all cases in which less than the minimum 
required number of channels are OPERABLE. For trip functions annotated by footnote (e), Action 
3.3.2.b.1.a applies when neither isolation logic (inboard or outboard) meets the minimum OPERABLE 
channels requirement. 

For trip functions 1.c, 2.c and 2.d, a minimum of three OPERABLE channels per trip system are 
required. For these trip functions, three radiation monitoring channels input to four two-out-of-three PCIS 
initiation logics. When one RFE-RMS or one RBE-RMS channel is inoperable, Action 3.3.2.b.1.c applies. 
When more than one RFE-RMS or more than one RBE-RMS channel is inoperable, Action 3.3.2.b.1.a 
applies because a sufficient number of inputs would not be available to satisfy the actuation logic for any 
PCIS channel. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

The Surveillance Frequency is based on operating experience, equipment reliability, and plant 
risk and is controlled under the Surveillance Frequency Control Program. Surveillance and maintenance 
outage times have been determined in accordance with References 5 and 6. 

When necessary, one channel may be inoperable for brief intervals to conduct required 
surveillance. Some of the trip settings may have tolerances explicitly stated where both the high and low 
values are critical and may have a substantial effect on safety: The setpoints of other instrumentation, 
where only the high or low end of the setting have a direct bearing on safety, are established at a level 
away from the normal operating range to prevent inadvertent actuation of the systems involved. 

Except for the MS IVs, the safety analysis does not address individual sensor response times or 
the response times of the logic systems to which the sensors are connected. Selected sensor response 
time testing requirements were eliminated based upon Reference 7, NED0-32291, "System Analyses for 
Elimination of Selected Response Time Testing Requirements," as approved by the NRC and 
documented in the SER (letter to RA. Pinelli from Bruce A. Boger, dated December 28, 1994). The 
Isolation System Instrumentation Response Times are located in UFSAR Table 7.3-16. 
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Value is acceptabie ·an the basis that the difference between each Trip Setpoint and the Allowable Value 
is an allowance for instrument drift specifically allocated for each trip in the safety analyses. 
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3/4.3.4 RECIRCULATION PUMP TRIP ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION 

The anticipated transient without scram (A TWS) recirculation pump~trip system provides a means 
of limiting the consequences of the unlikely occurrence of a failure to scram during an anticipated 
transient. The response of the plant to this postulated event falls within the envelope of study events in 
General Electric Company Topical Report NED0-10349, dated March 1971, NED0-24222, dated 
December 1979, and Section 15.8 of the FSAR. 

The end-of-cycle recirculation pump trip (EOC-RPT) system is an essential safety supplement to 
the reactor trip. The purpose of the EOC-RPT is to recover the loss of thermal margin which occurs at the 
end-of-cycle. The physical phenomenon involved is that the void reactivity feedback due to a 
pressurization transient can add positive reactivity to the reactor system at a faster rate than the control 
rods add negative scram reactivity. Each EOC-RPT system trips both recirculation pumps, reducing 
coolant flow in order to reduce the void collapse in the core during two of the most limiting pressurization 
events. The two events for which the EOC-RPT protective feature will function are closure of the turbine 
stop valves and fast closure of the turbine control valves. 

A fast closure sensor from each of two turbine control valves provides input to the EOC-RPT 
system; a fast closure sensor from each of the other two turbine control valves provides input to the 
second EOC-RPT system. Similarly, a position switch for each of two turbine stop valves provides input 
to one EOC-RPT system; a position switch from each of the other two stop valves provides input to the 
other EOC-RPT system. For each EOC-RPT system, the sensor relay contacts are arranged to form a 2-
out-of-2 logic for the fast closure of turbine control valves and a 2-out-of-2 logic for the turbine stop 
valves. The operation of either logic will actuate the EOC-RPT system and trip both recirculation pumps.· 

Each EOC-RPT system may be manually bypassed by use of a keyswitch which is 
administratively controlled .. The manual bypasses and the automatic Operating Bypass at less than 24% 
of RATED THERMAL POWER are annunciated in the control room . 

. The EOC-RPT system response time is the time assumed in the analysis between initiation of 
valve motion and complete suppression of the electric arc, i.e., 175 ms. Included in this time are: the 
response time of the sensor, the time allotted for breaker arc suppression (135 ms @ 100% RTP), and 
the response time of the system logic. 

The Surveillance Frequency is based on operating experience, equipment reliability, and plant 
risk and is controlled under the Surveillance Frequency Control Program. Surveillance and maintenance 
outage times have been determined in accordance with GENE-770-06-1-A, "Bases for Changes to 
Surveillance Test Intervals and Allowed Out-of-Service Times for Selected Instrumentation Technical 
Specifications," December 1992. 

Operation with a trip set less conservative than its Trip Setpoint but within its specified Allowable 
Value is acceptable on the basis. that the difference between each Trip Setpoint and the Allowable Value 
is an allowance for instrument drift specifically allocated for each trip in the safety analyses. 
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3/4.3.5 REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION 

The reactor core isolation ·.¢99U119 :systt;)m __ ac~q?ti_or\ irjstr1Jme11t12tior(is proyid~9Jo_jnj!i?lt!=! a_ctions _ 
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into_r:fnation . is· av~il~~l¢?dti! se1gctedi'pllfnt'paraniet~r$'lto.fiioriitoi"an'Q1ass~siinmese' \lari~b1eW011qwi ng . an:: 
acciC!e'nt.. This c~pability is consistent with 1 o CFR Part 50, Appehdix A, GEineral Design cHfericf 19, 41, 
60, 61; 63 and 64. 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES 

MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION (Continued) 

3/4.3.7.2 DELETED 

3/4.3.7.3 DELETED 

3/4.3.7.4 REMOTE SHUTDOWN MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS 

The OPERABILITY of the remote shutdown monitoring instrumentation and controls ensures that 
sufficient capability is available to permit shutdown and maintenance of HOT SHUTDOWN of the unit 
from locations outside of the control room. This capability is required in the event control room 
habitability is lost and is consistent with General Design Criteria 19 of 10 CFR 50. 

3/4:3.7.5 ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION 

The OPERABILITY of the accident monitoring instrumentation ensures that sufficient information 
is available on selected plant parameters to monitor and assess important variables following an 
accident. This capability is consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.97, 
"Instrumentation for Light Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant Conditions During and 
Following an Accident," December 1980 and NUREG-0737, "Clarification of TMI Action Plan 
Requirements," November 1980. 

3/4.3.7.6 SOURCE RANGE MONITORS 

The source range monitors provide the operator with information of the status of the neutron level 
in the core at very low power levels during startup and shutdown. At these power levels, reactivity 
additions shall not be made witho"ut this flux level information available to the operator. For a discussion 
of SPIRAL RELOAD and SPIRAL UNLOAD and the associated flux monitoring requirements, see 
Technical Specification Bases Section 3/4.9.2. When the intermediate range monitors are on scale, 
adequate information is available without the SRMs and they can be retracted. 

3/4.3.7.7 DELETED 
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MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION (Continued) 

3/4.3.7.8 

The material originally contained in Section 3/4.3.7.8 was deleted with the issuahce .. ofthe Full 
Power license. However, to maintain numerical continuity between the succeeding sections and existing 
st§l_tion procedural tef~rgn.ses_to thq~~(refch,nip~l.1Sp~cifk:ati(),11s s~ctions 3/4:-3-:7.8"h.~§Jieen· int~oti6h?Jlly 
left biank. · - · · · 

... ,, : .._,.f ['_ }·1. ',. . ,.\' 

,;, 
.") 

•'.-

... ~ · .. :!~~ ;;:·1 ~~J '/. ! • . .:. ,! ... 

THIS SECTION DELETED' .. " . :;- ~.. . '· i ~ i. 

3/4.3.7.10 RADIOACTIVE LIQUID EFFLUENT MONITORi'NG INSTRUMENTATION 

- '•" .. ,, . 
j '<· . " .... 

--~ .. '. 

3/4.3.7.11 RADIOAGiFIVE GA'SEOl:JS:Ei::FluJENT;MGNiTORINGdNSTRUMENTAflGN .. · 
' • ·.: ~ " ;~ r- • , 

.)' •• .:...· .;,; j ' - - '-. - c:. • ~ ~' 

Deleted (. !.'. 

_:, .. ::;. ::-- ·J . - ' ... 1 ili . ;.~- ,: 

i ,: ,~'.:~~~~~"i;:~:~:t~~~~;~;~~~:~j;,~']i~A!~~:;;~l~l?~f iJf ~~,:1:'!)';;;,~~~::~1;~·~,E:,;•~;;~;~·;: 
.. ;)~- J,~I ·, ··,,.· ,:_.-·i.;~~ -· ~d1L· :' .... _::r. ~~i>~~;1~~; <;,~ ';::uy~· .. r:-i ~ :~. > ::. ~~<J · :·1s·1·~v ._ -~ .. '.:; ~ .1:~\~. r:-:.·· '.i.: ::::.-·: ~-.~-;'i}t:: ·:if>:}~:: ·JL/:L·.:, 1:.~ {;: . 
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3/4.3.8 DELETED 

3/4.3.9 F.EEDWATER/MAIN TURBINE TRIP SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION 

The feedwater/main turbine trip system actuation instrumentation is provided to initiate action of . 
the feedwater system/main turbine trip system in the event of a high reactor vessel water level (Level 8) 
to mitigate potential damage to the main turbine. 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES 

3/4.3.10 MECHANICAL VACUUM PUMP TRIP INSTRUMENTATION 

BACKGROUND 

The Mechanical Vacuum Pump Trip Instrumentation initiates a trip of the main condenser 
mechanical vacuum pump breaker following events in which main steam line radiation exceeds 
predetermined values. Tripping the mechanical vacuum pump limits the offsite and control room doses in 
the event of a control rod drop accident (CRDA). The trip logic consists of two independent channels of 
the Main Steam Line Radiation - High, High function. A trip of either channel is sufficient to result in a 
pump trip signal for both mechanical vacuum pumps. 

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The Mechanical Vacuum Pump Trip Instrumentation is assumed in the safety analysis for the 
CRDA. The Mechanical Vacuum Pump Trip Instrumentation initiates a trip of the mechanical vacuum 
pump to limit offsite and control room doses resulting from fuel cladding failure in a CRDA (Ref. 1 ). 

The mechanical vacuum pump trip instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii). 

The OPERABILITY of the mechaoical vacuum pump trip is dependent on the· OPERABILITY of 
the individual Main Steam Line Radiation - High, High instrumentation channels, which must have their 
setpoints within the specified Allowable Value of Surveillance Requirement 4.3.1 O.c. The actual setpoint 
is calibrated consistent with applicable setpoint methodology assumptions. Channel OPERABILITY. also 
includes the mechanical vacuum pump breakers. 

APPLICABILITY . 

The mechanical vacuum pump trip is required to be OPERABLE in OPERATIONAL 
CONDITIONS 1 and 2 when any mechanical vacuum pump is in service (i.e., taking a suction on the 
main condenser) and any main steam line not isolated, to mitigate the consequences of a postulated 
CRDA. Jn this condition fission products released during a CRDA could be discharged directly to the 
environment. Therefore, the mechanical trip is necessary to assure conformance with the radiological 
evaluation of the CRDA. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3, 4 or 5 the consequences of a control rod 
drop are insignificant, and are not expected to result in any fuel damage or fission product releases. 
When the mechanical vacuum pump is not in service or the main steam lines are isolated, fission product 
releases via this pathway would not occur.. · 
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3/4.3.10 MECHANICAL VACUUM PUMP TRIP INSTRUMENTATION (continued) 
: ':' !• 

ACTION a. 
. ... 

With one channel inoperable, but with mechanical vacuun:1 pump trip capability maintained (refer . 
to ACTION,b:Base.s), the .mechanlbahvaeuum· pu@p ;trip instrui:nEin~i3tiori-is' capao1e·.of·pe·rfaritilri9 the 
i nt~nq~~- (u.ns:ti9n: ,· H~~e.y§lb.Jti,~: r~f[~p[n_ty:.a,n,~i:r,~9J.i_Qg@,G}t:6f,f h_~J:n~'sb-~:g,l?~t!~?l~-ci-~nrR l.l.WP~irJP: ' - .• 
in~~rurnent;:it,ion· is redy9ed/.siith. t_hat_·~ '.$jiig_l.!?:fail~re: in•.th¢tf~IJJC2ihJn~:-~f:i~qn~l\G9i:Jkl resu_l_tdn tqeJnability 
of lhe :n:ie~_h~n i9~1ly~~tiurrn PllfflP;Wp :insJrum'e.r:itati,o:n~!9; e~I'f8li'i!iJti~!i~!~D'tj,ljl,~}!dn.~~ig_~,, "Thet~fgr~;,oply a 

~~~~~f!iit~6~~~~~rs~~~~-Y~~c:~~~~6t~1;~~:t~~~:£~B~1~~~t~~~hf~~~~~itj;~~-~;f ~~r:~;~~i~:~Bfi:~·-~; ., : 
an event requ1rmg the 1rnt1at1on of mechanical vacuum pump tnpt12 hours has l)_een shown to b.e 
acceptaqle (Rat.' 2) t~, permit resfo~ati_O,n Of;'pn' i_ri6p~rabl~ q~§~neltq" Q,e:Ft~~:~§-~~t~ttis~ -~Jfl~~ipQ"peraole 
channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, the plant must be brought to an OPERATIONAL 
coNb1t1dNi6r:10the~sp'~titiedicd~difiC5m,,1n~whicMfre11i:do:does:"not'appJy;.1;.f61:~ci!iie'Ve:,iffii~::status, the 
p1ant1r,nL;st:<p,~,b:~O,~ci.9ht:"~6-at•l~gsV~fi;g~]t1,9N,f;llil:©.~N~JJI!PN1~itwft~J£i)fi?·'.hg:~,r~~::j·~W~il~~!~lyAH~ - --~~ ' 
associatea.mecffafiicar,vacuum :p'ump(s )$hia~i be~ternb~ed~frofrf"seltibg;5i nce·:this · peri&ms'th'e' :ifitended ·' · · 
function of'th~- iii·stflmientkitioii'. , Aft~ adciifkinai opti6h i1 P.·ro_vidt3.cl:foT~c>"1~f~ ttte·:mairi' ~te§m lilies whicli 
m?Y,,a1JqV,it.:;61)erati6'1)46 :confihue:;_\0!$61~~!i)g, ~he: r:tiain;'.st(3am, Ii ri,~s;effedi~ely;pr6.§id est a freq uivaleflt level of 
prc;)tectipn by preCluding fission prodcitf transport- to the t6ridensk-

The ~ltowed.~p,r:npletion time of 12 ho!Jrs is r_easo1_1able; based on op~rat.ing $XPe~ienc~. to reach 

~~;;f i1t f ~!f 1!~!1~~\1~~~r:!~!!_~rr;_:~t_t_!i_:_t~·-~-~f i~~;(~; 
··.~>;. ''.', '.. . 

!~t-~f l_:Yt:!.:!·,llf_~(_t.~:.f_!_l_-_!::;if !~_1l1f II~~~ 
to be .. 0J~ERAB.lliE~ the:'.mecliian 'acuum:: ·• ·arrf '?brea1<er.s;t0:~'9X)PERABl~fa~~Witl1i'tnedianicah'.J :·i ·' 

~~1~1~}t,~lffltt3ft~f~l\iilllllt)ii~::~~,:'· 
assqc;1at¢9:~rn~cliab'!P:Ali)/ei9UUm 1 pu~p(S?)!naY'.1;reifen:io~e~.''·fr.oQ:llS,efrytq-Ef5~.1i:i~~1th1$r.p~Ef<2trtis;them!lt~n,9ea .
functloh of the;in'.st~Oment~tion. Afr.cidqjtio~:al'\'.>ption is pto\tideq tq~i~o!at~ ttietrn~rf!st~alrf!ifn'e$-;@fiitn- c ·. -

may alioW operation ~o cocitinue .. Isolating the main steam lines effeCtively provides ah equivalent level of 
protection by precluding fission product transport to the co'fidenser. 
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BASES 

3/4.3.10 MECHAN!CAL VACUUM PUMP TRIP INSTRUMENTATION (continued) 

The allowed completion time of 12 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3 from full power conditions, or to remove the mechanical vacuum pump(s) 
from service, or to isolate the main steam lines, in an orderly manner and without challenging plant 
systems. 

ACTION c. 

ACTION c. allows that when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of 
required Surveillances, entry into the associated ACTIONs may be delayed for up to 6 hours provided 
mechanical vacuum pump trip capability is maintained. Upon completion of the Surveillance, or 
expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the channel must be returned to OPERABLE status or the required 
ACTIONs taken. This allowance is based on the reliability analysis (Ref. 2) assumption of the average 
time required to perform channel Surveillance. That analysis demonstrated that the 6 hour testing 
allowance does not significantly reduce the probability that the mechanical vacuum pump will trip when 
necessary. 

Surveillance Requirement 4.3.1 O.a 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK in accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control 
Program ensures that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL CHECK is 
normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other 
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring the same parameter should 
read approximately the same value. Significant deviations between the instrument channels could be an 
indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or something even more serious. A 
CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the instrumentation 
continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based on a combination of the channel 
instrument uncertainties, including indication and readability. If a channel is outside the criteria, it may be 
an indication that the instrument has drifted outside its limit. 

The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of channels during 
normal operational use of the displays associated with the required channels of this LCO. 

Surveillance Requirement 4.3.1 O.b 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required channel to ensure that the 
channel will perform the intended function. Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the 
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint methodology. 

HOPE CREEK B3/43-11 Amendment No.187 
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3/4.3.10 MECHANICAL VACUUM PUMP TRIP INSTRUMENTATION (continued) 

' .. 
Surveillance· Requiremehl'4:3.1 O:c · I ' f • , ~ 

.,.· 

. A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument loop and the sensor. This 
te$1-VfilifiesJti.e cl:larin~IJ.el>.RPQQ!> to th!3 measu~e,d p~r,arneter within the nece~sary range and accuracy. 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to account for inst.rument drifts betweerr':•.:.· .. ·. 
succ~.s~!Y~ cali~r~tiqo~consistentwith the plc:ant speeific $l?tpoint meth9dp!ogy. Fcir th!3 pyrpose of this 
surv~il]aqce;_ rjq)Trial)b_ac;ikgr.ouhd;:is.:the i;i9se·.:1eve!;.expe~ier}ced.•att~ OO%if~t~d'.therni~I j:ibwet:With. 
l:lY~ t99~b;~a,i~r~~q.~mJ~t.l'Y· ;?,Pn~"maxi.rr ym;ipjeG!!P~)[.a,t~)._;,J:lj:~~irip,~:~tpc?Jot:J~r0 the; f0ain19,t~~b1:.~i11.e~. .• · '" 
R~di~~ipn ;, ~i~n~11_~ig_~'-ftip frii'icticir\~n"qireqtiireme.~tiffo(setP'ofnt ~dj~~tmeht,are;si:iefified;:in\teclihical·· 
Speeifi~$.tig)hi:3l8;2;;2:1':·<'.fo _c .• :;_.;pyti'"T.: 7' · ~ ' '"th •,1 1 r :.,)·1nrff:.; .. 11\; :.,;:i;:;\,·:· .::;;~·:, _,:;;-: > 0; ;~ ~- ... ., , ... 

Surv~Hlince"R@quirem~iit:'4r:l40'.d·,.:": "( •. • •··!Vi'''"'' .•. ;·• .. ,,.. .. ,·.iii:°,•, ••. :.:".· ·· "-""·' · , : .. '·· , -' -
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The LbGICSYSTEM_FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the OPERABILITY of the_ required tripJ_ogiC'fcw 
a spetific cha~riel. The system functional test c:iftiie mechanical vad.1urri purl:ip breaker is intluded as · 
part ofthls 9urveillance arjd overlaps the LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTION6.~~f.:_ES,l~Q:'P.fQ..Y[g~J~Q..r:riR1¢J~·,~:;,_; 
te~.ti_ilg pfJ~e ~,!)syffi~d s~@}'.' fyiy;tiori:·'. Therefor~. if the breaker. i,s incapabie{of OP~r~ting; the $sSoCiated 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

.BASES 

3/4.3.11 Oscillation Power Range Monitor (OPRM) 

BACKGROUND 

General Design Criterion 10 (GDC,10) requires the reactor core and associated coolant, control, 
and protection systems to be designed with appropriate margin to assure that acceptable fuel design 
limits are not exceeded during any condition of normal operation, including the effects of anticipated 
operational occurrences: Additionally, GDC 12 requires the reactor core and associated coolant, control, 
and protection systems to be designed to assure that power oscillations which can result in conditions 
exceeding acceptable fuel design limits are either not possible or can be reliably and readily detected and 
suppressed. The OPRM System provides compliance with GDC 10 and GDC 12, thereby providing 
protection from exceeding the fuel minimum critical power ratio (MCPR) safety limit 

References 1, 2, and 3 describe three separate algorithms for detecting stability related 
oscillations: the period based detection algorithm, the amplitude _based algorithm, and the growth rate 
algorithm. The OPRM System hardware implements these algorithms in microprocessor based modules. 
These modules, installed in local power range monitor (LPRM) flux amplifier slots in the Neutron 
Monitoring System (NMS) cabinets, execute the algorithms based on LPRM inputs and generate alarms 
and trips based on these calculations. These trips result ih tripping the Reactor Protection System (RPS) 
when the appropriate RPS trip logic is satisfied, as described in the Bases for Specification 3.3.1, "RPS 
Instrumentation." Only the period based detection algorithm is used in the safety analysis. The 
remaining algorithms provide defense in depth and additional protection against unanticipated 
oscillations. 

The period based detection algorithm detects a stability related oscillation based on the 
occurrence of a fixed number of consecutive LPRM signal period confirmations followed by the LPRM 
signal amplitude exceeding a specified setpoint. Upon detection of a stability related oscillation, a trip is 
generated for that OPRM channel. · 

The OPRM System consists of 4 OPRM trip channels, each channel consisting of two OPRM 
modules. Each OPRM module receives input from LPRMs. Each OPRM module also receives input 
from the RPS average power range monitor (APRM) power and flow signals. to automatically enable the 
trip function of the OPRM module. 

Each OPRM module is continuously tested by a self-test function. On detection of any OPRM 
module failure, either a Trouble alarm or INOP alarm is activated. The OPRM module provides an INOP 
alarm when the self-test feature indicates that the OPRM module may not be capable of meeting its. 
functional requirements. 

The OPRM System generates alarms based on system status and on the detection algorithms. 
However, this LCO specifies OPERABILITY requirements only for the period-based algorithm trip 
function. 

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

It has been shown that BWR cores may exhibit thermal-hydraulic reactor instabilities in high 
power and low flow portions of the core power to flow operating domain. GDC 10 requires the reactor 
core and associated coolant, 
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3/4.3.11 Oscillation Power Range Monitor (OPRM) 

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES (continued) 

contr.bl;·,and··prqt,ection syst~his to be,desighed.:witl)·appropr,ii;ite:margin·t0 assure.th~tacceptable fuel 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES 

3/4.3.11 Oscillation Power Range Monitor (OPRM) 

ACTIONS (continued) 

----·service time. In addition, the OPRM modules.co_ntinue to perform on-line self-testing and alert the 
operator if any further system degradation occurs. 

If the inoperable channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the allowable out of 
service time, the OPRM channel or associated RPS trip system must be placed in the tripped condition 
per required actions a.1 and a.2. Placing the inoperable. OPRM channel in trip (or the associated RPS 
trip system in trip) would conservatively compensate for the inoperability, restore capability to 
accommodate a single failure, and allow operation to continue. Alternately, if it is not desired to place the 
OPRM channel (or RPS trip system) in trip (e.g., as in the case where placing the inoperable channel in 
trip would result in a full scram), the alternate method of detecting and suppressing thermal-hydraulic 
instability oscillations is required (Required Action a.3). This alternate method is described in Reference 
5. It consists of increased operator awareness and monitoring for neutron flux oscillations when 
operating in the region where oscillations are possible. If indications of oscillation, as described in 
Reference 5, are observed by the operator, the operator will take the actions described by procedures, 
which include initiating a manual scram of the reactor. 

b.1 and b.2 

Required action b.1 is intended to ensure that appropriate actions are taken if multiple, 
inoperable, untripped OPRM channels within the same RPS trip system result in not maintaining OPRM 
trip capability. OPRM trip capability is considered to be maintained when sufficient OPRM channels are 
OPERABLE or in trip (or the associated RPS trip system is in trip), such that a valid OPRM signal will 
generate a trip signal in both RPS trip systems. Th is would require both RPS trip systems to have one 
OPRM channel OPERABLE or in trip (or the associated RPS trip system in trip). 

Because of the low probability of the occurrence of an instability, 12 hours is an acceptable time 
to initiate the alternate method of detecting and suppressing thermal-hydraulic instability oscillations 
described in Reference 5. The alternate method of detecting and suppressing thermal-hydraulic 
instability oscillations would adequately address detection and mitigation in the event of instability 
oscillations. Based on industry operating experience with actual instability oscillation, the operator would 
be able to recognize instabilities during this time and take action to suppress them through a manual 
scram. In addition, the OPRM System may still be available to provide alarms to the operator if the onset 
of oscillations were to occur. Since plant operation is minimized in areas where oscillations may occur, 
operation for 120 days without OPRM trip capability is considered acceptable with implementation of the 
alternate method of detecting and suppressing thermal-hydraulic instability oscillations . 

. With any required ACTION not met within the specified time interval, THERMAL POWER must be 
reduced to < 24% RTP within 4 hours. Reducing THERMAL POWER to < 24% RTP places the plant in a 
region where instabilities cannot occur. The 4 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to 
reduce THERMAL POWER < 24% RTP from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging plant systems. 
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3/4.3.11 Oscillation Power Range Monitor (OPRM) 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 4.3.t1:t-:: ···~· ~· y. i . 
. •', j• 
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SR 4.3.11.3 
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The Survelilance Frequency is based on operl:iting experience, equipment reliability; and planf!_risk·ari'd·is I 
controlled under the Surveillance Frequency Control Program. ' . 
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3/4.3.11 Oscillation Power Range Monitor (OPRM) 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

.. SR 4.3.1-1.5 · · ., 

This SR ensures that trips initiated from the OPRM system are not inadvertently bypassed when the 
capability of the OPRM system to initiate an RPS trip is required. The trip capability of the OPRM system 
is only required during operation under conditions susceptible to anticipated T-H instability oscillations. 
The region of anticipated oscillation is defined by THERMAL POWER ~ 26.1 % RTP and recirculation 
drive flow:::; the value corresponding to the percentage of rated core flow as specified in the CORE 
OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR). The value specified in the COLR shall not be less than 60% of 
rated core flow. 

The trip capability of individual OPRM modules is automatically enabled based on the APRM power and 
flow signals associated with each OPRM channel during normal operation. These channel specific 
values of APRM power and recirculation drive flow are subject to surveillance requirements associated 
with other RPS functions such as APRM flux and flow biased simulated thermal power with respect to the 
accuracy of the signal to the process variable. The OPRM is a digital system with calibration and 
manually initiated tests to verify digital input including input to the auto-enable calculations. Periodic 
calibration confirms that the auto-enable function occurs at appropriate values of APRM power and 
recirculation flow signal. Therefore, verification that OPRM modules are enabled at any time that 
THERMAL POWER~ 26.1 % RTP and recirculation drive flow:::; the value corresponding to the 
percentage of rated core flow as specified in the COLR (not less than 60%) adequately ensures that trips 
initiated from the OPRM system are not inadvertently bypassed. Note that the value of the rated core 
flow required to bound the region susceptible to an instability is determined on a cycle specific basis and 
will vary depending upon the magnitude of the feedwater temperature reduction (FWTR) implemented for 
a particular operating cycle. 

The trip capability of individual OPRM modules can also be enabled by placing the module in the non
bypass (Manual Enable) mode. If placed in the non-bypass or Manual Enable mode the trip capability of 
the module is enabled and this SR is met. 

SR 4.3.11.6 

This SR ensures that the individual channel response times are less than or equal to the maximum 
values assumed in the accident analysis (Ref. 8). The OPRM self-test function may be utilized to perform 
this testing for those components it is designed to monitor. The RPS RESPONSE TIME acceptance 
criteria are included in Reference 8. 

As noted, neutron detectors are excluded from RPS RESPONSE TIME testing because the principles of 
detector operation virtually ensure an instantaneous response time. RPS RESPONSE TIME tests are 
conducted in accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program. 
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3/4.3.11 Oscillation Power Range Monitor (OPRM) 
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3/4.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

BASES 

3/4.4.1 RECIRCULATION SYSTEM 

The impact of single recirculation loop operation upon plant safety is assessed- and 
shows that single loop operation is permitted if the MCPR fuel cladding Safety Limit is increased 
as noted by Specification 2.1.2, APRM scram and control rod block setpoirits are adjusted as 
noted in Tables 2.2.1-1 and 3.3.6-2 respectively. APLHGR limits are decreased by the factor 
given in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR), LHGR limits are decreased by the 
factor given in the COLR, and MCPR operating limits are adjusted as specified in the COLR. 

Additionally, surveillance on the pump s·peed of the operating recirculation loop is 
imposed to·exclude the possibility of excessive core internals vibration. The surveillance on 
differential temperatures below 38% THERMAL POWER or 50% rated recirculation loop flow is 
to mitigate the undue thermal stress on vessel nozzles, recirculation pump and vessel bottom 
head during the extended operation of the single recirculation loop mode. 

An inoperable jet pump is not in itself a sufficient reason to declare a recirculation loop 
inoperable, but it does, in case of a design-basis-accident, increase the blowdown area and 
reduce the capability of reflooding the core, thus, the requirement for shutdown of the facility 

. with a jet pump inoperable. Jet pump failure can be detected by monitoring jet pump · 
performance on a prescribed schedule for significant degradation. 

Recirculation loop flow mismatch limits are in compliance with the ECCS LOCA analysis• 
design criteria for two recirculation loop operation. The limits will ensure an adequate core flow. 
coastdown from· either recirculation loop following a LOCA. In the case where the mismatch 
.limits cannot be maintained during two loop operation, continued operation is permitted in a 
single recirculation loop mode. 

In order to prevent undue stress on the vessel nozzles and bottom head region, the 
recirculation loop temperatures shall be within 50°F of each other prior to startup of an idle loop. 
The loop temperature must also be within 50°F of the reactor pressure vessel coolant 
temperature to prevent thermal shock to the recirculation pump and recirculation nozzles. 
Sudden equalization of a temperature difference > 145°F between the reactor vessel bottom 
head coolant and the coolant in the upper region of the reactor vessel by increasing core flow 
rate would cause undue stress in the reactor vessel bottom head. 
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3/4.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 
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3/4.4.2 SAFETY/RELIEF VALVES 
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

BASE 

3/4.4.3 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE 

3/4.4.3.1 LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS 

The RCS leakage detection systems required by this specification are provided to·· 
monitor and detect leakage from the reactor coolant pressure boundary. These detection 
systems are consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.45, "Reactor Coolant 
Pressure Boundary Lepkage Detection Systems", May 1973 and Generic Letter 88-01·, "NRC 
Position on IGSCC in BWR Austenitic Stainless Steel Piping." 

Proceduralized, manual quantitative monitoring and calculation of leakage rates, found 
by the NRC staff, in GL 88-01, Supp. 1, to be an acceptable alternative during repair periods of 
up to 30 days, should be demonstrated to have accuracy comparable to the installed drywell 
floor and equipment drain sump monitoring system. · 

3/4.4.3.2 OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE 

The allowable leakage rates from the reactor coolant system have been based on the 
predicted and experimentally observed behavior of cracks in·pipes. The normally expected 
background leakage due to equipment design and the detection capability of the instrumentation 
for determining system leakage was also considered. The evidence obtained from experiments 
suggests that for leakage somewhat greater than that specified for UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE 
the probability is small that the imperfection or crack associated with such leakage would grow 
rapidly. However, in all cases, if the leakage rates exceed the values specified or the leakage is 
located and known to be PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE, the reactor will be shutdown to 
allow further investigation and corrective action. ' 

The Surveillance Requirements for RCS pressure isolation valves provide added 
assurance of valve integrity thereby reducing the probability of gross valve failure and 
consequent intersystem LOCA Leakage from the RCS pressure isolation valves is 
IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE and will be considered as a portion of the allowed l~mit. 

The limit placed upon the rate of increase in UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE meets the 
guidance of Generic Letter 88-01, "NRC Position on IGSCC in BWR Austinitic Stainless Steel 
Piping." 

· 3/4.4.4 This section has been deleted. 
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3/4.4.5 SPECIFIC ACTIVITY 
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

BASES 

3/4.4.6 PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE L!MITS 

All components in the reactor coolant system are designed to withstand 
the effects of cyclic loads due to system temperature and pressure changes, 
These cyclic 1oads are introduced by normal load transients, reactor trips, 
and startup and shutdown operations. The various categories of load cycles 
used for design purposes are provided in Section (3.9} of the UFSAR, During 
startup and shutdown, the rates of .temperature and pressure change~ are 
limited so that the maximum specified heatup and cooldown rates are 
cot:isistent with the. design assumptions and satisfy the stress limits for 
cyclic operation. Specifically the average rate of change of reactor coolant 
temperature during no:rmal heatup and cooldown shall not exceed 100°F during 
any 1-hour period. 

The operating limit curves of Figures 3.4.6.1-1, 3.4.6.1-2, and 
3.4.6.1-3 are derived from the fracture toughness requirements of 10 CFR 50 
Appendix G and ASME Code Section.XI, Appendix G and ASME Code Cases N-SBB and 
N-640, 'l'he· curves are based on the R.Tt!DT and stress intensity factor 
information for the reactor vessel components. Fracture toughness limits and 
the basis for compliance are more fully discussed in UFSAR Chapter 5, 
Paragraph 5.3.1.S, nrracture Toughness," Tabulated values for the P-T curves 
are shown in Table B 3/4.4.6-2 • 

The reactor vessel materials have been tested to determine their 
initial R'l'm. The results of some of these te·sts are shown in Table 
B 3/4.4.6-1. Reactor operation and resultant fast neutron, E greater than 
l MeV, irradiation will cause an increase in the RTNll'l'. Therefore, an adjusted 
reference temperature, based upcn t~e fluence, nickel.content and copper 
content of the material in question, can be predicted using Bases Figure 
B 3/4.4.6-1 and the recommendations .. of.Regulatory.Guide 1.99, Rev •. 2, .. 
"P.adiation Embrittlement of P.eactor Vessel Material". The pressure/ 
temperature limit curves, Figures 3.4.6.l-l, 3.4.6.1-2, and 3.4.6.1-3, 
incl~des an assumed shift in RTmrr fer the end of life fluenoe. 

T~e fluence in Bases Figure B 3/4.4.6-1 was determined using 
methodoiogy described in NRC-approved General Electric Nuclear Energy 
Licensing Topical Report NEDC-32983P-A. This methodology is consistent with 
the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.190, Rev. o, "Calculational and Dosimetry 
Methods for Determining Pressure Vessel Neutron Fl12ence." 

The actual shift in RTN~ of the vessel material will be established 
periodically during operation by removing and evaluating, irradiated flux 
wires installed near the inside wall of the reactor vessel in the core area. 
Since the neutron spectra at the flux wires and vessel inside radius are 
essentially identical, the irradiated flux wires can be used with confidence 
in predicting reactor vessel material transition temperature shift. The 
operatin9 1imit curves of Figures 3.4.6.l-l, 3.4.6.1-2, and 3.,4.6.1-3 shall 
be adjusted, as required, on the basis of the flux wire data and 
reconunendations of Regulatory Guide l. 99, Rev. 2 • 
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REA.eTOR/COOLANT SYSTEM 

BASES 

PRESSUE/TEMPERATURE·LIMITS"--(Continued) · 
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~:;;~;!~~~: f~!~}ttr~~~::1:~~~l~~~~!¥:~ht!~,~i~i~~.~tZ.i~l-~:~~~m~~~~i~i~~~;~~~~ ... ~~~at· .. ,, .. 
two loops be OPERABLE or that alte.Z:IHrte·methoas'''capa:O.l~,;of''decay;;heat: removal 
be demonstrated and that an alternate method of coolant mixing be in . 
operation. 
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• 
BELTLINE WELD SEAM I .D. 
COMPONENT OR MAT' L TYPE 

!?late SA-533 GR B CL.l 

Weld Vert. seams for 
shells 11&5 

llEAT/SLAB 
OR 
HEATlLOT 

5K3025-l 

053040/ 
ll25-02205 

BASES TABLE B 3/4.4,6-1 

' 
REJ\C'l'OR VESSE:L TOUGHNESS· 

HIGHEST 
gy_w_ filJ!1. !mror.L.ll 

.15 0.11 +19: 

0.081 o. 611 -30 ~ 

• 
PREDICTED EOL 

6RT11ot + UE'l>El\ SHELF MAX. EOL 
MARGIN . i ° Fl JFT-LBS) !IT.im1J.:U 

56• 66 75 

7B 110 4B 

NOTE: * These values are 9iven only for the benefit of calculat~ng the end-of~life (EOL) RT11nt• 

NON-BELTLINE 
COMPONENT 

Shell Ring connected to 
Vessel Flange 

Bottom Head Dome 
Bottoll\ Head To.r;us 
LPCI Nozzles(l) 
Top Head Torus. 
Top Head Flange 
Vessel Flange 
Feedwater Noizle 
Weld Metal 
Closure Studs 

MT'L TYPE OR 
WELD SEAM I.D. 

SA 533, GR.Br Cl.1 

SA 533r GR.a, c1.1· 
SA 533, GR.B 1 Cl,l 
SA 506 1 Cl.21 

SA 533, GR.Br Cl,l 
SA 508, Cl.2 
SA 508, Cl.2 
SA 506, Cl.2 
All.Rl'V We1da 
SA 540, GR.B, 24 

HMTiSLAB 
OR 

HEAT/LOT 

' All iJeats 
! 

All !Jeats 
All Heats 
All ~eats 
All Heats 
All Heats 
All Heats 
All Heats 
1\11 Heats 
All Heats 

HIGHEST REFERENCE 
TEMl?ERATIJRE 

fil:NDT....L!l. 

+19 

+30 
+30 
-20 
+19 
+10 
+10 
-20 

a 
Meet 45 ft-lbs & 25 mils 
lateral expansion at +10°F 

(1) The design of the Hope Creek vessel results in these nozzles ekperiencinq a predicted EOL fluence at 
1/4T of the vessel thickness of 3,3 x ion n/cm2 • Theie!o~e, theae noz~les are predicted to have an EOL 
RT11P? of +29°F. 
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• BASES 'I'ABLt; B 3/4.4.6-2 

Nwnerio Values for Pressure/Temperature Li ~ 

"· ....... Figure 3~4.6.1-1, curve A 

Bottom Head Uot1elZ Vessel Seltline · 
!rempa:r:atw:a Pns11w:a !t'empez:atu=e P=essure 'lt'emperatw:e i?.:essure 

( oli') (psig) ( DJi') (ps:l.c;) (oF) ('!:)Si.Cf) 

79 .o· 79.0 0 79.0 0 
79 929 79.0 292 79.0 691 
BB 1040 ·11a.o 292 ea.o 743 
90 1068 118.0. 925 93.0 777 
92 1097 123.0 996. 98.0 Sl4 

103.0 BSS 
108.0 . 900, 
113.0 . 950 

129.0 1074. 
133.0 1161 
138.0 1257 

I 

94 1126 
96' 1157 

. 98 1190 
100 1223 118.0 l,005 

123.0 1,065 
128.0 l.133 
"133.0 1,207 

' 
Figure 3.4.6,1-2, Cut'Ve B 

Bottom Head UcD&J:' Vessel Belt line 
~emparat:ura ·p:assu:e 'l'&mpe:at:ura Pressure ~emperat:w:e Pressure 

• (oF) (psi er) 
79.0 0 
79. 0 416 

<•:r) (ps"icr> 
79.0 o, 
'79.0 so 

c•r> (psiq) 

79 0 
79 606 

. 88 690 79,0 .. 75 se.o 455 
92 732 79,0 90: 93~0 480 

" 96' 778 .79.0 . 100 9S.O 508 
100 827 . '19~0 125 103.0 538 
104 881 79,a· 175 108.0 572 
108 939 86.6 202 113~0 610 
112 1002 90.6 220 118.0 651 
116 1070 96.6 250 123.0 697 

.120 1144 98.4 260 128.0 747 
124 1224 102·.6 .. 285 133,0 803 

103.7 292 138.0 . 864 
148.0 292 143.0 . 932 
148.0 740 148.0 l,OOB 
148.0· 745 153.0 1,091 
148.0 750 158.0 1,183 
151.6 830 163.0 1,284 
155.B 910 
159·. 7 990 
163.3 1070 
165.5 1150 
167.S 1230 

•••• 
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BASES TABLE B 3/4,4,6-2 (continued} 

Numeric Values for Pressure/Temperature Limits 

Fiqure 3.4.6.1-3 1 Curve c 

!rempe:atu::e P:essu::e 
("F) (psi er) 
88.0 0 
BB.O so 
88.0 75 
88.0 90 
92.0 100 

103.4 125 
119.B 175 
126.6 202 
130.6 220 
136.6 250 
138.4 260 
142.6 285 
143. 7 292 
lBB.O 292 
188.0 740 
188.0 745 
188.0 750 
191.6 830 

• 195.B 910 
199. 7 990 
203.3 1070 
205.5 1150 
207.S 1230 
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3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM 

BASES 

3/4.5.1 and 3/4.5.2 ECCS - OPERATING and SHUTDOWN 

The core spray system (CSS), together with the LPCI mode of the RHR system, is provided to 
assure that the core is adequately cooled following a loss-of-coolant accid_ent and prov,jdes adequate core 
cooling capacity for all break sizes up to and including the double-ended reactor recirculation line break, and 
for smaller breaks following depressurization by the ADS. · 

The CSS is a primary source of emergency core cooling after the reactor vessel is depressurized 
and a source for flooding of the core in case of accidental draining. 

The surveillance requirements provide adequate assurance that the CSS will be OPERABLE 
when required. Although all active components are testable and full flow can be demonstrated by 
recirculation through a: test loop during reactor operation, a complete functional test requires reactor 
shutdown. The pump discharge piping is maintained full to prevent water hammer damage to piping and 
to start cooling at the earliest moment. 

The low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) mode of the RHR system is provided to assure that the 
core is adequately cooled following a loss-of-coolant accident. Four subsystems, each with one pump, 
provide adequate core flooding for all break sizes up to and including the double-ended reactor 
recirculation line break, and for small breaks following depressurization by the ADS. 

As noted, one LPCI subsystem may be considered OPERABLE during alignment and operation 
for decay heat removal if capable of being manually realigned to the LPCI mode and is not otherwise 
inoperable. One LPCI subsystem of RHR is not considered to.be operable while the subsystem is aligned 
and operating in the Shutdown Cooling Mode during Operational Conditions (OPCONs) 4 and 5 unless 
realignment of the subsystem can be accomplished from the control room. Alignment and operation for 
decay heat removal includes when the required RHR pump is not operating or when the system is 
realigned from or to the RHR shutdown cooling mode. This allowance is necessary since the RHR System 
may be required to operate in the shutdown cooling mode to remove decay heat and sensible heat from 
the reactor. Because of low pressure and low temperature conditions in MODES 4 and 5, sufficient time 
will be available to manually align and initiate LPCI subsystem operation to provide core cooling prior to 
postulated fuel uncovery. 

· The Surveillance Frequency is based on operating experience, equipment reliability, and plant risk 
and is controlled under the Surveillance Frequency Control Program. 

The surveillance requirements provide adequate assurance that the LPCI system will be 
OPERABLE when required. Although all active components are testable and full flow can be 
demonstrated by recirculation through a test loop during reactor operation, a complete functional test 
requires reactor shutdown. The pump discharge piping is maintained full to prevent water hammer 
damage to piping and to start cooling at the earliest moment. 

Verification days that each RHR System cross tie valve on the discharge side of the RHR pumps 
is closed and power to its operator, if any, is disconnected ensures that each LPCI subsystem remains 
independent and a failure in the flow path in one subsystem will not affect the flow path of the other LPCI 
subsystem. Acceptable methods of removing power to the operator include de-energizing breaker control 
power or racking out or removing the breaker. For the valves in high radiation areas, verification may 
consist of verifying that no work activity was performed in the area of the valve since the last verification 
was performed. If one of the RHR System cross tie valves is open or power has not been removed from 
the valve operator, both associated LPCI subsystems must be considered inoperable. These valves are 
under strict administrative controls that will ensure that the valves continue to remain closed with either 
control or motive power removed. 

HOPE CREEK B 3/4 5-1 Amendment No. 202 
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3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM; 

3/4.5.1 and 3/4.5.2 ECCS - OPERA:fl~C? ~~D ~ri~~T~OW.N(Continu~d) ~ i . 

. . ·'The high pres~ure .coolant .injecti.on;(J:-ll?Cl}sy!St~r:ri i!S ~r.pvide,q:t() :9s.~.W.E1 th~~ th~ reactor 
core ·is:ad~qu~t~.ly -~Qc),l~~itq;;HrniJ:fUE}I:iel~l'.ht~rriP~r.etur~)n' the eve,nt:<?f1,a)>rTial.l ~r~ak in~ the ·: . , . 

· reactor coolanrsystem anc::1=1oss''C>ft:o6Ianh1ynieh'ia_oes hotresult in rapid.depressi,irization of the · 
reactor vessel. The HPCI system permits the'~fea6tor th b~· shut down. whilednaintainiiig •:. ·,, 
~ylfiG!~.11tt~~c.t9ry~s.!5~.I .w?,ter.. ]E?Y~J lny8.rifofy-until .the v~$sl§i.is depf"essurized. Th_i9· HPCI 
sYstem';cb-riHhu~~·:toop~rate uhtif(~~ct~?'~.'~.~§~_~J:P,.~~'s~gr.Wl~,'~.elpY.i{t,h,~·'P,f~~·s,.Y.f~:;'~tyv~ich 9?p 
operationpr LPCI mode of.the RHRc:5·ystefrn:oper§tibn"m1iintafris1"cO'retddollilt}.·" ,,_., " 1

' r:· t. ) 
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the condensate storage tank water . 
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!i:MERGSNCY COU COOLING SXSTijM 

BAS BS 

ECC§-OP§BAT!'f' •nd SBUTpOWM (Continued) 

With th• ~I •ystam inoperable, adequate core cooling i• &asur9d by th• 
OPERABILITY' of th• t•dundant and diver•ified automatic depresaurization syatem 
and both the CSS and I.PC:I. ayr;tema... In addition, th& reactor cQre i&Ql&tion 
cooling {RCIC) syatem, a sy•t.am for wtiich rio credit:·• i• t&ken in th• •afety 
analysis. will automatically provide makeup at reae-eor operating pre•aurea on 
a reactor low water level condition. ~he HPCI out-of-aervic• period of 14 
day,s i.s .ba•ed on· t.ha detDQnstratec\, OPDABILITY of re~t and diversified low 
pre~aure core coolins systems and cha I.CIC: •y•tam. If any one LJilC:I subsy•tem 
or one css subsy•tem i• ino~rable in addition to an inoperable HPCI system, 
the inoperable LPCI •ub•y&tem/CSS 11ubsy•tem or the HP.CI •Y•t•m l!IU•t. be 
reetored ·co OPBRABt.1 status within 72 hours. In thi• eotldition, adequate core 
cooling ia ensur•d by the OPERABILITY of th~ auton-.atic d~rQaaurization system 
(ADS) and the remaining low pressure secs ·sub•Y•t•lll8. However, the ~•rall 
secs reliability 19 reduced bec•U8• a dngle failure in cm• of th• remaining 
OPERABLE.sub•ystema conC\l.r~ent with a design b&•i• LOCa. may re•ult in reduced 
ECCS capAbility ta perfo~ its intended safety· function. Since bQt:h a hi~h 
preHure system (HPC:I) and a low p:rea•ure sul::lsystam. are inoperable,.& more 
restrictive Completion ~ime cf 72 hour• i•·required co restore either the KPCI 
system or th• LPCI/CSS subaystem to OPER.\8LB. statu.. 

The surveillance requirement• provide adequate assurance that· the BPCI 
syatem will be OPERABLS when required.· Although all active cQCapenenta are 
testable and full flov c&n be .:delnori1c:rated by recireulation through a tHt 
loop during react.or operation., a Coftlpl•t• functional teat ·with reactor vessel 
injection requires reactor to be 1n HOT slltrrt>ONN with vessel pre•aure not less 
than 200 psig. The pump diacharge piping i• maintained full to prevent water 
ha.nmier damage and. to provide coolin~ at th• earliest moment. 

Upon failure of the HPCX •Y•eam to function properly after a •ft'l&ll break 
loam-of -coolant accident:, the automatic deprHsurizat.ion •yatem (ADS> 
automatically caua•• selected •afety-:rali•f valve• to open, depr•••urisi.J:lg the 
reactor so that flow , from the low pra•,•ur• core cooliJig ayste111 can enter the 
core in tim• tQ limit fu•l cladding temperaeure to l•H than 22oo•P. ADS is 
conservatively requi~ to })e OPBitABLB whanav.r reactor veaael pressure 
exceeda 100 paig. 'l'hi• pressure is' suh•tantially below that for ldlich the low 
pre•sure core cooling ayatema can provide adequate· core cOQling for eventa 
requiring ADS. 

AOS automatically control• five selected safety-relief valve• although 
the safety analymi• only take• credit for .fo'-U' valve•. It is therefore 
appropriate to pe:i::m~t on• valve to be out-of-service for up to 14 days without 
materially reducing system reliability. 
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3/4.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS 

BASES 

3/4.6.1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT 

3/4.6.1.1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY 

PRIMARY CONTAfNMENT INTEGRITY ensures that the release of radioactive 
materials from the containment atmosphere will be restricted to those leakage paths and 
associated leak rates assumed in the accident analyses. This restriction, in conjunction with 
the leakage rate limitation, will limit the site boundary radiation doses to within the limits of 
1 O CFR 50.67 during accident conditions. 

In high radiation areas and in areas posted as neutron exposure areas and controlled in 
a manner similar to high radiation areas, use of administrative means to verify position of valves 
and blind flanges is acceptable for Surveillance Requirem~nt 4.6.1.1.b since.access to these 
areas is typically restricted in accordance with the requirements of Technical Specification 6.12 
and/or plant procedures. In addition, field verificatior:i for these components is performed before 
restarting from each refueling outage. Therefore, the probability of misalignment of these 
components, once they have been verified to be in the proper position, is low. 

3/4.6.1.2 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE 

The limitations on primary containment leakage rates ensure that the total containment 
leakage volume will not exceed the value assumed in the accident analyses at the design basis 
LOCA maximum peak containment accident pressure of 50.6 psig, Pa. As an added 
conservatism, the measured overall integrated leakage rate (Type A test) is further limited to 
less than or equal to 0.75 La during performance of the periodic tests to account for possible 
degradation of the containment leakage barriers between leakage tests. 

Operating experience with the main steam line isolation valves has indicated that 
-degradation has occasionally occurred in the leak tightness of the valves; therefore the special . 
requirement for testing these valves. 

The surveillance testing for measuring leakage rates is consistent with the Primary 
containment Leakage Rate Testing Program. 

3/4.6.1.3 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS 

The limitations on closure and leak rate for the primary containment air locks are 
required to meet the restrictions on PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY and the Primary 
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program. Only one closed qoor in each air lock is required 
to maintain the integrity of the containment. 

3/4.6.1.4 (Deleted) 
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS 

BASES 

DRYWELL AND SUPPRESSION CHAMBER PURGE SYSTEM (Continued) 

The use of the drywell and suppression chamber purge exhaust lines for pressure 
contra.I during plant Operational Conditions 1, 2 and 3 is unrestricted provided 1) only the 
inboard purge exhaust isolatio.n va"ives on these lines and the vent valves on the 2-inch vent 
paths are used and 2) the m,itboard purge exhaust isolation valves remain closed. This is 
because in such a situation, the vent valves will sufficiently choke the flow and additionally the 
applicable valves will close in a timely manner during a LOCA or steam line break accident and 
therefore the control room and the site boundary dose guidelines of applicable 10 CFR dose 
limits will not be exceeded in the event of an accident. The design of the purge supply and 
exhaust isolation valves.and the 6-inch nitrogen supply valve meets the requirements of Branch 
Technical Position CSB ,6-4, "Containment Purging During Normal Plant Operations".· 

The 0.60 La leakage limit shall not be exceeded when the leakage rates determined by 
the leakage integrity tests of these valves are added to the previously determined total for all 
valves and penetrations subject to Type B and C tests. 

3/4.6.2. DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEMS 

The specifications of this section ensure that the primary containment pressure will not .· 
exceed the design pressure of 62 psig during primary system blowdown from full operating 
pressure. 

The suppression chamber water provides the heat sink for the reactor coolant system 
energy release following a postulated rupture of the system. The suppression chamber water 
volume must absorb the associated decay and structural sensible heat released during reactor 
coolant system blowdown from 1020 psig. Since all of the gases in the drywell are purged into 
the suppression chamber air space during a loss of coolant accident, the pressure of the liquid· 
must not exceed 62 psig, the suppression chamber maximum internal design pressure. The 
design volume of the suppression chamber, water and air, was obtained by considering that the 
total volume of reactor coolant to be considered i.s discharged to the suppression chamber and 
that the drywell volume is purged to the suppression chamber. 

Using the minimum or maximum water volumes given in this specification, containment 
pressure during the design basis accident is approximately 50.6 psig which is below the design 
pressure of 62 psig.. Maximum water volume of 122,000 ft3 results in a downcomer 
submergence of 3.33 ft and the minimum volume of 118,000 ft3 results in a submergence of 
approximately 3.0 ft. The majority of the Bodega tests were run with a submerged length of 
four feet and with complete condensation. Thus, with respect to the downcomer submergence, 
this specification is adequate. The maximum temperature at the end of the blowdown 

HOPE CREEK B 3/4 6-3 TSBC H-06-101 
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS 
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS 

BASES 

DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEMS (Continued) 

Under full power operating conditions, blowdown from an initial suppression chamber 
water temperature of 959F reswlts in a water temperature of approximately 135°F immediately 
following blowdown which is below the 200°F used for complete condensation via mitered T
quencher devices. At this temperature and atmospheric pressure, the available NPSH exceeds 
that required by both the RHR and core spray pumps, thus there is no dependency on 
containment overpressure during the accident injection phase. If both RHR loops are used for 
containment cooling, there is no dependency on containment overpressure for post-LOCA 
operations. 

Experimental data indicates that excessive steam condensing loads can be avoided if 
the peak local temperature of the suppression pool is maintained below 200°F during any 
period of relief valve operation. Specifications have been placed on the envelope of reactor 
operating conditions so that the reactor can be depressurized in a timely manner to avoid the 
regime of potentially high suppression chamber loadings. 

Because of the large volume and thermal capacity of the suppression pool, the volume 
and temperature normally changes very slowly and rnonitoring these parameters daily is . 
sufficient to establish any temperature trends. By requiring the suppression pool temperature 
to be frequently recorded during periods of significant heat addition, the temperature trends will 
be closely followed so that appropriate action can be taken. The requirement for an external 
visual examination following any event where potentially high loadings could occur provides 
assurance that no significant damage was encountered. Particular attention should be focused 
on structural discontinuities in the vicinity of the relief valve discharge since these are expected 
to be the points of highest stress. 

In addition to the limits on temperature of the suppression chamber pool water, 
operating procedures define the action to be taken in the event a safety-relief valve 
inadvertently opens or sticks open. As a minimum this action shall include: (1) use of-all 
available means to close the valve, (2) initiate suppression pool water cooling, (3) initiate 
reactor shutdown, and (4) if other safety-relief valves are used to depressurize the reactor, their 
discharge shall be separated from that of the stuck-open safety relief valve to assure mixing 
and uniformity of energy insertion to the pool. 

In conjunction with the Mark I containment Long Term Program, a plant unique analysis 
was performed which demonstrated that the containment, the attached piping and internal 
structures meet the applicable structural and mechanical acceptance criteria for Hope Creek. 
The evaluation followed the design basis loads defined in the Mark I Load Definition Report, 
NED0-21888, December 1978, as modified by NRC SER NUREG 0661, July 1980 and 
Supplement 1, August 1982, to ensure that hydrodynamic loads, appropriate for the life of the 
plant,.were applied. 
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS 

BASES 

3/4.6.3 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES 

The OPERABILITY of the primary containment isolation valves ensures that the 
- ·. ·.- · ... _,._, containment atmosphere will be isolated from the outside environment in the event of a release . 

. . of radfoactive material to the containment atmosphere or pressurization of the containment and 
is consistent with the requirements of GDC 54 through 57 of Appendix A of 10 CFR 50. 
Containment isolation within the time limits specified for those isolation valves designed to close 
automatically ensures that the release of radioactive material to the environment will be 
consistent with the assumptions used in the analyses for a LOCA. 

Primary containment isolation valves covered by this LCO are listed in the Technical 
Requirements Manual. 

The ACTIONS are modified by a Note allowing isolation valves closed to satisfy 
ACTION requirements to be reopened on an intermittent basis under administrative controls. 
These controls consist of stationing a dedicated operator at the controls of the valve, who is in 
continuous communication with the control room.· In this way, the penetration can be rapidly 
isolated when a need for primary containment isolation is indicated. · 

Surveillance 4.6.3.4 requires demonstration that a representative sample of reactor 
instrumentation line excess flow check valves are tested to demonstrate that the valve actuates 
to check flow on a simulated instrument line break. This surveillance requirement provides 
assurance that the instrument line EFCV's will perform so that the predicted radiological 
consequences will not be exceeded during a postulated instrument line break event as 
evaluated in the UFSAR. The Surveillance Frequency is based on operating experience, 
equipment reliability, and plant risk and is controlled under the Surveillance Frequency Control 
Program. Operating experience has demonstrated that these components are highly reliable 
and that failures to isolate are very infrequent. Therefore, testing of a representative sample 
was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint. 

3/4.6.4 VACUUM RELIEF 

Suppression Chamber-to-Drywell Vacuum Breakers 

BACKGROUND: The function of the suppression-chamber-to-drywell vacuum breakers is to 
relieve vacuum in the drywell. There are eight internal vacuum breakers located on the vent 
header of the vent system between the drywell and the suppression chamber that allow air and 
steam flow from the suppression chamber to the drywell when the drywell is at a negative 
pressure with respect to the suppression chamber. Therefore, suppression 
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chamber-to-drywell vacuum breakers p(eventgn ex~eS,s.i_v~ h~g~tiv~.'.qjff~fehti~r p(,~_§.~µfe . 
across the wetwell-drywell boundary. Ea'ch vacuum breaker is a self-actuating valve, similar to 
a check valve;A~hich ca.rt be remotely'operated-for testiog"purposes.: , '·; - ::r·. · ·! 

·:.t~.f/;-:.;: . ·i·:· .~::~ .'1-·~·:~·L,,~: ·1,:-· .... lJi~;$·:.;...., ~<~ .<·~,l.·;·(;t<);· :J°L.:.,J.'.;·i · · '~·~'' -:-i~r-~ • · .. i: 1· ;·. 
• •. . ·_ .• _, . • . . - -~ . • • .,. l . . ' - ' ' • . . .· ' . '. ' ..! ': ~ • '._ 

A negative· differential 'press'Ureiacrqs~ th~'·dr:yWell waU!is.:~a·used. by.rapic:I ¢ept€)SSt;Jriiation·of 
the.c:l~§l!i.:~·. ~yent~1:t!1af'c~\l!_s:§ft~I~~f~p!~(~a~jft~~§~_d~~t_i?D~;.ii'.r:e~t0QJ!!Jg_I·9r~1eo~VJD,~a~§~~rit'·: ··. • ; -· , 
drywall ~s'pray;9ctuatibri; ·afid1 steam ·c'?r1Cl$ii5'ati6n·.ftO,.h1'.:s·praY,s"Or: §uqq9()ledi,w8,tet.:ref!ood·;of: a> .. 

~~ena~~~~t~~·~h=~t~!]ff ~~t:BKY~:~~~~~fr;~;~~~~J~t'.~:h:i~~fl~¥::~~~:~~~i~~t~~·J.t'~;i~~ti_~-~-· 
equiprt:fent:.' Spri:fY ~ctpa~ion,. o(spiWof sy~~o¢.led V\'.at.~r''qqt bnrtrr~aKr~.sult~Ji'l":[lbr~ -significant 
pres~~.re1,f d:iff~i€ff fs1a'nd: l)scb hieS:im p6 r-t~r.lt:;ff;l~'§I:Z:in~1~t11e~inte~r.n!3:h1acd cirn1?1~",~~~f ~'::3F(c'.i;_·:r"· . . .. _ . 

In the .ev.ent pf a primary sy:§te.m rupture, steam condensation withinJhe, dryW_ell t$8Lllts in the 
mosrseve'r~fp~~sstr(&tlan~iehh1'.·ff<ill~wi\Jg~i3kp;'rli-f1a~"$'Y.ste)ii·}qfjtuf.e;~ ai.rr:in;tf16igrywell! Is purged 

.· ~~llf !{;!~~tl!~~~l~!~lili![~~~~~!~!{~~~!~!~~; 
i. - . 

limit the negi=rnv~ ,diffef,~nti~J. Pr9.~~ure-~Cr9§.~}tl;le~HtWvE;}IFi.a'nd! §jii'p'pfes§i9'1W'Gb"cjfi]o~itwa,1Js\jthat1. r~; 

vacµum break,efs be OPERABLE_'are a -res.ult qf the requireh1ehtplac~d,oh the Va9uum 
breakers to· limit the ye ht system_ wa:terl~g" heigtlt. The vacuuni-r~lief capacity betWeeh the 
drywell and sµppression ci19,mber'~hotiip_be 1/16qfjh¢ fofai.rri·ain. veht 6ross s~cticmal area, 
with the vaiY~s set.to 'oper?tte at o.:26 p~id dffft?rentiEil-pressu,re; Design BaS,is Acci_d~rit (DBA) 
analyses require the vacuum breakers to be dosed initially and to remain dosed and·leak tight. 
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BASES 

The suppression chamber:..to-drywell vacuum breakers satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy 
Statement. 

LCO: .. All eight vacuum breakers must be OPERABLE for opening and closed (except during 
testing or when the vacuum breakers are performing their intended design function). The 
vacuum breaker OPERABILITY requirement provides assurance that the drywell-to
suppression chamber negative differential pressure remains below the design value. The 
requirement that the vacuum breakers be closed ensures that there is no excessive bypass 
leakage should a LOCA occur. 

APPLICABILITY: In OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3, the Suppression Pool Spray 
System is required to be OPERABLE to mitigate the effects. of a OBA. Excessive negative 
pressure inside the drywell could occur due to inadvertent actuation of this system. The 
vacuum breakers, therefore, are required to be OPERABLE in OPERATIONAL 
CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3, when the Suppression Pool Spray System is required to be 
OPERABLE, to mitigate the effects of inadvertent actuation of the Suppression Pool Spray 
System. 

Also, in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3, a OBA could result in excessive negative 
differential pressure across the drywell wall, caused by the rapid depressurization of the drywell. 
The event that results in the limiting rapid depressurization of the drywell is the primary system 
rupture that purges the drywell of air and fills the drywell free airspace with steam. Subsequent 
condensation of the steam would result in depressurization of the drywell. The limiting pressure 
and temperature of the primary system prior to a OBA occur in OPERATIONAL 
CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3. 

In OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of these events 
are reduced by the pressure and temperature limitations in these OPERATIONAL 
CONDITIONS; therefore, maintaining suppression chamber-to-drywell vacuum breakers 
OPERABLE is not required in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4 or 5. 

ACTIONS: With one of the required vacuum breakers inoperable for opening (e.g., the vacuum 
breaker is not open and may be stuck closed or not within its opening setpoint limit, so that it 
would not function as designed during an event that depressurized the drywell), the remaining 
seven OPERABLE vacuum breakers are capable of providing the vacuum relief function. 
However, overall system reliability is reduced because a single failure in one of the remaining 
vacuum breakers could result in an excessive suppression chamber-to-dryweU differential 
pressure during a OBA. Therefore, with one of the eight required vacuum breakers inoperable, 
72 hours is allowed to restore at least one of the inoperable vacuum breakers to OPERABLE 
status so that plant conditions are consistent with those assumed for the design basis analysis. 
The 72 hour Completion Time is considered acceptable due to the low probability of an event 
and the adequacy of the remaining vacuum breaker capability. 
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An opeh vacuum 'btee!ker allows cor'rlmuniCatiOli between .the.,dry\Nell :and suppression c.hamber 
airspace, and, 'as a result, there is the potential for suppression chamb~r overpressurizatibn'',;·· · .. 
due to. this bypass leahage_if ~ .. LOCA were.to occur. Therefore, the open vacuum.breaker must 
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS 

BASES 

Verification of the vacuum breaker opening setpoint is necessary to ensure that the safety 
analysis assumption regarding vacuum breaker full open differential pressure of 0.20 psid is 
valid. 

Reactor Building-to-Suppression Chamber Vacuum Breakers 

BACKGROUND: The function of the reactor building-to-suppression chamber vacuum 
breakers is to relieve vacuum when primary containment depressurizes below reactor building 
pressure. If the drywell depressurizes below reactor building pressure, the negative differential 
pressure is mitigated by flow through the reactor building-to-suppression chamber vacuum 
breakers and through the suppression-chamber-to-drywell vacuum breakers. The design of the 
external (reactor building-to-suppression chamber) vacuum relief provisions consists of two 
vacuum breakers (a check type vacuum relief valve and an air operated butterfly valve located 
in series) in each of two lines from the reactor building to the suppression chamber airspace. 
The butterfly valve is actuated by differential pressure. The vacuum breaker is self-actuating 
and can be remotely operated for testing purposes. The two vacuum .breakers in series must 
be closed to maintain a leak tight primary containment boundary. 

A negative differential press.ure across the drywell wall is caused by rapid depressurization of 
the drywell. Events that cause this rapid depressurization are cooling cycles, inadvertent 
primary containment spray actuation, and steam condensation in the event of a primary system 
rupture. Reactor building-to-suppression chamber vacuum breakers prevent an excessive 
negative differential pressure across the primary containment boundary. Cooling cycles result 
in minor pressure transients in the drywell, which occur slowly and are normally controlled by 
heating and ventilation equipment. Inadvertent spray actuation results in a more significant 
pressure transient and becomes important in sizing the external (reactor · 
building-to-suppression chamber) vacuum breakers. 
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The ex.tern al va9L1urh, breakers are sjzed on the basis. of the air flow from the secondary'·. 
containmen'ttiiatis" require~ 'td; mitii;fate the· dep.ressurizaticin transj~nt ar:jd,·limitthe maximum. 
negative containment (dryweil and sup.pre~sion chamber) pressure to within design limits. The 
maximum depre~surization rate is ? fu(l~tion of the primary containment spray_flqw ra~e and 
temperature and the assu.med~!~itiakcdnaitiomsi~of thej,pfiniary,9dntair1rnentatrfi_osp~'efe:>l.'ow · ... 
spf?Y t~mp~retur~.s 9DA9trno~pfa~rif gcirj~Jtibn~ tb~t yield the minimum amount of cqnt~ined 
noncondensibie:'gasesi ate asst:frneq:for cbrj~ervatisrn:.' ' ' : ,, : . ' . :1

' J.i.;'.;.... -~ . 
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!1;111i~~1lt~,~~i1l,t\flsit~!J!h1rlf~'~tf!~~~~~i~· 
~~~;~~!Wlf ~~l~~!1;i~~~~f:~~~~fE1~~~!f~~~o~~-: 
The safety analyses a'ssuf11e tH~;e){fefn?I va'cgutp;qrea~Sr.§\~q1b~;J~lps(3,d ,il')iti~JIY,iaockto~be fully;,: 
o" en·at o:~l5· ··.· sid/ ,A;dditibhalr. ,,of·theftwo 'react~rtbulldirf")i(f;§U'''"t@·ssibn' chai+.ibe'r vacuilni 

o~ERASLJ: tq:,s~tis.fY rn·ei:.~~surhpt!qns. u.. .. ... •. J$fWi:i: ·t~l!11.'Ji~ftEJ.<:ltl1t~'o::rE;.!ti~re!i§>Lltes1d 
tmlt tli~'ftVJ6 vc!iCLliirtf'Htekk'e'i'glvaC'utffrt t3r~~R1l aiitrr~r Wd\j~f. . · . 'utt~f-fly \i§1(PegJ1ii":g~bt1·'5ftRe 
two; liflS,~ tro~ the re'actor. dGliciing tq the ·sµp~re~~io6 ~h~;ihl:>E:fr ~lf~p~b'e ate ~1os~cL( except 
during: testing or when· pei"formihg thefr intended function) .. Also, the requirem~nt ensures both 
vaqulim breakers in each.line will open to relieve a negative pressure in the su'ppression 
chamber . 

. · .:· i' 
'· ,,:-.:·, 
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BASES 

APPLICABILITY: In OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3, a OBA could cause 
pressurization of primary containment. In OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3, the 
Suppression Pool Spray System is required to be OPERABLE to mitigate the effects of a OBA. 
Excessive negative pressure inside primary containment could occur due to inadvertent 

initiation of this system. Therefore, the vacuum breakers are required to be OPERABLE in 
OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3, when the Suppression Pool Spray System is 
required to be OPERABLE, to mitigate the effects of inadvertent actuation of the Suppression 
Pool Spray System. 

Also, in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3, a OBA could result in excessive negative 
differential pressure across the drywell wall caused by the rapid depressurization of the drywell. 
The event that results in the limiting rapid depressurization of the drywell is the primary system . 

. rupture, which purges the drywell of air and fills the drywell free airspace with steam. 
Subsequent condensation of the steam would result in depressurization of the drywell. The 
limiting pressure and temperature of the primary system prior to a OBA occur in 
OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3. 

In OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of these events 
are reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations in these OPERATIONAL 
CONDITIONS. Therefore, maintaining reactor building-to-suppression chamber vacuum 
breakers OPERABLE is not required in OPERATIONAL_ CONDITION 4 or 5. 

ACTIONS: Action a: With one vacuum breaker assembly with one or two valves inoperable for 
opening, the leak tight primary containment boundary is intact. The ability to mitigate an event 
that causes a containment depressurization is threatened; however, if both vacuum breakers in 
at least one vacuum breaker assembly are not OPERABLE. Therefore, the inoperable vacuum 
breaker must be restored to OPERABLE status within 72 hours. This is consistent with the 
Completion Time for Action c and the fact that the leak tight primary containment boundary is 
being maintained. · 

Action b: With two vacuum breaker assemblies with one or more vacuum breakers inoperable 
for opening, the primary containment boundary is intact. However, in the event.of a 
containment depressurization, the function of the vacuum breakers is lost. Therefore, both 
valves in one assembly mustbe restored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour. Th_is Completion 
Time is consistent with the ACTIONS of LCO 3.6.1; 1, which requires that primary containment 
be restored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour. 
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Action c: With:;pne or n,:io~eC.Vacu_uni.brea~er ~~se_mblie{sWith 'o~e-valverioVc::;lo_s~.Q~ tJ:J~J~~~ j:ig-ht 
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BASES 

Each vacuum breaker must be cycled to ensure that it opens properly to perform its design 
function and returns to its fully closed position. This ensures that the safety analysis 
assumptions are valid. 

Demonstration of vacuum breaker opening setpoint is necessary to ensure that the safety 
analysis assumption regarding vacuum breaker full open differential pressure. of 0.25 psid is 
valid. 

3/4.6.5 SECONDARY CONTAINMENT 

Secondary containment is designed to minimize any ground level release of radioactive 
material which may result from an accident. The Reactor Building and associated structures 
provide secondary containment during normal operation when the drywell is sealed and in . . 

service. At other times the drywell may be open and, when required, secondary containment 
integrity is specified. 

Establishing and maintaining a 0.25 inch water gage vacuum in the reactor building with 
the filtration recirculation and ventilation system (FRVS) once per 18 months, along with the 
surveillance of the doors, hatches, dampers and valves, is adequate to ensure that there are no 
violations of the integrity of the secondary containment. 

In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of the LOCA are reduced due to 
the· pressure and temperature limitations in these MODES. Therefore, maintaining secondary 
containment OPERABLE is not required in MODE 4 or 5 to ensure a control volume, except for 
other situations for which significant releases of radioactive material can be postulated, such as 
during movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies in the secondary containment or during 
operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel (OPDRVs). Due to radioactive decay, 
ha.ndling of fuel only requires OPERABILITY of secondary containment when fuel being 
handled is recently irradiated, i.e., fuel that has occupied part of the critical reactor core within 
the previous 24 hours. 

During handling of fuel and CORE ALTERATIONS, secondary containment and FRVS 
actuation is not required. However, building ventilation will be operating during fuel handling 
and CORE ALTERATIONS and will be capable of drawing air into the building and exhausting 
through a monitored pathway. To reduce doses even further below that provided by 24 hours 
of natural decay, a single normal or contingency method to promptly close secondary 
containment penetrations is provided in accordance with RG 1.183. Such prompt methods 
need not completely block the penetration or be capable of resisting pressure. The purpose of 
the "prompt methods" (defined as within 30 minutes) is to enable ventilation systems to draw 
the release from a postulated fuel handling accident in the proper direction such that it can be 
treated and monitored. These contingencies are to be utilized after a postulated fuel handling 
accident has occurred to reduce doses even further below that provided by the natural decay. 
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS 

3/4.6.6.PRIMARY-CONTAINMENT ATMOSPHERE.CONTROL. 

The primary containment oxygen concentration is maintained less than 4% ·by volume tb .ensure 
that an event th.at prqduces any amount of hydrogen does not result in a combustible mixture 
inside pi"imary:eohtaihment': ,,: r:,,':> ·:· •i ;' '·; •• ' ' '' ,;•; "• I'.! . 

. ., :;:..:_ ;"·. , ::~r:~.,::f. ~! .. : !:~·.(~: .. _~,y=····. ! ::· 1 . : •• ·-· •• ··~n 1· :1 t'.··: .. ·· ;·.,. "! :r·!·~· <_~.:,~:. ~.~: : __ :_· ...... · 

The primary containment oxygen concentration must be less than 4% by volume when primary. 
containment is inerted, except-as allowed by the relaxcitioris du~ipg,§tartup and shl1tdoym. 
a?dres~~e~ below. T~~. pri~ary· cori~ainment mus~ ?e· in~q:i;?~2~·t;T~~Jlt?.~~£l@.9,-~l;;rn1pgl5Ll. 
s1nce·th15 is the cond1t1on with ttie h1g.~est probab!IJtY·ofcin~v,erit ttiatcould·pro.di:Jqe ... hydrogen. 

:S\nj~,J~(.ib.c~·l Se_R ·:-A·~> 1 -~:i~(~iJf .. . o)-iUO:H:· --~~f;~~:v. 5,~:1/1r1ldfrr, ~ -·.; ;J;j~1td2·-~;~b ·2.r JrU;:'Y.rifih~:<JU(;;·~) ·~rri 8t1nb:~s~:;. 

1nertinbW1ei·prirTi~1Y:·c6ntainm-enf~ig,:~k'cip§rati6'?i'arij)rdbieMi·l:,&caJsa·:if ph~vents"toiitalnment· 

. ~~Jg~;~~~:~~~~~s?tff1't~l~W~~~~~~:il~B~l~fird~E~a~~;,:~~t~~~~~~~~~~~;'.~~~~t~~~~t:- ... 
shutdown. As,lohg 8,sr¢.actor p9werJs le~~ than 15% of'RATED. THERMALiP,(!)_\IV~~;rtn~~·i~J~); . 
pdl~<ntia! for ~n 1 ~venitp~f g~~~[~f~·s ~J~pifiq~.~f ~Y,drogen i~ 10~ andjhe' p[i[TI~r~<?~N8,ii'n;hent 
need:tit;,t;l)e 0 iiie·rtr'"'·Ftirtne.rm<Yfeft1;i~c1~ro~ab' · yibf<'Einevent,toa:t-g·erferat~s~;hydto9E¥ri''io¢curring 

~~~B]~~~~t~~~:~~~~~t~:~~~~i~:ri~:~~;,., . ~~Jr~tr.Ri~~~~i~~~~~i~~;iJi~~~g~~g~:~~w~d~-~:-· · 
Thef24 .. hC:n:lr Jime.' pe[ioa .is areasohable ·ari'i'btihttiJfitifne:t(!fMllow:;pla'iit p~rsqhneFtd.rpeirto·rm c,: ·· · · 

:;w109 ~~~1~~(t]pQ~q~~,1''·k,~f-~~i?1~-~~\~$~~~~i;,~ ·,·~~\~~~5~r'~r~~~~, 
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3/4.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

BASES 

3/4.7.1 SERVICE WATER SYSTEMS 

The OPERABILITY of the station service water and the safety auxiliaries 
cooling systems ensures that sufficient cooling capacity is available for 
continued operation of the SACS and its associated safety-related equipment 
during normal and accident conditions. The redundant cooling capacity of these 
systems, assuming a single failure, is consistent with the assumptions used in 
the accident conditions within acceptable limits. 

3/4.7.2 CONTROL ROOM SYSTEMS 

3/4.7.2.1 CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY FILTRATION SYSTEM 

The OPERABILITY of the control room emergency filtration system ensures that 
the control room will remain habitable for occupants during and following all 
design basis accident conditions. Operation with the heaters on for 2 15 
continuous minutes demonstrates OPERABILITY of the system. Periodic operation 
ensures that heater failure, blockage, fan or motor failure, or excessive 
vibration can be detected for corrective action. The Surveillance Frequency is 
controlled under the Surveillance Frequency Program. The OPERABILITY of this 
system in conjunction with control room design provisions is based on limiting 
the radiation exposure to personnel occupying the control room to 5 rem or less 
total effective dose equivalent (TEDE). This limitation is consistent with the 
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50.67, "Accident Source Term." 

Due to radioactive decay, handling of fuel only requires OPERABILITY of CREF when 
fuel being handled is recently irradiated, i.e., fuel that has occupied part of 
the critical reactor core within the previous 24 hours. Each CREF subsystem is 
considered OPERABLE when the individual components necessary to limit Control 
Room Envelope occupant exposure are OPERABLE. A subsystem is considered OPERABLE 
when its associated: · 

a. Fans are OPERABLE (i.e., one CREF fan, one control room supply fan and one 
control room return air fan); 

b. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorbers are not excessively restricting flow.and 
are capable of performing their filtration functions, and 

c. Heater, ductwork, valves, and dampers are OPERABLE, and air circulation can 
be maintained. 

The Control Room Envelope (CRE) is the area within the confines of the CRE 
boundary that contains the spaces that control room occupants inhabit to control 
the unit during normal and accident conditions. This area encompasses the control 
room, and other non-critical areas including adjacent support offices, toilet and 
utility rooms. The CRE is protected during normal operation, natural events, and 
accident conditions. The CRE boundary is the combination of walls, floor, 
ceiling, ducting, valves, doors, penetrations and equipment that physically form 
the CRE. The OPERABILITY of the CRE boundary must be maintained to ensure that 
the inleakage of unfiltered air into the CRE will not exceed the inleakage 
assumed in the licensing basis analysis of design basis accident (OBA) 
consequences to CRE occupants. The CRE and its boundary are defined in the 
Control Room Envelope Habitability Program. 

In order for the CREFAS subsystems to be considered OPERABLE, the CRE boundary 
must be maintained such that the CRE occupant dose from a large radioactive 
release does not exceed the calculated dose in the licensing basis consequence 
analyses for DBAs, and that CRE occupants are protected from hazardous chemicals 
and smoke. 
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_______________ 3/_4-_7_PLANT.----SYSTEMS ::--. --------------------------- ----------------------------------------------.- -·----------------,--,----- ------7 , ------- __ -------------------

BASES 

CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY FILTRATION SySTEM (Conqnued) 

The LCG _is· ritoditJec;l. by• a __ Not~e·: ~bowing , the, CRE boundary to J?e opened . 
:j__ntermi ttently._-,:und~r'. adminisfrati ve controls. Tnis Note only appl,ie:S to, openings 
in the CRE' boundary that 'can be rapictfy __ --res.tared 1:o t"rie -- design_ coiidi ti6n, "si:i.c:h as 
doors, hatches, floor plugs, a~d ~ccess --'f)a':ii'e'1:S~ For e~ti'.'.:Y 'Eind' exit tflt'ough d.~ors, 
the adrriinistrati ve control of the opening is perforrr.ied .by._ t}1;e,___,per,son (s) entering 
or exiting the area. For other openings, these contr6--J:s·should-be proceduraiized 
and consist of stationing a qe,q:t,c;:~te,d ,_j,nqiyidua+ --~i:.-J~4E?. <;>Pe.n..lng,-,_who _is in_ _ 
continuous -corninunfration with''fne"c.:oi:ferat6J!.:s ·rn.·~ti.l:e':-.c:RE:S--·iffi±'s-inCfiv£aiial"- w±-:11 -have 

a ~~~~?~ s tp,-.c.:t:~It~d~y .. C:t?~e: :.thE1;;·81i'~n:!:Ji\g 9J.1~ :: tc;> ,:i;~~l~r~ .. J5he c~~ i.~oR~~p,:i;y tg: a 
condition equivalent to the design condition when a need for CRE isolation is 
indicated. 

- ·~ · . . ! :~' . ' . .";:! 

If tti~ --.~~~t1 t~.J?~~ iz:.~~~~age 6:E p6t;eiit,:!-aliy.'~9rit.~iila;tect ··~ir -~~~l '.th~ ,,CF.§ ~P~ndary 
. ang ~i:ts:.~h~. :~.~W __ c;aq .r:~~1;11.t :1~ "SRE. q~c~f.?~r}f ;rag~.olq~ip~t_4q~~~gBef:"ter,:t~iP- ~~·~ 
calcul·at;ed do9E;! ,ot;'. th~·, licensing' :.basi~ . a;nalys~s ,: of ,DBA c:;ons~quence'_s ;( a,liq0e9, to 
!?~.~ s:t2-:t9 5 . .,i::e..w;t~P~) ' ::()E .J~a<:J,~qua~e ~~ro~~stipri 1.qi.: CR~ . 9sc~P,~r;.'S~, f~pm' ~az,a,:t;9pus 

;• c:h.~inical~, OJ7 SII)Ok~, .. tl~e . c;~E- bQ-µ:q.d?1ry .. is .. i~op~i::aple. ,Ac:;tiqns·"m.ust :l:)e • ta~~n · tq : _ 
•• f •• , ... ~, ,"''°'·'·:.\ .~ 1 ___ • _,,_. ·-.:.J.'·"···'•-',-'~:· :·,.,_..,.:> .. ~-L,.i.:'.~~-J.,,,,~---... !.:..-~~-.•~·''.-.'·-·-~ -._.. - '., .. _.,-.. ,, .... !.:~.lo.,,}.-~ ;;;•i .. 

resrgr~ a!1,,og1p_~f\J3~E:C:Rf'.}p9u9?,a~¥. t'it;hrn.~8 q~ys_;. __ ,_,.< ... - .:• ,, '- .• ,--::j •. " .> 
. .!~'.):;)~ ·:-;·._!_;;:. .. _ _, ... -:.:·n:...-:t ~::.~C·~q ~-\·",_tr.,, _;··-.... ~-- .-)-! - ,'-_.'If ~Yi· :i ~ 

During the period· that the CRE boundary is ccihsi'dered inoperab],e, ·immediate -

.· .'~~lillltltJllllllillilltii~lllliiill!ll!i~l~llllilli;~ 
ap.d .~tnok.e.. 'I:;ti¢·~Ei. Iili tiga;trng.,:(i,ctions, (:i,.,;--e :r, .. ac;:t;;:i,qn~; tha.t a:r~, t<:i)~en.:,:~o qff9et:'the 

·:·-,I~~~~~~~$~-~~~k~fli$~~::, __ \t~-~~~~~,t~i~-~~~-.-·~,6~~rif~A-~~f~~~,a~~-~.~v~·~L~~it~~·t~:~Nf'~1·"1~~ 
int,efitio~a..1. or .unintentional~· The 24 hour cofupfe:t1'6f1·' Tlirf~ ''l~; 'r~·~·s6n'~bi~="ba.-sed on 

-.. the~.10w, proqal:Ji::J,.;i.t;y 9;E: .. q.-.pflA:~occupr;j,_ng gu~}ng C· t.hls _time:,.,pe;I;':i-.9.d~ , ____ al)d'. the,, tise of 

~!~!~!I~~~~~~f!~,~~;)·~f{~~~:f;~ii~ti~'~*~i:~i~~~ --!f~f,~£i1'~~--~J~~~~~:~~~~"~~¥,~f9,ti!~;~c~upants 
-w'itfl,in .. a.n·a.lyzed lim:i ts :w:h;LJ,~"·"~im:j, t.:);hg t.h~ _ prob.~biJ,;jJ:y, that.)::RE;; occupp.nts., w:\--11 

· li.ave HEO · Ihi:P~effieilE prote2:H~~t'.riiea.sure.s ·t:ira'.'t rriay·'a.d.v~rs~iy · a.fie{:.f~-~h.~·~t a~':i:l:rt:y to 
control thereactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown conciffian·tn .. the ·event of 
a DB,A;. In ,et9,9.~t~9PCtJ:b; ~O _ d~~f.,C?.WPj~t~oB· Ti~ir ·t~.;:{C'l: r~.c;~~~~sle,,.t.~We,:.~1:) 1 d,~ag;i_o9e, 

.. pl~p a~d ·poE?si:):ily. __ .repp,j,r, -arid, test i:(lost P.:i::oblerris.·w:i th', the.)i::fiE '.bouh<;iary., , . _ __ . · . 
·::·· •• ·•• "~ ,.,_,.J...~•·•;_J.- •' -··· -·.·,_:I.'\. ;.l~-·.;··',. ,l..•,·"-1:••' 1 ·• "'' ···''··• .~. i;'·"'··~'·· .~. ._,,_ J, ' · .,;;.,. .. ! "'. _ /~1. 1."·-· . 

.. ,. ·~ ·: •.. ;,,~-1 :.S ::~ . .::>tJ:'!.' .; .. ~. rr.€:_, '. .. •· ·-'.p . . ;:-,·::r;·~ , -.:. ;·; . .!''J: .'!;-:.~ ;j.:~,.....: · :; .. -<:rt.~·-·,~~ f -!:: .-· r-:. •·.• 1,;; , .·: c.-.: ,. · : r i:·r; '·".': ··· 
__ , I~~g~~~~.:as:tt~n ( s l, .~·')~P· acrc9:r:;~?-I1fe,..w~t:B.ithE:! ~\;'.g_-.1,}C:yi§r:;: ~~,at.~meri~°§,;;,.~e3·p~. ~1}4.t. the 

requir~fd,.,,ac;:tion, shoi.Jid. be .. ~pursu.ed:,wi thout·~d~;t.aY.' ... ariq ,in, a. <;;on.:tr0ll~.d. manner . 

. g~i~~t~~zc;;~i~*if ~~ij~~~ii~?~~Iij~f~~!~i§i0~i~~iL~~~i~~i~!at;i~~:~1~~~~: 
The g~taJ.,ls .. of ,the, te.st:i,ng, are ·spee:i;:t:i~d~rn--the C9rit;i::ol,,:f.09tn Enve;J..p'pe_. _. 
Habitc=i:bihty--Pr~~rpam;,, _::..:·· :;:·· ··· ·· -- · .. · ·-·:'..;-- · · ... -

3/ 4. 7 .'2. ~ co~~RbL! RObM .AfiC2o~lsITION~i'11\, (J?-C) . SYSTEM oj' .. _, ·-:;. 
i • • ' _.t ..... ~ • • . ... .. ... .... ' ' ' • :-: 

The coptrol rqom sl:l.pJ?.;l..Y AC: po:i;:t;ioµ .. oi the. Cont:i::-oJ,,,R6oIJL Heating'· Ventilation, and 
Air Conditionlhg '(ijvi\.c) .System (herea:E±:er ref:'err~a.-- to, as :t.Be' Gontrol Ro~m AC 
System). prcrv~des _temperature contr61:' for the control room. followlng isol9-tion of 
the. control room. The· Control. Room AC Syste:;mconsists of.two.independent, 
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CONTROL ROOM AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM (Continued) 

redundant subsystems that provide cooling and heating of recirculated control 
room air. Each subsystem consists of heating coils, cooling coils, fans, one 
control room chilled water subsystem (which provides cooling water to the cooling 
coils), ductwork, dampers, and instrumentation and controls to provide for 
control room temperature control. The Control Room AC System is designed to 
provide a controlled environment under.both.normal and accident conditions. Each 
control room chilled water subsystem inclddes a centrifugal water chiller, a 
chilled water circulating pump, head tank, controls, piping, and valves. 

The Control Room AC System is considered OPERABLE when the individual components 
necessary to maintain the control room temperature are OPERABLE in both 
subsystems. These components include the cooling coils, fans, chillers, 
compressors, ductwork, dampers, and associated instrumentation and yontrols. Due 
to radioactive decay, the Control Room AC System is only required to be OPERABLE 
during fuel handiing involving handling recently irradiated fuel (i.e., fuel that 
has occupied part of a critical reactor core within the previous 24 hours. 

With one Control Room AC subsystem inoperable, the inoperable Control Room AC 
subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE status within 30 days. With the unit in 
this condition, the remaining OPERABLE Control Room AC subsystem is adequate to 
perform the control room air conditioning function. However, the overall 
reliability is reduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE subsystem could 
result in loss of the control room. air conditioning function. The 30 day allowed 
outage time is based on the low probability of an event occurring requiring 
control room isolation, the consideration that the remaining subsystem can 
provide the required protection, and the availability of alternate cooling 
methods. 

If both Control Room AC subsystems are inoperable, the Control Room AC System may 
not be capable of performing its intended function. Therefore, the control room 
area temperature is required to be monitored to ensure that temperature is being 
maintained low enough that equipment in the control room is not adversely 
affected. With the control room temperature being maintained within the 
temperature limit, 72 hours is allowed to restore a Control Room AC subsystem to 
OPERABLE status. This allowed outage time is reasonable considering that the 
control room temperature is being maintained within limits and the low 
probability of an event occurring requiring control room isolation. 

The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable in OPERATIONAL 
CONDITION* If moving recently irradiated fuel assemblies while in OPERATIONAL 
CONDITION 1, 2, or 3, the ~uel movement is ind~pendent of reactor operations. 
Therefore, inability to suspend movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies 
·is not a sufficient reason to require a reactor shutdown. 

3/4.7.3 Deleted 
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3/4.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

BASES 
---------------·--· -·----·--------· --·- .. -------------------------- ------~-- ------ -------··- --------- ------·-----------~--~-- ----·-· ····---- --------·---- ---·--·-··---·- -------- - - --------------

_3/ 4. 7. 4 REACTOR ·CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM 

The reactor core isolation cooling (RGICJ system is provided tQ assure 
adequate core cooling in the event of·. r:eactor isolation from. its primary heat 
sink and the loss of f.eedwater,. flow. to the reactor ves.sel wi t;hout requiring 
actuation .of any of ·the·Emergency Core Cooling System equipment. Tl)..e· RCIC system 
is conserv.ati vely required to be. OPERABLE whene.ver reactor steam dom~. pressure 
exceeds 150 psig. This pressure is substantially below that for which the RCIC 
system can provide adequate .. core cooling for events requi·r:ing the -RCIC system. 

The· RCIC system .specifications are :applic;:able -during .OPEAA'J:'TONAI,. 
CONDIT.IONS 1, .. 2 and.3. when.r·eacto]'.' v:ess.el;_,steam.,dqme..,-.pressure·exc;:~eq~ lqO J::;9ig 
becauiie RCIC is th~~pririi.9-ry non.~Eccs so_urce,;of. emergenc;:y c;ore>.:GOQling whe:P the 
reactor is pressurized. . ,. · . , ... 

~ith the RCIC system inoperable, adequate core cooling is assured by the 
OPERABILITY of:.the.RPCI system~and justifi:es;the specified 14 day· 
out-:of-se-rvice .peri·od. ·. ·' 

! -:. 

A Note prohibits the appl.icat±:on of LCO 3.Q;4.b to an inoperc~.l:'l.lerRCic sys.tern. 
· ThereJtiS c,;:andincre·a:sed 'risk associatedcw:t:th entering. ari. 0)2ERATJON,f'L CQNPl'];IQN. qr 
other specified condition ~in··the ;Applicability· with:· ;;i.p,_in9peri;l.ble .R.,CI\3; sy§J~~-~ and 
the ·'·p.rovi~ions: ,of .LCO· 3; 0; 4 ~:b, .. whic:h:alio.w -;entry. int()-.an ,OPERATIONAL,,,et;:>NpiTiON or 
other c.specif.i,~ed ... CO!fdition ,;in the :;Applicability .. with . the 'LCQ not ![let at:ter ~·; , 
perf9rmance ofJ~a lEis'k a:Ssessm'ent .addres.sing:·inopera]:)le, $ysieni.s anQ. compgpent·.;;, 
should not be applied in this ... circumstance. ,,!'·- . .:.•: :~ 

~~ - '.) . ' 

!.~ . .: . .'c.1,·. " •.•. 

_,; 
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PLANT SYSTEMS 

BASES 

REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM (Continued) 

The surveillance requirements provide adequate assurance that RCIC will 
be OPERABLE.when required. Although all active components are testable and 
full flow can be demonstrated by recirculation during reactor operation, a 
complete functional test requires reactor shutdown. The pump discharge piping 
is maintained full to prevent water hammer damage and to start cooling at the 
earliest possible moment. 

3/4.7.5 DELETED 

3/4.7.6 SEALED SOURCE CONTAMINATION 

·The limitations on removable contamination for sources requiring leak 
testing, including alpha emitters, is based on 10 CFR 70.39(c) limits for 
plutonium. This limitation will ensure that leakage from byproduct, source, and 
special nuclear materiai sources will not exceed ailowa~le intake values. Sealed 
sources are classified into three groups according to their use, with 
surveillance requirements commensurate with the probability of damage to a source 
in that group. Those sources which are frequently handled are required to be 
tested more often than those which are not. Sealed sources which are continuously 
enclosed within a shielded mechanism, i.e., sealed sources within radiation 
monitoring devices, are considered to be stored and need not be tested unless 
they are removed from the. shielded mechanism. 

3/ 4. 7. 7 MAIN TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM 

The main turbine bypass system is required to be OPERABLE consistent with 
the assumptions of the feedwater controller failure analysis for FSAR Chapter 15. 
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

BASES 

3/4.8.1. 3/4.8.2 and 3/4.8.3 A.C. SOURCES. D.C. SOURCES and ONSITE POWER 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 

The OPERABILITY of the A.C. and D.C. power sources and associated distribution systems 
during operation ensures that sufficient power will be available to supply the safety related 
equipment required for (1) the safe shutdown of the facility and (2) the mitigation and control of 
accident conditions within the facility. The minimum specified independent and redundant A.C. 
and D.C. power sources and distribution systems satisfy the requirements of General Design 
Criteria 17 of Appendix "A" to 1 O CFR 50. · 

·The ACTION requirements specified for the levels of degradation of the power sources provide 
restriction upon continued facility operation commensurate with the level of degradation. The 
OPERABILITY of the power sources are consistent with the initial condition assumptions of the 
safety analyses and are based upon maintaining at least one of the onsite A.C. and the 
corresponding D.C. power sources and associated distribution systems OPERABLE during 
accident conditions coincident with an assumed loss of offsite power and single failure of the 
other onsite A.C. or D.C. source. 

A Note prohibits the application of LCO 3.0.4.b to an inoperable DG. There is an increased risk 
associated with entering an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in the 
Applicability with an inoperable DG and the provisions of LCO 3.0.4.b, which allow entry into an 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in the Applicability with the LCO not 
met after performance of a risk assessment addressing inoperable systems and components, 
should not be applied in this circumstance. 

The A.C. and D.C. source allowable out-of-service times are based on Regulatory Guide 1.93, 
"Availability of Electrical Power Sources," December 1974 as modified by plant specific analysis 
and diesel generator manufacturer recommendations. When two diesel generators are 
inoperable, there is an additional ACTION requirement to verify that all required systems, 
subsystems, trains, components and devices, that depend on the remaining OPERABLE diesel 
generators as a source of emergency power, are also OPERABLE. This requirement is 
intended to provide assurance that a loss of offsite power event will. not result in a complete loss 
of safety function of critical systems during the period two or more of the diesel generators are 
inoperable. The term verify as used in this context means to administratively check by 
examining logs or other information to determine if certain components are out-of-service for 
maintenance or other reasons. It does not mean to perform the surveillance requirements 
needed to demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the component. 

LCO 3.8.1.1, Action b allows the AOT for EOG "A" or "B" to extend from 72 hours to 14 days 
provided the availability ofthe Salem Unit 3 gas turbine generator (GTG) is verified within the 
initial 72-hour period and once per 12 hours thereafter. The GTG provides additional defense-in 
depth during. the extended AOT. 

HOPE CREEK B 3/4 8-1 HC-16-184 



3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

------------------~B~A~S~E~S=============================--·--- ·---···----------··· 

3/4.8.1, 3/4.8:2"and'3/4.8{3}\.c, SGURCES;D.C. SOURCES and ONSITEPOWER_' 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Continued) . ~ : - . · .. ::-~· · 

When· utilizing the 'extended'.~.w~ or:l/B''. EDG APT (gr.egt_er'ttiar1><72 hours arid les-s tna'h"ct::>r equal 
to 14 daW), the: f6ii6V\iih'g:i(~gulator:y' ¢ommitm~ntfsna1fbe implemented:,(Refetende· 1): ·. ··. r-; 

- ·}!'' 1 ~~~·o·:;:~.-~~1i.·.:i~·~{L~j~d:J'ft_;.-.1:~:···:, _,. ·r. ·~·~):~> .. -·.:;~·:.: .. --: .. ~·.·.,··. ;,i_ 1 ·:~--- r>~ .. ~:r)·~-,-~· ::r;:.:,-.~-·~.:~-':. 
· 1; . ·· Wl'i~n:eitllettlie;Aof B.:EDGJs· temqyed.ftom ·}5ervice for·ai'f extend ea: 14-day,· . · 

.AOT,iboti'fiHPGl"and'F~GIC shalLoe'operC!bler1~'- ":':':. :;_: · :. :c.:_ :,: >:-: · _:,._ .·::. 
· · C?1 ·.:-~ (; -~. 1 ~ r _; · · .:11n_; 1 -:: .. -.~ ;/· :J,_ ·' r>-1 

2. Ar,t~f9Q!'liP.9,h~nJ t~sting-p( 11)9i,nter;ia,ncE?Jh.at il1C,t~a§~$ th.€! lj~~IJQQOd gt.a. pJc;int . 

')\:~ -.:· .· . -•.: ;.:'.:~;~~;~r~~~~~~~1gii~~~µ,1:~~~&~~2~J{~~~Tu\b~~¥u'~~~~~~~~~~li1JR:~~tif:~;ry~,~~~:~~,~. 

~--~~~~~' 
4. Operating crews will be briefed on the EDG work.plan :and::pfocedural·attiohs' _ 

. ~ega~dirig LOOP aJictSBG, prior to entering-the ext~hd~d 1~~fday~EDG'AOT. 

Maif:ifehaii'ce af NutlEfar<':Rowef.iRlamfs\-~~ras~gndorsea~ID ''.tRl:r"uHato ',·(,(sUide\'.~~~ i16Qn 

.. ;~~' ' 

ar)y two .bfJhe remainihg EDGs mu sf be capable,· Oper.afiJe1iijnchaviiil~ble~fo -· · · 
mitigate the consequences of a LOOP condition. . . 

4. The re,mova_I from service of safety system~ and important non-safety equipment; 
including off'site power sources, should be rilihiniized during the extended 14 day 
AOT. 
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

BASES 

3/4.8.1, 3/4.8.2 and 3/4.8.3 A.C. SOURCES. D.C. SOURCES and ONSITE POWER 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Continued) 

5. Entry into this LCO should not be abused by repeated voluntary entry into and 
exit from the LCO. The primary Intent of the extended EOG AOT is that the 
extended EOG AOT from 72 hours to 14 days may be needed to perform 
preplanned EOG maintenance such as teardowns and modifications that would 
otherwise extend beyond the original 72 hour AOT. 

6. Any component testing or maintenance that increases the lik~lihood of a plant 
transient should be avoided. Plant operation should be stable during the 
extended 14 day AOT. 

7. Voluntary entry into this LCO action statement should not be scheduled if 
adverse weather conditions are expected. 

For proper operation of the standby EDGs, it is necessary to ensure the proper quality of the 
fuel oil.· USN RC Regulatory Guide 1.137 addresses the recommended fuel oil practices as 
supplemented by ANSI N195-1976. The fuel oil.properties governed by these surveillance 
requirements are the water and sediment content, the kinematic viscosity, specific gravity (or. 
API gravity) and impurity level. 

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (OBA) and transient analyses in the UFSAR, 
Chapter 6 and Chapter 15, assume Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems are operable. 
The EDGs are designed to provide sufficient capacity, capability, redundancy and reliability to 
ensure the availability of necessary power to ESF systems so that fuel, reactor coolant system 
and containmer:it design limits are not exceeded. 

Stored diesel fuel oil is required to have sufficient supply for 7 days of full load operation based 
on three of the four EDGs running continuously. It is also required to meet specific standards 
for quality. Additionally, sufficient lube oil supply must be available to ensure the capability to 
operate at full load for 7 days. This requirement, in conjunction with an ability to obtain 
replacement supplies within 7 days, supports the availability of EDGs required to shut down the 
reactor and to maintain it in a safe condition for an anticipated operational occurrence (AOO) or 
a postulated OBA with loss of offsite power. EOG day tank fuel oil requirements, as well as 
transfer capability from the storage tanks to the day tank, are addressed in LCO 3.8.1, "AC 
Sources - Operating," and LCO 3.8.2, "AC Sources - Shutdown." 

The AC sources (LCO 3.8.1 and LCO 3.8.2) are required to ensure the availability of the 
required power to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition after an 
AOO or a postulated OBA. Because stored diesel supports LCO 3.8.1 and LCO 3.8.2, the 
stored diesel fuel oil is required to be within limits when the associated EOG is required to be 
operable. · 

HOPE CREEK B 3/4 8-1b HC-11~050 



3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

------·-----·-- __ BASES (Continued) 

3/4.8.1, 3/4.8.2i.and 3/4'.8;3 AC. SOURCES, D.C.·SOURCES and ·ON SITE POWER 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Continued) '. -.• ., ' ; ,,, ·_. 

For 'specjfic;:iti6h 6_\8'.4:e/thetest~-.!isted are a.means bf:'.determinihg whether new fuel oil is of 
· tfie ~ppf6prl~te:;9F~cl~- anct'h'ashi'oti~~eri' 2oill~mih?t~d-witb\s'i.lbsf$nces·th~h.\/Jou1d have an 
immedi~fej:Jefrirnenfali'impablk>h"'efiesel rehgir,fe:c0mbuslidn!'~'·lf, fesUltsJrd'm~these:tests are 
w!tnl~'."' acc~pt~f iJle-;1 trrl1ts/tlie·~ fD'~frofr Hi~a-Y"~Ei:~aa~~:ta·:iHeN~tclr~ge tari<~-:~ltfi'bhti:coiicern for 
contaminating the entii-e volumef of~fuetdil:ln lnet$torag'$''t~n~~1~1 thE;fse,te~fs,;are)to-be 
conducted prior to i3.9ding the new fueito the storage fan ks: The te$fs, -·llmits and applicable 
AsT:fv1;i5ta11Ci~r.asraf8i~as:foli0ws;.?8 · .: . . ;:;_,; i .(~i.'.:sr;; ;:,,;~ ;_ ;.J i,,fh:U'£:1 : . .1r.·:uoory11; '· 

· •.;d} i;)rih\~1b 61~~!~·}?:·. ~id' l:;ft::,·q '!/ ;~19J>~. 1~:-:1·J. ,j ns,i•::; Lf:~:::i~J,yp;:,~C:};·t'.~ k~>~ · .. . 
a. Sample the hew fuel oil in ac~ordance with ASTM·ED4057·l1·;; '.::31; ... 

bt' Ii"' • -Nerity if(a~cp'[q$'lice'With;tn~;J~~t~!~sf;\:~c.ifj~cf:if.lASJfvr~D9};$Htt~t:the sample has 
ari:aJ>solute'speGific 9r?vltYri=itt{)Offl't:l°F;;o¥(~~,(j'~8~:~nd:·s~.o.:8-~for:'a))·1API gravity at 
90°t- qf;?; 2i: an.Pi~.3~;f9r JPw, §u'if~6(~sppf N<?. 2~0 Ciie~:ei 'fcie! _oil, or, _an ab~oiute 

- ,,,-_.',!~<·I·~·~"'""""-''"···• .• '"'•"""·"·' ·1,. .•. ..i,,,_Lt·,•Y•f•''"'"•+<)'. 0 '-,,'·,~ •• •"•·'~ 

· ~ · 'l · · ,_- :sl:>~~!fi:c::19f~"l1:Y~~t'-6Jlf6_q;.rtef; ~-;o~-~~>.anpf§· Q'. 88~q_i;:·an_;.~pJ:gr;?YityI a.ti9Q~ F{9f;,;:;.p9· . 
· "· _,·:. ,,,,;. _'.,~!\~ I,~,A21JO'r{ili.i.fr:~:J!?VV"~41fur-'.(§;1'.5%P\l~;r 2::.~.iC!!~s~!;ftjeJ qi_l;::'a .1kir;i~DiJi_tfc\.vis·q:o~i_ty :9t ; 

,;,• , ·~.,. i.,.:; •• v.,,~ l . ., - ...,.;...£_.•- -~ ,.., J.:''t, .. C.. "'"""- rr. '"'' ,,_., ~"-'.l!'"• <'1 .. •-rr.,:tf.:·,.~~..,··~1c,.·h"tY,,. ;~ ->- .~;.,.. ; 

"· :;: iFJ',i_,_-:;i,;·4o~@Yqf ~ .,1 :·9.:centi$,tp~e~;·and;:s;4i1>c~n_ti~toRes~ af:la~a:::fla.sH:;po1nt ot-~u125?·R;' 13f.id 
\ ~·11v s ·.:c ~)f"f:ci~~)l·G-· ~ ~~i_:?_c):)s~V. -~5-.~f~~h~!:~~i··: i·,'.~- .. t~d:J ,-j i:t~:;Jh.o:~~-· 1.t.l~i.t~~Ji ~:y~ji;. q'f\-£-~ ·-.-1{~~·~;:\A;~-~)~:l_f~"f~·{f~r ~.::1 r1·~~-1 -~:t3~11 ~: -. -7'- _ 

c. . v~_dfY:Jhat the hew tu~1-·oi1:,fadk wat~r and se6imenPare~;WHttih:Ji'i-mitsifo~:-%\i$'[M F·:•· 
~--.~--":··i--'·,r.\:, '.:,"fJ"· ''.('.;~:: ;,:i.:.- ::~ ';.;.;·.:·-·':.·· 'ri',:~ .• ;r•·.\:'''·-::-' · " i -, •• • .··- • ·: 

02709," · :tsJo~;2-D:FueLG1l-. · ·. :'. . , · · . . · . · , i{1!~~~~,g~it;' . . ' . ~~~~ ,. ,:, . ' J' .' fif.'.; ·. ;~f;Cl 'i •· . ·. ' 

' ' ..._ \ . ~~ 
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

BASES (Continued) 

3/4.8.1, 3/4.8.2 and 3/4.8.3 A.C. SOURCES, D.C. SOURCES and ONSITE POWER 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Continued) 

Particulate 9oncentration should be determined in accordance wit.h ASTM 02276, Method A, or
ASTM 05452. This method involves a gravimetric determinatioh of total particulate 
concentration in the fuel oil and has a limit of 1 O mg/I. The 0.8 r:nicron filters specified in ASTM 
02276 or ASTM 05452 may be replaced with membrane filters 'up to 3.0 microns. This is 
acceptable since the closest tolerance fuel filter in the HC EOG~; is a five micron particle 
retention duplex filter on the engine driven fuel oil pump. It is acceptable to obtain a field 
sample for subsequent laboratory testing in lieu of field testing. The total volume of stored. fuel 
oil contained in two or more interconnected tanks must be considered and tested separately. 
The frequen9y of this test takes into consideration fuel oil degradation trends that indicate the 
particulate concentration is unlikely to change significantly betw,3en frequency intervals; 

The OPERABILITY of the minimum specified A.C. and D.C. power sources and associated 
distribution systems during shutdown and refueling ensures thait (1) the facility can be 
maintained in the shutdown or refueling condition for extended time periods and (2) sufficient 
instrumentation and control capability is available for monitoring and maintaining the unit status. 

The Surveillance Frequency is based on operating experience, equipment reliability, and plant 
risk and is controlled under the Surveillance Frequency Control Program. 

With exceptions as noted in the Hope Creek UFSAR, the surveillance requirements for 
demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the diesel generators comply with the recommendations of 
Regulatory Guide. 1.9, "Selection, Design, and Qualification of Diesel Generator Units Used as 
Standby (Onsite) Electrical Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants," Revision 2, December, 
1979, Regulatory Guide 1.108, "Periodic Testing of Diesel Gern:irator Units Used as Onsite 
Electrical Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants," Revision 1; August 1977 and Regulatory 
Guide 1.137 "Fuel-Oil Systems for Standby Diesel Generators,'" Revision 1, October 1979 as 
modified by plant specific analysis, diesel generator manufacturer's recommendations, and 
Amendment 59, to the Facility Operating License, issued November 22, 1993. 

HOPE CREEK B 3/4 8-1d Amendment 187 
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

BASES 

3/4.8.1 I 3/4.8.2anff3/4:K3 A1.C. SOURCEs.·o.c: SOURCES and ONSITEPOWER 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Continued) 1 • ,. .. ' : ' '" <: , ... 

Th~ minirnurh voltage· and!frE?qLiency stat~d-in the Surveillance::Requiremet)ts (SRs);.cire,those 
necessar.Ytch~n'scir~1tli~J,8b(3i'c~niacc~1:w[;)·~sign'·8.a~»is'.~c;cldent 16ading'whi.i~··nfaintl:ilhlng · · .. 

. \i~lf iiilllliltltilliii~i~; 
of. aj'tfmeJcor.fstr~i'iht{]Rf;lfflefSR~~SEtG~f\Jucie"a'ffiLlfG!'wiil;;rfiofaiforf:~haArend'lme·iacfllal:tirnei~tcFrea:ch 
steady state -opera~jo!i)~as,a m~_ans.:.of~ns_ur.ing•the,reii_s ... npypltage .. regulatonor: governor·~;.; "· ,c:,. 
de-gfaoation wl'llcll coula caffs~'a'ft"EDG to 6~come lno'p~rable. - . -· . 

sRs:·~-~·~i~\~;:;.~.:~-~,~~;~~~'.1~~--~i.·~;~:~1:~~~:;~~~~fi.~~1·~~:~N~t~~:.::t~f;~·9.,m9_m~~t~·-~'.t~~~i,,~~:ci'1~)-~
1

~tsid~-
theA1&l3'a ;ran'· e'.Ba. n-0trnvalldafe1~iie:t~stJ>fhg~NC:ites·1r.ec·0 'HizeAhatafr~l:er:are~eXternat 'tkt:1: •i · 

c0Jl~.11r~.B~;r~~pc~at~§'G~~i·~·:~hli:tfo1qaa;:-~iil'~rja~1;YJ.!!fii;f~~vg.·~~r~h¢·~·~i1p\fJ~~11~ C>t$r~thd~!r~e"ti:>-;,;,,-,: 
re66g'r;iz~, affff !id Just IOad b~¢lfintg t~e, baha wlfhOuflnv?lidatiffg'tli:e perf6rmari6e ofjhe . 

ability .. to: h arid 1.e h igficaiscli arge"!lat~s; afl~f!¢'0Jtlpares11tf:i't:Hb_attecyJcc;ipacitY' at' tn at! ti me'with;;th·e1n . /. 
rateg{~apadty.· · · · · · · · · · .· " · · · .. 

Ta.ble. 4:8.2.1-1 speeifies the no.rm~! limits toreach designc;!ted pilot cell and ea_9h connected cell 
fpr. e1~ctr.olyte' levei, float vqit_ag~ ·and spednl? gravity. Jh(;3 iimlt,s for the C;fesigri~tec:J p'ifot cefls 
float voJt8,g~ and· spe~lfic gfa\tify, gr,e?~~rfhap 2~ j 3 voit~. an.d :ot5 belOw tiie. manufacturer's full 
ch?'rge•speCifiy_gravify: ci(a battery ¢h§lrger cum;fnHhat had :sta~ilized at a low value, is 
chafacte'ristic of a cfiar9e.d celf.witt1 ~detju?te capaCity. The ndtmal limits. for each connected 

- -· :· ,. - ·' ' ' I .''"'. ., ' ,••·I· ·. '. ... ''· . . . . 
ce.11 fo~,.flqc;itvdJt?~e and specifiq•gta\iity, gr:~aterJl;lan 2.13'volts_'?nd.notrhorethan .020 below 
th~.'iTl~qtifadU[eris:fuifp~-~t9~ §j:?.~'cifi6 .gray)ty wlth'an :ay~ragEj spedfic grav(ty of ·a11 the 
cbrihecfoa cells.not niore thah '.0·10 befoW the m·anufacturer's full charge spetific gravity, 
ensures the OP .. ERABILITY and capability of the battery. 

HOPE CREEK B 3/4 8-2 HC-11-050 
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

BASES 

3/4.8.1,.3/4.8.2 and 3/4.8.3 A.G. SOURCES. D.C. SOURCES a1hd ONSITE POWER 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Continued) I 

Operation with a battery q~ll's parameter outside the normal limi
1
t but.within the allowable value 

specified in Table 4.8.2.1-1 is permitted for up to 31 days. Durir/g this 31 day period: (1) the 
allowable values for electrolyte level ensures no physical dama~1e to the plates with an 
adequate electron transfer capability; (2) the allowable value fof the average specific gravity of 
all the cells, not more than .020 below the manufacturer's recorr~mended full charge specific 
gravity ensures that the decrease in rating will be less than the ~~afety margin provided in sizing; 
(3) the allowable value for an individual cell's specific gravity, er sures that an individual cell's 
specific gravity will not be more than .040 below the manufacturer's full charge specific gravity 
and that the overall capability of the battery will be maintained ithin an acceptable limit; (4) the 
allowable value for an individual cell's float voltage, greater thar 2.07 volts, ensures the 
battery's capability to perform its design function; (5) the TABLE 4.8.2.1-1 NOTATION 31 day 
ACTION time was derived taking into consideration that while b ttery capacity is degraded, 
sufficient capacity exists to perform the intended function while roviding a time period adequate 
to permit full restoration of the battery cell parameters to norma limits. 

"Energized" 120 VAC distribution panels [A-D]J48[1/2] require tie panels to be energized to 
their proper voltage from the associated inverter via inverted D ~ voltage, inverter using the 
normal AC source, or Class 1 E backup AC source via voltage r ~gulator. OPERABLE inverters 
require the associated 120 VAC distribution panels ([A-D]J48[1,12]) to be powered by the inverter 
with output voltage within tolerances, and power input to the in~erter from the associated station 
battery. Alternatively, the power supply may be from an intern~! AC source via rectifier as long 
as the OPERABLE station battery is available as the uninterruptible power supply. 

REFERENCES 

1. Amendment No. 188, March 25, 2011 

3/4.8.4 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES 

Primary containment electrical penetrations and penetration cm1ductors are protected by 
demonstrating the OPERABILITY of primary and backup overc ment protection circuit breakers 
by periodic surveillance. -

The surveillance requirements applicable to lower voltage circuit breakers provides assurance 
of breaker reliability by testing one representative sample of ea h manufacturers brand of circuit 
breaker. Each manufacturer's molded case and metal case cir ~uit breakers are grouped into 
representative samples which are than tested on a rotating bas~is to ensure that all breakers are 
tested. If a wide variety exists within any manufacturer's brand of circuit breakers, it is 
necessary to divide that manufacturer's breakers into groups a 1d treat each group as a 
separate type of breaker for surveillance purposes. 

HOPE CREEK B 3/4 8-3 HC-11-050 



ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

-·--·-·~-------· _ .~B~A=.-~S~E=S==··=·-·-=================================================···=' ·== 

ELECTRICALEQUIPMENT'PROJECTIVE1.DEVICES (Cbntiiiued) 
/L-~. -~" ·r~r· 1: -·- -{ 1 ir;!"~--. f: 

... : .'--·. 

The OPERABILITY or bypassing of the motor operated valves thermal overload protection 
coriti[]upusl~t 9ri d !J.~iflg ci.¢Ci.tj~[lt.CgJ1~ition:s··by' integtgf byp~~s :cieyicEisrE?n$8re:!S.that tne. thermal 
ov~fl613Hi~roteqtr6rhd~:riftg·~&i~~flt~cbhdltid:ns-vii11''ilot:pfe\fontsafoty related valve~ffrqrrf•!',: . 
performing<tb~ll<tuh!itl011I"/File.~$.Lifi\'i,~l1t~.ht~er'R.~tiUi{ehients::tor::·dem6ristr~ting: th~ropi;·F{Al311¥1'fiY'· 

~lll~?l~f f if i~~~iil~f l~i~~B~f !~i~~&~iti~t~1J~~r~n 
:, 1 i~ ''··. ; '• C, I? I "1 •• r:;-. :i ;:; ,r·..i.·., 
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3/4.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

BASES 

~ 3/4.9.1 REACTOR MODE SWITCH 

. ···•· 

• 

• 

Locking the OPERABLE reactor mode switch in the1 Shutdown or Refuel 
position, as specified, ensures that the restrictione on control rod 
withdrawal and refueling platform movement during the1 refueling operations 
are properly activated. · These conditions reinforce the refueling procedures · 
and reduce the probability of inadv~rte!1t: criticalit~r, damage· to reactor 
internals or fuel assemblies, and exposure of personnel to excessive 
radiation. 

3 / 4 • 9. 2 INSTRUMENTATION 

The OPERABILITY of at least two source range monitors ensures that 
redundant monitoring capability is available to detec,;t changes in the 
reactivity condition of the core. The flux need not be monitored for the 
first sixteen bundles loaded before a SPIRAL RELOAD i)r for the last sixteen 
bundles unloaded during a SPIRAL UNLOAD.. In the casi: of the SPIRAL RELOAD, 
the sixteen bundles loaded may be different from the' bundles scheduled to 
occupy the bundle locations for the next cycle provided; (i} the cold 
reactivity of any unscheduled bundle temporarily loaded is individually less 
than the cold reactivity .of the respective bundle scheduled for the subject 
location, (ii) the uncontrolled k-infinity of the la1:tice is less than 1.31, 
and (iii) the bundles are arranged in four two-by-two arrays surrounding an 
SRM with each array having a minimum of 12 inches between it and an adjacent 
array . 

. A SPIRAL RELOAD or SPIRAL UNLOAD can have various implementations 
consistent with the general guidance provided in Definitions 1.44 and 1.45, 
respectively. 

A SPIRAL RELOAD implementation must have the following characteristics: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

Spiral movements are used to enhance symmetry of the fuel bundles 
around the SRMs (i.e. enhanced SRM redundancy, enhanced SRM 
response). 
The first fuel bundles to be installed are those immediately 
surrounding each SRM to generate at least 3 cps (up to four 
bundles per SRM). · 
The first stage of spiral movements establishes a single fueled 
region containing the SRMs (i.e. enhance1 neutron coupling). 
The intermediate stages of spiral moveme'nts maintain a single 
fueled region containing the SRMs (i.e. enhanced neutron 
coupling, no unmonitored fuel). ' 
The last stage of· spiral movements startls at the SRMs and moves 

I 

outward to the periphery. 
I 

A SPIRAL UNLOAD implementation must have the followi!ng characteristics: 

1) Spiral movements are used to enhance symmetry of the fuel bundles 
around the SRMs (i.~. enhanced SRM redundancy, enhanced SRM 

2) 

3) 

HOPE CREEK 

response). 
The first stage .of spiral movements staits at the periphery and 
moves inward toward the SRMs. 
The intermediate stages of spiral.movements are chosen to 
maintain a single fueled region containing the SRMs (i.e. 
enhanced neutron coupling, no unmonitored fuel). 
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REFUELING OPERJ>.TIONS 

BASES 

INSTRUMENTATION· (Continued) 

4) The last stage cf spiral movements leaves up to four bundles 
ill)mediately surrounding each SRM to maintain at least 3 cps. 

5) The last fuel bundles to be removed are those immediately 
surrounding each SRM. 

6) Pri.o.r to the start of a SPIRAL UNLOAD, fuel bundles may be 
removed as long as the removals do not impact the above 
characteristics. 

A "fueled region" is a group of adjacent fuel bundles (preferably face
adjacent) containing ~t least one SRM. The region can have interior "holes" 
(i.e. positions without fuel bundles), 

Fuel Loading Chambers (FLCs, "Dunking Chambers") can be substituted for SRMs 
as long as they are connected to the SRM circuitry. 

3/4.9.3 CONTROL ROD POSITION 

The requirement that all control rods be inserted during other CORE 
ALTERATIONS minimizes the possibility that fuel will be loaded into a cell 
without a control rod, although one rod may be withdrawn under control of the 
reactor mode switch refuel position one-rod-out-interlock. 

3/4.9.4 DELETED 

3/4.9.5 DELETED 

3/4.9.6 DELETED 

3/4.9.7 DELETED 

3/4.9.8 and 3/4.9.9 WATER LEVEL - REACTOR VESSEL and WATER LEVEL -
SPENT.FUEL STORAGE POOL 

The restrictions on minimum water level ensure that sufficient water 
depth is available to remove 99% of the assumed 10% iodine gap activity 
released from the rupture of an irradiated fuel assembly. This minimum water 
depth is consistent with the assumptions of the accident analysis. 

3/4.9 .. 10 CONTROL ROD REMOVAL 

. These specifications ensure that maintenance or repair of control rods 
or control rod drives will be performed under conditions ttat limit the 
probability of inadvertent criticality. The requirements for simultaneous 
removal of more than one· control rod are more stringent sir.ce the SHUTDOWN 
MARGIN specification provides for the core to remain subcritical with only 
one control rod fully withdrawn. 
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REFUELING OPERATIONS 

BASES 

3/4.9.11 RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL AND COOLANT CIRCULATION 

The requirement that at least one residual heat removal loop be OPERABLE or that an 
alternate method capable of decay. heat removal be demonstrated and that an alternate method 
of coolant mixing be in operation ensures that (1) sufficient cooling capacity is available to 
remove decay. heat and maintain the water in the reactor pressure vessel below 140°F as 
required during REFUELING, and (2) sufficient coolant circulation would be available through 
the reactor core to assure accurate temperature indication. 

The requirement to have two shutdown cooling mode loops OPERABLE when there is 
less than 22 feet 2 inches of water above the reactor vessel flange ensures that a single failure 
of the operating loop will not result in a complete loss ofresidual heat removal capability. With 

·the reactor vessel head removed and 22 feet 2 inches of water above the reactor vessel .flange, 
a large heat sink is available for core cooling. Thus, in the event a failure of the operating !RHR 
loop, adequate time is provided to initiate alternate methods capable of decay heat removal or 
emergency procedures to cool the core . 

. • .. \..," ... ,.··.· 
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3/4.10 SPECIAL IEST EXCEPTION$ 

BASES 

3/4.lO.l PRIMARY CQNIAINMENI INTEGR.ITX 

The requirement for-PR.IMAltY CONTAlNMEHT INTEGRITY is net applicable during 
the period when open vessel tests are bei.."lg performed during the low power 
PHYSICS TESTS-. . 

3/4.10.2 ROD WQRTH MINIMIZIR 

In order to perform the tests required in the technical specifications it 
is necessary to bypass the sequence restraints on control rod movement. The 
aciditional surveillance requirements ensure that the specifications on heat 
generation rates and shutdown margin requirements are not exceeded during the 
period when these tests are being performed and that individual rod worths do 
not exceed the values assumed in the safety analysis. 

3/4.10. 3 SHO'l'DO!ffl' MARGIN pRPNSIRATIQNS 

Performance of shutdown margin demonstrations during open vessel testing 
requires additional restrictions in order to ensure that criticality is 
properly monitored and controlled. The•e additional restrictions are 
specified in this LCO. 

3/4.10.4 R!iCIRCUIATIQN LQQPS 

This special test exception permits reactor criticality under no flow 
conditions and is requ.ired to perform certain PHYSICS TESTS while at low 
THERMAL POWER levels. 

J/4.10.5 OXYGEN CONCENTRA1'ION 

The material originally contained in this Tecbnical Specification was 
deleted with the issuance of Amendment No •. 35. However, to maintain the 
historical reference to this. specification, thi• section baa been 
intentionally left blank. 

~/4.10.6 TRAINING STARTQPS 

This special test exception permits training startups to be performed with 
the reactor vessel depreasurized at low THERMAL POWER and temperature while 
controlli1lg RCS temperature with one RHR aubsy11tem aligned in the shutdo-wn 
cooling mode in order to minimize contaminated water discba.rge to the 
radioacti~e waste dispoa~l system. 

3/4.10.7 SPECIAL INSIRtJME?iTATION - iNITllL CORI LOApmG 

The materia.l originally contained in :sases Section 3/4.10.7 was deleted 
with the issuance of Amendment No. 1.4. However, to maintain the historical 
reference to this section, Bases Section 3/4.10.7 is inteiitionally left blank. 
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3/4.10 SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS 

BASES 

3/4.10.8 INSERVICE LEAK AND HYDROSTATIC TESTING 
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3/4.11 RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS 

BASES 

3/4.11.l Deleted 

3/4.11.1.2 Deleted 

3/4:11.1.3 Deleted 

3/4.11.l.4 LIQUID HOLDUP TANKS 

The tanks listed in this specification include all those outdoor 
radwaste tanks that are not surrounded by liners, dikes, or walls capable of 
holding the tank contents and that do not have tank overflows and surrounding 
area drains connected to the Liquid Radwaste Treatment system. 

Restricting the quantity of radioactive material co.nt.ained in the 
specified tanks provides assurance that in the event of an uncontrolled 
release of the tanks' contents, the resulting concentrations would be less 
than the limits of 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B, Table II, Column 2, at the 
nearest potable water supply and the nearest surface water supply in an 
UNRESTRICTED AREA. 

3/4.11.2 GASEOUS EFFLUENTS 

3/4.11.2.1 Deleted 

3/4.11.2.2 Deleted 

3/4.11.2.3 Deleted 

3/4.11.2.4 Deleted 

3/4.11.2.5 Deleted 

3/4.11.2.6 Deleted 

3/4.11.2.7 MAIN CONDENSER 

Restricting the gross radioactivity rate of noble gases from the main 
condenser provides reasonable assurance that the total body exposure to an 
individual at the exclusion area boundary will not exceed a small fraction of 
the limits of 10 CFR Part 100 in the event this effluent is inadvertently 
discharged directly to the environment without treatment. This specification 
implements the requirements of General Design Criteria 60 and 64 of 
Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50. 
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BASES 

3/4.11.2.8 Deleted 

3/4.11.3 Deleted 

3/4.11.4 Deleted 
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3/4.12 RADIOLOt;..ICAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 

BASES 

3/4.12.l Deleted 

3/4.12.2 Deleted 

3/4.12.3 Deleted 

PAGE B 3/4 12-2 HAS BEEN DELETED 
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